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ABSTRACT 

This study concerns students' ideas about the existence or otherwise 

of forces in several dynamical situations involving moving objects and objects 

at rest. It aims to contribute to a better understanding of students' ideas 

about dynamics. It differs from previous research [a) in covering a wider-range 

among students and larger variation in taught Physics background. [b) in at

tempting to tap less verbal forms of evidence and [c) in attempting to avoid 

'scientifism' in terms of the way to approach students and in terms of interpre

ting results. 

The empirical part of the study involved 338 students from seven 

different groups. 

Data was collected from the above sample. using a questionnaire 

to which responses were simply graphic indications of the directions of expected 

forces. and. if possible. the giving of names to these forces. in eight situations 

presented diagrammatically. In addition. data was collected from a sub-sample. 

by means of computer games using a screen 'object' obeying Newtonian Mechan

ics. in a frictional and a non-frictional 'environment'. under the control of 

the subject. Difficulties in interpreting the last kind of data led to the main 

study being focussed on the results of the questionnaire. 

Some results from the computer games are however presented. 

They are mainly concerned with students' performance when playing in a 

frictional versus non-frictional 'environment'. Results suggest a better students' 

performance when playing in a frictional 'environment'. 

Results obtained with the questionnaire concern: 

[a) differences between situations in patterns of expected directions. 

among students of the same group and between groups. Generally 

the results suggest the existence of common patterns among the 

students of the same group and systematic differences between 

patterns of groups with an increase in exposure to physics teaching. 

namely the attribution of new force directions [e.g. vertical and 

downwards. opposite to motion). despite the persistence of primitive 

ideas [e.g. a force along the motion); 
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[b] names given to the different kinds of forces in various directions. 

Results include a difficulty found in naming forces which existed 

before teaching. They also give information about how scientific 

terms are assimilated. 

Interpretations of the results. mainly taken from a theory of Com

mon Sense Reasoning about motions proposed by Ogborn (1985). seem to give 

them a reasonable explanation. Although requiring further investigation. 

this gives some support to claim that students' intuitive ideas about dynamics 

should be regarded [jJ as deriving from a rather general and coherent set 

of ideas. [ij] as less formalized in terms of the scientific world view and [iii] as 

having their origin mainly in actions on the world. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In this opening Chapter there are three sections. The first. Aims 

and Context of the Research. describes the overall aims of the research and 

its context. The second. Initial Orientations: Guidelines for the Research. 

is a brief account of the preliminary steps of this work and of their influence 

on the formulation of the research. The last. Outline of the Research. is a 

brief description of the plan of the whole work. 

1.1 - Aims and Context of the Research 

The topic of this thesis is the investigation of students' ideas in 

dynamics. more specifically the existence or otherwise of forces in several 

situations involving moving objects and objects at rest. and how they vary 

with Physics teaching and age. This topic is not new in Science Education 

research. many studies having been conducted. over the past years. concerning 

the elicitation and description of students' conceptions about various scientific 

topics. From them. a vast amount of information is now available. However. 

while some researchers in the field are already engaged in developing strategies 

for school science teaching. which are aimed to promote a conceptual change 

in students' minds. others still claim that there is a certain lack of coherence 

in the seemingly quite disparate results. The last still seeking to achieve 

a deeper understanding of the object of enquiry. on the grounds that this 

will lead to more appropriate ways of taking into account students' conceptions 

within instruction. The present research shares this last point of view. Its 

prime aim being. then. to attempt to improve our knowledge about students' 

conceptions. In order to do so. the research is aimed. firstly. at the identifica

tion of some of the problematic issues which may have led to the state of 

the field and secondly. by taking them into consideration. to investigate further 

some of the existing results. Basically. the issues to be tackled concerned 

methodologies used and populations studied. 

From the foregoing it is already clear that this research draws 

heavily on the existing literature on students' conceptions in science. The 
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research is. however. also influenced by ideas on the nature of persons' everyday 

construction of knowledge and on how such activity is seen in comparison 

with the scientific endeavour (these ideas are presented in Chapter 3. sub-sec

tion 3.1.3). The relevance of this issue arises from my belief in its central 

role for the understanding of the nature of the ideas students often express 

when answering to 'academic' situations (by 'academic' situations I mean to 

include. in general. all situations where students are asked about curriculum 

topics). It also helps to question the scope of much of the existing researche. 

particularly in what concerns its focus mainly on students' ideas which derive 

from the school curriculum and the assumption it often seems to make (although 

not always explicit) that persons act and construct their daily life knowledge 

as scientists construct scientific knowledge. 

1.2 - Initial Orientations: Guidelines for the Research 

The formulation of the research was preceded by a stage oriented 

towards the understanding of existing researches in the field under study. 

The aim here is not to give a detailed analysis of them (this is done later. 

in Chapter 2) but to describe. briefly. the chronological path followed at 

the beginning of this work. and to present the main guidelines which emerged. 

The work started by looking at Laurence Viennot's thesis (Viennot. 

1977). on students' spontaneous ways of reasoning about elementary dynamics. 

Despite the interesting aspects found in this research. particularly because 

of the large number of students involved. the important results found and 

the interesting model proposed for students' reasoning in dynamics. I neverthe

less felt somehow uneasy with respect to other aspects. These were. mainly. 

the rather formal and 'academic' nature of the questions used. the kind of 

analysis done (which was. fundamentally. based on the explanations students 

gave to Yes/No responses) and the nature of the results. which seemed to 

be formulated too much in terms of the scientific world view. To attempt 

to make these aspects clearer. a replication of some of Viennot's questions 

was done in a small scale study which involved eighteen P.G.C.E. Physics 

students (Vasconcelos. 1983). The analysis done in this study was. however. 

somehow different from the one used by Viennot. particularly in that a separate 

analysis was carried out with respect to both kinds of data obtained (i.e. 

Yes/No replies and explanations). Generally. the results found were rather 
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similar to those identified by Viennot. for example. the high percentage of 

'uncorrect' answers and the commonality of students' responses. The comparison 

of the analysis done with respect to Yes/No replies and explanations brought. 

however. some additional information. namely the higher percentage of 

students' Yes/No correct replies (67%. against q7% for the explanations). 

and the tendency for an increase in inconsistency when students' answered 

by giving explanations. This raised the following questions: why do students 

answer more 'correctly' and consistently by just giving an Yes/No reply than 

when they give an explanation? Could this mean that students are more sure. 

and 'right'. about how things are than why they are as they are? The idea 

of planning a study which would avoid asking students for explanations had 

its roots here. 

A further inspection of the explanations given by students. seemed 

to support my previous belief about the rather formal and academic nature 

of the study. Students often used expressions noticeably recognized as being 

school knowledge (e.g. mathematical expressions. like M d
2

2
x - - Kx). This led 

dt 
me to formulate the following question: to what extent did the formal and 

academic nature of the situations prompt students to formalize their beliefs 

in school like terms? More fundamental. could it be that the nature of this 

approach misled. or at least restricted. the identification of students' intuitive 

knowledge? The idea of approaching students. at a similar school level. with 

less formal situations to see the patterns which might emerge. become clearer. 

Contact with other researches had also. at that time. influenced 

the plan of the study. particularly the work which had been conducted by 

the Personal Construct Knowledge Group (P.C.K.G.) at the University of 

Surrey. Firstly. the less formal nature of the situations used by the group. 

gave me some ideas for the design of a somewhat less formal and less 

school-like approach. However. despite their interesting results about students' 

ideas of word concepts (such as force. gravity). the group did not appear to 

me to offer a coherent and clear picture about hawaII these ideas were connec

ted in students' minds. One of the reasons seen as having possibly contributed 

to this outcome was the strong emphasis given to students' verbal language. 

In other words. it seemed that this work was relying too much on the words 

students used to explain their beliefs. The work done by other researchers. 

especially diSessa and McCloskey. in which students' ideas were elicitated 

through their actions. as well as my belief that students' ideas about dynamics 
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would come mainly from interactions with the physical world. motivated 

me to attempt a design which would rely less on verbal evidence and more 

on actions. The idea of using computer games on a large scale. for collecting 

data about students' actions. had its origin here. The use of this technique 

would also have the advantage of having a rather non-school like nature. 

Another aspect of the existing research which highly influenced 

the plan of the study concerned the restricted range of students' age and 

Physics background involved in the studies done. For example. while some 

researchers investigated. mainly. students' conceptions of university Physics 

students (e.g. Clement. Viennot). others worked. mainly. at the secondary 

school level (e.g. the group from the University of Surrey). Nobody had. in 

fact. surveyed a wide range of students' age and Physics experience with 

the same method. If students' conceptions are fundamental and develop early. 

this becames essential. in particular. to find out what effect Physics teaching 

has. This was the other main guideline taken here. 

In summary. the main guidelines derived from this preliminary 

stage were that of designing a study which would avoid approaching students 

with formal and academic situations. which would give preference to students' 

actions. and which would look at a wide range of students' age and Physics 

background with the same method. 

1.3 - Outline of the Research 

A remark should be made firstly about the original idea. expressed 

above. of using computer games. given that they did not in the end have more 

than a minor role in the main study. This was mainly due to difficulties found 

with the interpretation of the results obtained (a discussion of this issue is 

given in Chapter 3. section 3.3). The main body of data was. instead. obtained 

with the use of a questionnaire. designed and used simultaneously with the 

computer games. in the first field-work stage. The questionnaire was. however. 

designed taking into account the guidelines expressed above. Generally. the 

questionnaire consisted of asking students to choose directions of forces which 

they thought to exist. in several situations involving moving objects and objects 

at rest. In addition. students were also asked to give a name for the forces 
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chosen. The questionnaire was administered to 338 students belonging to 

seven groups which varied from youngest students with no formal teaching 

in Dynamics up to Physics training teachers. 

The plan of the thesis is as follows. After this introductory chapter. 

a fuller analysis of the literature is given (Chapter 2). This analysis asks why 

it is still difficult to understand the area of research. Chapter 3 contains 

the formulation of the present research by presenting a theoretical perspective 

on the nature of children's knowledge. the research questions. and the discussion 

of the study made with computer games and its implications for the main 

research. Chapter It presents the design of the questionnaire and the sampling 

process. The analysis of the results obtained with the questionnaire is given 

in the next three chapters (5 - 7). The interpretations of the results found 

and the main conclusions are brought together in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are three sections in this Chapter. The first. Introduction. 

gives a general picture of the state of the field of research in students' con

ceptions in science. particularly the claim that there is still a certain difficul

ty in understanding its results. The second. A Look at Some Researches in 

Dynamics. contains a more detailed description and discussion of selected 

researches in dynamics and the last section. Final Comments. summarizes 

the problematic issues raised. 

2.1 - Introduction 

The claim that children construct their own conceptions about 

the physical world is not new and can be traced back to the early studies 

of Jean Piaget (e.g. Piaget. 1929). However. it is only since the seventies 

that educational researchers have been engaged in investigating such concep

tions and their implications for school learning. Since then. there has been 

a rapid expansion of this field of enquiry. on a world-wide basis. and in various 

topics of science. Table 2.1 gives examples of some of the many studies done 

and topics investigated. 
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TOPIC AREA RESEARCHES 

Champa9ne • K lopfer. So lomon and Cahn (1980) 

Clement (1982) 

diSessa (1981 a) 
Dynamics 

Gi I bert. Watts and Osborne (1982) 

Sj¢berg and Lie (1981) 

Viennot (1 979a) 

Osborne (1981) 
Electricity 

Shipstone (1984) 

Brook. Briggs. Be II and Driver (1984) 

Heat Clough and Or i ver (1985) 

Erickson (1979) 

Kinematics 
Crepau I t (1981) 

Saltiel (1978 ) 

Andersson and Karrqvist (1983) 
Light 

Watts (1985) 

Living Brumby (1981) 

Mole Duncan and Johnstone (1973) 

TABLE 2.1- Examples of researches and topics investigated in the area of 

students' conceptions in Science 

From the above and other studies there is now a rich collection 

of results supporting the claim that students have their own conceptions about 

scientific topics. even before they enter school. There is also a general consen

sus among researchers that these conceptions are (a] at least partially organ

ized. [b) show some consistency across populations. [el differ from school 

science. [d) are. sometimes. extremely resistant to change and [e) need to 

be taken into account if teaching is to be effective. 

Despite the above. the claim that it is still difficult to make sense 

of this range of results has been put forward by some researchers. for example: 
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'[ •.• ) I feel at this point some urgency for clarification of and agree
ment about the meaning and style of this kind of research. if only 
to avoid being submerged and frustrated by too many un-under
standable and unusable 'research results'.' 

[Guidoni. 19S5. pp 133) 

In attempting to answer the above problem a more detailed analysis 

of some researches is given in the next section. The purpose is not to give 

an exhaustive review of the studies done but to select researches to illustrate 

and raise issues seen as being problematic. These concern. mainly. epistemolo

gical 'issues [e.g. theoretical assumptions made) and methodological issues 

[e.g. approaches used). Their relevance is that they are related to the two 

following fundamental questions: [a] what is the nature of the knowledge 

acquired through experience? and [b] what is involved in being able to claim 

that one has discovered something about what someone else thinks? 

The researches selected are all in the area of Dynamics because 

this is the topic of the present study. and because this topic is that where 

most studies have been conducted [for an extensive review see. for example. 

McDermott. 19SQ). The problematic issues to be raised could however also 

be applied to other topics. 

2.2 - A Look at Some Researches in Dynamics 

2.2.1 Review of researches of the 'Personal Construct' groups concerning 

scientific word-concepts 

This sub-section reviews researches from the 'Concepts in Science 

Project' [University of Surrey. England). the 'Learning in Science Project' 

[New Zealand Department of Education. New Zealand). and from the 'Personal 

Construction of Knowledge Group [P.C.K.G)' [also from the University of 

Surrey). The researches show many important similarities in respect of as

sumptions made and approaches used. The more recent work of the 'Children's 

Learning in Science Project' [University of Leeds. England) is similar in many 

ways. 
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2.2.1.1 Motivation. Assumptions. Aims and Theoretical Background 

of the researches 

Most of these researches appear to have in common a problem

-orientation rather than a theoretical orientation. They are. however. some

what less empirical than other approaches (e.g. Viennot. 1977) in that the 

theoretical basis from which they work is made more explicit. 

2.2.1.1.1 Starting points seen as more problem-oriented 

One of the main motivations often referred to in these researches 

[e.g. Osborne and Gi Ibert. 1979. Osborne. 19S0. Watts. 19S2) concerns the 

problem expressed by many teachers of science that students do not under

stand basic ideas of science. One important reason seen by the researchers 

is that students' conceptual understandings of the words used in science often 

differ from those of the teacher. In this context. researchers talk about the 

'gulf of understanding' between teacher and taught. and about the need to 

bridge the 'semantic gap' between the two [e.g. Watts. 19S2). In this vein. 

one purpose is to find out how students tend to use a particular word which 

is also used in science [e.g. force. energy). and to help teachers to make an 

appraisal of students' understandings of various concepts. This goal is justified 

by the principle that effective teaching can only take place when it is based 

upon what the learner already knows. 

One underlying assumption is that youngsters do not arrive at 

science lessons with an empty mind but that they have already construed 

their own meanings for many of concepts [and their labels) to be taught. More 

generally. researchers often refer to students' previous knowledge as children's 

science [e.g. Osborne et al. 1 9S3) - 'the views of the world and meanings 

for words that children tend to acquire before they are formally taught 

science' - or as alternative frameworks [e.g. Watts. 1 9S3) - 'person's imagin

ative efforts to describe and explain their physical world'. Terms like miscon

ceptions or pre-conceptions. which are used by others to designate the out

comes in this area. are avoided. This indicates the strong epistemological 

status given to students' previous knowledge in this kind of research. 
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2.2.1.1.2 Starting points derived from a theoretical basis 

Many of these researches share. with varying degrees of commit

ment. a theoretical starting point derived from the psychology of George 

Kelly. namely his theory of personal construct and his metaphor of 'man-the

-scientist'. Basically. the general ideas taken from Kelly are: 

[a] that each person constructs a representational model of the world. 

the model being subject to change over time; 

[b) constructions of reality are constantly tested out and modified to 

allow better predictions in the future; 

[c) the concern is with conscious self-regulation by a person of his own 

construct ions; 

[d) following Kelly's metaphor of 'man-the-scientist'. people are seen 

as essentially inquisitive and constructively scientific. 

Taken together. these ideas assume that the processes through 

which scientists structure their knowledge are similar to the way that people 

deliberately construct their own world views (Watts and Pope. 1982). It is 

also assumed that people can construe their environment in an infinite number 

of different ways; for example. Kelly is quoted as saying that events are 

subject to 'as great a variety of constructions as our wits would enable as 

to contrive' (Watts. 1982). Thus the emphasis is on the uniqueness of each 

person's construction of the world. 

A further important theoretical assumption concerns the view 

taken of what a concept is. of what it is to understand a concept and of what 

is the key measure of concept attainment. This issue relates to the choice 

of methodology for investigating students' understanding of individual concepts 

(see. for example. Osborne and Gilbert. 1979). the Interview-About-Instances. 

In contrast with other schools (see. for example. Gilbert and Watts. 

1983. for a review of the issue). these workers have taken what can be called 

an 'actional' view of a concept. A concept is generally defined (e.g. Watts 

and Pope. 1982) as 'all the knowledge possessed by an individual that underlies 

a term of reference for an area of experience'. From this point of view. there 

is little distinction between a concept and a theory. Concepts are seen as 

active. constructive and intentional. in that they are ways of organising our 

experiences through intentions towards things and expectations of things. 
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this process being always open to re-conceptualization through new experi

ences. Moreover. concepts are seen as multi-dimensional and as heavily con

text-dependent. 

Concept understanding is seen as resulting from the interaction 

of four possible components (see Gi Ibert and Osborne. 19S0): (1) memory 

of instances associated with a term. [2) memory of a description of the con

cept. [3) memory of instances and non-instances (the word-concept becoming 

attached to the abstract concept of the class). ['I) induction of a description 

of a concept. Figure 2.1 shows these components. 

Specific 

Instances 

Descriptive 

Statements 

Externally Classified 

Instances 'Externa I I y' 

Classified as Exemp lars 

and Non-Exemp lars 

of a Concept 

Descriptive Statements 

of Concept Attributes 

Obtained from 'Externa I ' 

Sources 

Interna I I Y Classified 

Instances 'Interna I I y' 

Classified as Exemp lars 

and Non-Exemp lars 

of a Concept 

Descriptive Statements 

of Concept Attributes 

Obtained from 'Interna I ' 

Considerations 

Fig. 2.1 - A simplified view of concept attainment (from Gibert and Osborne. 

19S0) 

The general idea is that understanding a concept means to be 

able to generalize to all possible instances that might be presented and to 

be able to descriminate all possible non-instances. Thus. the key measure 

of concept attainment is 'the ability of an individual to properly categorize 

instances not previously encountered as instances or non-instances. of the 

particular concept' (Gilbert and Osborne. 19S0). 

This trend of research is. then. supported by a theoretical back

ground which offers reasons why students construct their own conceptions 

and which charcterizes them in general terms. There are two limitations 

which I see in the kind of theory offered and in the way it is used. 
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Firstly. the theory is not intended to explain why the particular 

conceptions that do arise are of one kind rather than another. In other words. 

it does not offer a theory of the content of these conceptions. Secondly. the 

validity of the theory for this field of research is never questioned. These 

seem to me to be problematic because [a] there is not yet a general agreement 

in the field about the nature and construction of everyday knowledge. and 

[b] there are some arguments in the I iterature [e.g. Scheweder. 1977) which 

question the theoretical approach followed. particularly the close parallel 

drawn between the processes used to acquire knowledge by everyday thinkers 

and by scientists. 

2.2.1.2 Empirical studies 

This sub-section comments on the most relevant empirical studies 

carried out in the area of dynamics. 

2.2.1.2.1 Focus of the studies 

Generally. the focus of the studies concerns basic word-concepts 

used in science lessons. primarily the concept of force. gravity also being 

investigated. and to a lesser extent friction. Table 2.11 shows the studies selec

ted to describe this research. 

SPECIFIC TOPIC 

FORCE 

GRAVITY 

FRICTION: 

Osborne and Gilbert [1980a). Watts and Zylbersztajn 

(1981). Watts (1983). Watts and Gilbert [undated. but 

published after 1983). Osborne and Freyberg (1985) 

Stead and Osborne [1981 b). Watts (1982). Watts and 

Gilbert [undated. but published after 1982) 

Stead and Osborne. [1981 a) 

TABLE 2.11 - Examples of researches and specific topics. selected in this 

review 
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It follows that these studies concern only students' concepts which 

have the same names as physics concepts. Although understandable from 

a pragmatic point of view. it seems to me problematic that one might. in 

this way. be restricting the scope of students' knowledge which is studied. 

Why should students' everyday knowledge be formulated in the same terms 

as those of the physicist? 

2.2.1.2.2 Methodologies 

2.2.1.2.2.1 The Interview-About-Instances method 

These researchers developed a specific method. namely. the Inter

view-About-Instances method (I.A.I.). Although this is not the only method 

used. its used is central because it was fundamentally based on the theoretical 

approach. 

In outline. the I.A.I. method (see. for example. Osborne and Gilbert. 

1979) consists of tape-recorded discussions with a pupi I. using a series of 

picture-cards. concerned with the application of one word as a focus. Each 

picture-card depicts a line drawing of a situation which mayor may not re

present an example of the concept. As seen by Osborne and Gilbert (1979) 

the key problem in this method is how to select a necessary and sufficient 

set of cards which will effectively explore the dimensions and boundaries 

of the concept. To achieve this. it was necessary to consider: the theoretical 

structure of the concept. attributes of the concept. comments from experi

enced teachers on common difficulties. ideas from illustrations in textbooks. 

Figure 2.2 shows examples of some of the cards used by Watts (1983) for 

the concept of force. 

Fig. 2.2 - Examples of cards used in the I.A.I. method. by Watts (1983) for 

the concept of force 
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Questions like. 'Do the situations represent examples of your con

cept of force?'. 'Why do you say that there is a force here?'. 'What would 

your example of force be?'. were often used to prompt discussion. 

One may describe the situations presented as relatively informal 

(by contrast with other examples. e.g. Viennot. 1979a). However the questions 

asked are still formulated in a school-like terms (e.g. by asking about force. 

gravity and by requiring always explanations from students). One may ask 

whether or not students would give answers in terms of those school-like 

terms when not prompted to do so. More fundamentally. one may doubt whether 

students conceptualize everyday like events around the same central concepts 

as those used in science. 

2.2.1.2.2.2 The survey approach 

Following up Interviews-About-Instances. views identified through 

the interviews were studied using survey techniques (e.g. Stead and Osborne. 

1981 a and b. Watts and Zylbersztajn. 1981). These mainly consisted of paper

-and-pencil questionnaires in a multiple-choice-with-explanation format. 

In each question one possible response was always the 'scientifically correct' 

answer. whilst at least one of the others was inspired by an alternative frame

work previously identified. The situations presented often stem directly from 

the interviews. Figure 2.3 shows examples of questions used in two of these 

studies (Watts and Zylbersztajn. 1981 and Stead and Osborne. 1981 b). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 2.3 - Examples of questions asked using survey techniques. about (a) the 

concept of force [Watts and Zylbersztajn. 1981). [b) the concept of 

9ravity [Stead and Osborne. 1981 b) 

It may be noted that firstly. not all the ideas identified in the 

interviews were checked out in the questionnaires [see. for example. Stead 

and Osborne. 1981 a or bJ. Further. there is not always agreement on the way 

of paraphrasing the alternative frameworks described in the two approaches 
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[see. for example. Watts and Gilbert. undated but published after 1 983). The 

surveys also often bring out alternative frameworks which were not identified 

in the I.A.I. method. Thus. overall. the surveys do not seem to constitute 

a systematic corroboration of the studies using the I.A.I. method. 

2.2.1.2.3 Samples 

It is important to consider the age-range. Physics background 

and size of the samples used [though the researchers do not always give full 

detai Is). The general features of the samples are given in figure 2.4. 

AGE -RANGE 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
--1 

lntegrated Science 

) LA.L appcaach 

14 15 16 17 18 19 

I ~vanced Physics Level (A. Level) 1 
Physics (0. Level) 

Physics 
Background 
(up to the 
end of secon
dary school) 

Fig. 2.4 - Characteristics of the samples of the studies reviewed 

The general features of the samples can be summarized as follows: 

(j) most studies covered a wide range of students' age. markedly between 

12 and 17 years. The surveys involved a smaller range of ages and. 

particularly. involved older students: 

(jj) the physics background of the samples mostly involved students 

with either no background in physics or with only some formal 

teaching in physics. All but one. involved only secondary school 

students. None of the studies involved university physics students: 
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(iii] the size of the samples varied markedly with the approach used. 

with many fewer students involved in the I.A.I. approach (between 

12 to Lf2 students) than in the surveys (between 72 to 800 students). 

The students involved come from two different countries. namely 

England and New Zealand. with some work in other countries (e.g. Portugal. 

Thomaz. 1983). 

2.2.1.2." Aspects concerning the analysis of the data 

With the I.A.I. approach the data to be analysed consisted of full 

transcripts of each individual interview. The analysis attempts to interpret 

students' understandings of a particular word-concept. through their use of 

this word. In most of these researches the aim of the analysis was to construct 

students' alternative frameworks. by which is meant 'a short summary descrip

tion that attempts to capture both the explicit responses made and the con

strued intentions behind them' [Gi Ibert and Watts. 1983). Moreover. alternative 

frameworks may be seen as 'generalised non-individual descriptions' (Gilbert 

and Watts. 1983). So. the frameworks described come from no one student. 

Rather they were pieced together from the conceptions explicitly and implicitly 

used. Thus. the alternative frameworks identified do not tell what a particular 

student thinks of that concept. 

2.2.1.2.5 Main results 

2.2.1.2.5.1 Patterns of students' understandings in 

mechanics 

General patterns of students' understandings with respect to their 

ideas in mechanics identified in early studies [Osborne and Gilbert. 1980a. 

Gilbert et al. 1982) include: 

• the use of everyday language - a word is made sense of by placing 

an everyday interpretation on it. An example of this is given when 

a student. asked if there is a force when a man is pushing a car. answers 

'yes. because he is forcing the car': 
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a self-centred and human-centred view point - words and situations 

are considered in terms of human experiences and values. An example 

of this is when a student. asked if there is a force on a steadily moving 

bicycle with a man sitting still. answers 'no. because he is not pedalling 

or anything'. 

The researchers do not make. at this stage. any statement about 

the comprehensiveness of the patterns identified. or their distribution amongst 

a population. or about the commitment of any student to only one pattern. 

2.2.1.2.5.2 Alternative frameworks with respect to 

the topics investigated 

2.2.1.2.5.2.1 Concept of force 

The empirical studies of force have given rise to the identification 

of several distinct alternative frameworks. Watts (1983). for example. describes 

eight distinct alternative frameworks. 

In order to understand better the rationale behind the description 

of such alternative frameworks. a discussion will be given of two of them. 

[a] A - Affective forces. According to Watts. an appropriate description 

of this framework would be 'for force where objects are seen as inclined. 

or attempting. to produce action'. More specifically. this framework 

was paraphrased and illustrated by Watts. using extracts taken from tran

scripts as follows: 

A1 - Forces are obligations to complete an action against some resis

tance. 

Ex: 'That [ball] has to do it ••• if you hit the ball there it has to go up' 

[GolfballJ. 

A2 - The framework conveys an inner feeling of trying to accomplish 

some activity - an inner drive. 

Ex: 'Well the tree is forcing itself to stay up ••• it's being pulled by 

gravity but the tree's sort of working against the two' [Tree and 

wind]. 
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A3 - Forces are also intentional. 

Ex: 'If you do something ... actually physically sort of dig something 

up ••• then you would be causing forces ... like playing the piano'. 

[b) D - Designated forces. This framework is paraphrased as follows: 'Forces 

are designated to those objects that are causing or will cause events to 

occur'. As before, this framework was illustrated: 

01 - Humans are centres of force. 

Ex: 'The force is coming from the man who whacks it' [GolfbaIlJ. 

'There's some force there from the teacher ... his power to tell 

the boy off .. .' [Being told off]. 

02 - Forces are inside human bodies. 

Ex: 'The force is in him ... striking the ball ... the movement of his 

arms' [Golfer]. 

03 - Forces in inanimate objects. 

Ex: 'Yes, there is force in the ball, 

of the thing' [Golfer]. 

in the movement ... the whack 

However, in other studies involving the same researchers, para

phrased frameworks are: 'Forces are to do with living things'. 'Constant motion 

requires a constant force', 'The amount of motion is proportional to the amount 

of force'. No clear statement is made about the overlaps, similarities and 

differences among the frameworks identified in different studies. 

The prevalence of some of the frameworks identified was also 

investigated using survey techniques [e.g. Watts and Zylbersztajn, 1 98 1, Osborne 

and Freyberg, 1 985). Strong consensus was found for some views, particularly. 

concerning the association between force and motion. 

Despite the interest of the wide catalogue of different meanings 

students may attribute to the concept of force. certain criticisms I would 

make are: 

[j) in some cases, the alternative frameworks rely too much on the 

way students use a word. For example, the inclusion of the two ex

amples given above for the first part of the Designated Forces frame

works (i.e. The Golfball and Being told off) suggests that the criteria 

used in the analysis were mainly the use of the word force and the 
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context of the two situations rather than the understanding of the 

idea associated with the word force behind the answer. It is not 

clear that the result. for both situations. concerns the physical idea 

of force; 

[ij] in some cases. the alternative frameworks seem to be too closely 

related to the context of the situation. In some cases a framework 

is even identified for a single situation. 

2.2.1.2.5.2.2 Concept of gravity 

The empirical studies of gravity have also given rise to identifica

tion of several distinct alternative frameworks. Watts (1982). for example. 

describes eight distinct frameworks: Gravity as being a force that requires 

a medium to act through (the air being the most popular candidate); Gravity 

as differing from weight. are just some of the ideas described. 

In another study by Stead and Osborne (1981 b) other views of 

gravity were identified. some of them similar. for example. the idea that 

gravity is the result of the presence of air pushing down and that gravity 

increases with height. 

Most of the criticisms made before would apply also here. For 

example. one of the frameworks described by Watts (1982) is actually formula

ted in terms of only one kind of situation. namely a ball moving upwards in 

the air and then falling down. Furthermore. in the same study. one can find 

one student expressing ideas belonging to contradictory frameworks: 'Gravity 

is constant - moving objects try. and fail. to 'conteract' gravity' and 'Gravity 

begins to operate when objects start to fall down and continues until they 

are at rest on the ground'. This raises the question: if students' own ideas 

are so contradictory. how can one explain their persistence with age and 

formal teaching in physics? 

The survey studies carried out showed the wide prevalence of 

certain views. such as. that gravity only exists on the earth and not on the 

moon. 
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2.2.1.2.5.2.3 Concept of friction 

The concept of friction was only investigated in one study. by 

Stead and Osborne (1981 a). This work identified several views held by students 

about the concept of friction. namely its close association with rubbing. par

ticularly the rubbing of two solid surfaces. and with movement. wear. energy. 

and particularly heat energy. The prevalence of some of these views were 

investigated in a survey. 

2.2.1.2.5.3 Main conclusions 

The main conclusions seem to be: 

(j) students do have their own meanings for words which are commonly 

used in physics lessons. and which they acquire even before they 

have any formal teaching in the subject. Moreover. these meanings 

are often at odds with orthodox physics; 

[ii) for each word-concept. there is a proliferation of meanings. some 

of them seeming to be contradictory. Osborne. Bell and Gilbert 

(1983) state that 'children are not concerned with the need to have 

coherent and non-contradictory explanations for a variety of phe

nomena' ; 

(iii) some of those meanings are widely held among students. although 

they are seen as individualized attempts to make sense of the world. 

2.2.1.3 General Comments on the trend of research reviewed 

The main problems I see with this line of research are: 

[i] the focus of the investigations being only curriculum topics. This 

may miss essential aspects of students' everyday knowledge; 

(ii) the emphasis on the consciousness of students' own constructions. 

which may have led researchers to base their studies on students' 

verbal knowledge and. particularly. on the explanatory framework 

they use for their responses; 
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mil the emphasis on the uniqueness of knowledge. seeing students' every

day conceptualizations as being individualized attempts to make 

sense of the world: 

[iv] the diversity and nature of the outcomes found in the empirical 

studies. with the interpretation given to the results. being rather 

too closely related to the data and context: 

(v] the lack of a general model which could account for the content 

of the conceptions identified. 

2.2.2 Review of Viennot's research on students' spontaneous reasoning 

in dynamics 

This sub-section reviews important research by Viennot (1977). 

It is important because it was one of the earliest studies conducted in the 

area. is a systematic large scale study of difficulties of dynamics and because 

it attempts to build an explanatory model. 

2.2.2.1 Motivation. Assumptions. Aims and Theoretical Background 

This work can be seen as bein9 fundamentally. problem-oriented. 

As Viennot [1979a) writes: 

'The work described here has its orIgins in practical teaching 
problems. and its ultimate aim is to contribute to an improvement 
of teaching'. 

[Viennot. 1979a. pp 205) 

The immediate aim was 'to attempt to understand how students 

actually think about some specific situations. and to describe and formulate 

that th inking' (Viennot. 1979a). 

One of its starting points is that students' difficulties should not 

be attributed solely to school learning but rather to students' own thinking. 

This is usually described by Viennot as students' 'spontaneous way of reasoning', 

a reasoning which is 'independent of teaching and which is taken to represent 

a common and self-consistent system which resists change'. 
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2.2.2.2 Empirical study 

2.2.2.2.1 Focus of the study 

The topic studied was elementary dynamics. that is. the relations 

between force. energy and motion. The topic chosen is. then. taken from 

the science curriculum. 

2.2.2.2.2 Methodology 

The technique consisted of 112 to 1 hour long penci I-and-paper 

questionnaires administered to classes. The design of the questionnaire was 

preceded by an exploratory phase where ideas for items were collected from 

teaching experience and interviews. 

According to Viennot (197gb). good items would be those which 

gave evidence about the intuitive aspects of students' reasoning. Thus. for 

example. the motions presented in the questions were not arbitrarily chosen. 

but were deliberately chosen to include motions in the opposite direction 

to the resultant force. The questions were intended to avoid. as far as possible. 

other difficulties. especially mathematical ones. Information about physical 

relations relevant to the problems was often explicitly given. 

The type of questions asked are illustrated by the two problems 

shown in figure 2.5. 
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A juggler plays with six identical balls. At time t. the six balls are in the air at 
the same height. on trajectories shown in dashed line in the figure. Also 
shown are the velocity vectors of the balls at this instant . 
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Are the forces acting on the balls at this instant the same or different? Ate 
some the same and the others different? Justify your answer. {Neglect air 
resistance.} Are the potential energies of the fix balls the same or different? 

Three identical vertical springs (R,. R;z. R:Jl. each exert 8 force F - - kx on 
a mass M that is fixed to the end of the spring. k is a constant and x is the 
elongation of the spring. M and k are the same for the three springs. 

The three springs are fixed to the ceiling and oscillate without decay about 
their positions of equilibrium. with different amplitudes. At time t. when the . 
end of R3 reaches its maximum height (with velocity ~-O). the end of R, and 
Rz are at the same height but with different non-zero velocities V, and V.,. 

For the three springs at this instant t. tell whether the total force acting on M 
is the same or different. Are the potential energies of the three mass the 
same or different? 

Fig. 2.5 - Type of questions in Viennot's research 

Ca) 

The examples show how the questions are intended to ensure that 

students will not get answers 'wrong' because of lack of physical knowledge 

or because of the difficulty of the questions. Even so. these questions do 

seem to be rather formal or 'academic'. They are formulated in a way appropri

ate for students studying dynamics. One may ask whether presenting this 

kind of question may guide students to formulate their answers uniquely in 

school-like terms or concepts. thus limiting the extent to which the questions 

elicit students' intuitive knowledge. 
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2.2.2.2.3. Sample 

The research involved about 1600 students. mainly French but 

also British and Belgian. The majority (2/3) were attending university degrees. 

mainly in science. though students studying science at the end of secondary 

school were also involved. 

2.2.2.2.LJ Aspects concerning the analysis of the data 

Generally. the data collected consisted of Yes/No replies and 

written explanations. The analysis found the percentage of students giving 

correct/incorrect answers. together with inferences drawing on students' 

explanations about common kinds of reasoning. Notice that the data is mainly 

based on students' verbal knowledge. 

In contrast to many other researchers. Viennot proposes a model 

to account for the findings of her research. 

2.2.2.2.5 Main results and conclusions 

The main results can be described as follows: 

m Commonality of students' responses - The results found show a high 

frequency of similar responses. which were often in contradiction 

with the physicist's view. Moreover. the results also show that the 

types of answers varied little from one sample of students to another. 

This led Viennot to consider that students' difficulties in dynamics 

should be seen as resulting from a general and common spontaneous 

conceptual system acquired independently of teaching: 

'It appears that spontaneous reasoning can be formalized 
in terms of its own 'laws' I' • 

(Viennot. 1979a. pp 205) 

[iil Students' responses vary with the kind and nature of the situations 

presented - Viennot found that students' responses varied with 

the kind of the situation presented. For example. when the motion 

is directly known as initial information and the motion is in the 
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opposite direction to the resultant force. students often gave an 

incorrect answer by associating with the velocity a force which 

would explain the motion. To account for this result. Viennot proposes 

an intuitive 'law' of 'a pseudo-linear relation between force and 

velocity. Fa.v'. 

However. in other situations students correctly associated force 

with acceleration and not with velocity. These cases include 

situations where students were presented with an equation of motion 

and have to calculate the force. or when students were presented 

with a question such as 'If the same force acts on two identical 

masses. are the motions necessarily identical?' 

[iii] Model for spontaneous reasoning in dynamics - Viennot's model 

assumes that students use different notions of force depending 

on the question asked. The model proposed is outlined in Table 2.111. 

Table 2.IV summarizes the nature and properties of two of the 

forces present in the model. namely the 'Force of interaction' (Fact) 

and the 'Supply of force' (Fs)' 

ENTER 

Nature of problem 
Is the motion directly 
known as initial 
information? 

YES 

Nature of situation: 

No ... , 

EITHER 
Interaction in a 

Galilean frame? 

Fact I 

~re Fs and V Vies Fact I 
Yes In the same 

.... 
f--t-;)O---l d i r ect ion or ~ rr=-l 

1...-. ______ ---' both zero? I No ~ 

OR 

OR 

'Driven motion' 
(acceleration 
imposed 
externa "y)? 

Yes Fi 
~~------~r------------

'Apparent mot ion'? II-I-Y_e_s ____ ..::;>-...... __________ F = a 

TABLE 2.111 - Model for spontaneous reasoning in dynamics (from 

Viennot. 1979a) 
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Force of 
interaction 

Supply of 
force 

Symbol 
Typical Physica I 

Loca I isation Model 
formu I ation nature used 

Fact Force Oriented Function Fact ~ m a 
acting on (vectorial?) of 
the mass position a ~ acceler-

ation 

Fs The force Mixed A property 
of the scalar-vector: of the who I e 
mass Force-energy motion: Fs = ex v 

confusions spatio-
tempora I 

de I oca I isation 

TABLE 2.IV - Different notions of force in use among students (from 

Viennot. 1979a) 

Comments on this model include the followings. 

The model displays a certain 'scientifism'. That is. its formulation 

is in terms of rather formal and even mathematical relations. This 

appears to me to be a rather limited way of formulating students' 

own reasoning about everyday dynamics. biased towards a scientific 

perspective. 

The model describes the empirical results rather than modelling 

the nature of spontaneous reasoning about everyday dynamics events. 

That is. its formulation is in terms of the link between the kind 

of situations presented and the kind of answers given. 

[jv) More general characteristics of students' spontaneous reasoning: 

widespread. tenacious and self-consistent - Viennot proposes that 

the intuitive scheme of students' spontaneous way of reasoning 

in dynamics. is widespread and tenacious. and that it represents 

a worked-out effective and self-consistent system of thought. 

Its tenacity is. Viennot suggests. connected with its self-consistency. 

Viennot further supports this by tracing the same reasoning in a 

wide variety of sources. including newspaper articles. journals 

and even science textbooks. She notes. also. its similarities with 

a rather evolved scheme of historical thought. that of the impetus 

theory (Viennot. 1979b). 
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2.2.2.3 General comments on Viennot's research 

The importance of this research derives. I think. from its systematic 

nature. in that it provides a good basis for recognizing the scope of students' 

difficulties in dynamics. Also. being one of the earliest studies done in the 

area. it may be credited as contributing importantly to abandoning the tradi

tional perspective which considered students' difficulties as due only to mis

understandings of school learning. 

Despite the above. the work is limited by the rather formal and 

school-like nature of the questions asked. by the population involved (mainly 

university students). and by the 'scientifism' of the model proposed for students' 

reasoning in dynamics. 

Viennot's work. despite its value. is at best suggestive of how 

to build and test a model of thinking about motion in everyday life. 

Similar issues. could be raised in connection with Clement's work 

(e.g. Clement. 1982). particularly the 'scientifism' of the approach to gathering 

and interpreting results. the limited scope of the study (e.g. topic taken from 

the curriculum. and the sample involving only universities physics students). 

2.2.3 Review of diSessa's research on students' actions in controlling 

a computational environment 

The work reviewed is that of diSessa at M.I.T •• The main point 

to be brought out in discussing it are the theoretical perspective taken. and 

the approach via students' actions rather than through propositional knowledge. 

The work of White (e.g. White. 1983). also from M.I.T •• is similar in many 

ways. 

2.2.3.1 Motivation. Assumptions. Aims and Theoretical Background 

diSessa's work has a distinctively theoretical orientation. particular

ly the important role of prior. domain-specific knowledge (also designated 

Naive Knowledge or Intuition). 
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The general assumption underlying the work is that people hold 

an Intuitive Physics. learned from experience with the world. and generic 

[diSessa. 1986). 

In an early paper diSessa (1978) argues about the 'mismatch between 

deductive systems and the character of human thought'. Even for the expert 

scientist. the formal structure of her/his field is seen as being only a small 

and sometimes superficial part of what s/he knows: 

'( ••• ) it is a great mistake to identify knowing a field with knowing 
a formalism'. 

[diSessa. 1978. pp 253) 

Great emphasis is given to 'knowledge-with in-process'. character

ized by not being generally verbalized. by not being easily 'accessible' and 

by the non-conscious process of generating it. and by its vital importance 

to Intuition. 

diSessa considers that persons reason by analogy and by induction. 

formulating heuristics and developing dispositions to act in certain ways in 

certain circumstances. Despite lack of rigor. they learn a great deal about 

the world and they learn it well in a functional sense. Thus. personal 'world 

models' are seen as secure in that they arise from procedures which work. 

More specifically. diSessa (1981 band 1986) proposes that Intuitive 

Physics is a system of phenomenological primitives (p-prims) which are not 

often explicitly explained or justified but which serve as a foundation for 

all thinking or knowing. P-prims are collections of recognizable phenomena 

in terms of which persons see the world. 

2.2.3.2 Empirical study 

This sub-section considers one study by diSessa (1981 a). Given 

the limited scope of the study. particularly. the small sample. the discussion 

is brief. 

The topic of the study was Newton's laws. including some aspects 

of vector algebra. 
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The technique used in the study was a computer game. in which 

the students had to control a graphical object. called a dynaturtle. which 

behaved according to Newton's laws. The dynaturtle could move on a CRT 

with commands typed at a keyboard. turning commands (i.e. RIGHT and LEFT. 

followed by a number telling how many degrees to turn) and a KICK command 

which gives the dynaturtle an impulse in the direction it is currently facing. 

The game (TARGET) has as goal to direct the dynaturtle to h it a target with 

a minimum speed. The initial configuration had the dynaturtle at rest aimed 

directly up the screen and the target positioned at bearing 45 a from the dyna

turtle (see figure 2.6). 

o 

Fig. 2.6 - Initial configuration of TARGET game (from diSessa. 1 981 a) 

The introduction to the dynaturtle given to students was a brief 

description of commands together with an illustration. applying a few kicks 

to a tennis ball on a table. Such a game. clearly. is not school-like in character. 

as compared with the questions asked in some other researches. 

Most of the students involved had. previously. a considerable experi

ence using the computer language. LOGO (i.e. eight weeks of roughly four 

hours per week). 

Observations were made of students playing the games. 

The sample consisted of eight sixth grade school children. aged 

11 to 12 year old. who had no formal learning in dynamics. and one M.I.T. 

freshman student. who had already a year of highschool physics and nearly 

all the Newtonian mechanics in the freshman curriculum. 

Basically. the data consisted of students' records. while playing 

the games. with notes on their comments and on the interventions made by 

the observer. 
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The analysis gives a description of the strategies used. which 

are abstracted and condensed into a list of students' theories and hypotheses 

about the dynaturtle. The end product was a 'learning paths chart'. showing 

the essential features of development seen in the students. The alternative 

strategies discussed did not appear to be spontaneous but. instead. to be often 

a result of the observer's intervention. 

The main results were: 

0] the youngest children showed a uniform common and robust 

'Aristotelian' expectation that the dynaturtle should move in the 

direction it was last pushed. All initially used what diSessa calls 

'Aristotelian corner strategy' (see figure 2.7) • 
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Fig. 2.7 - The Aristotelian corner strategy expectation and result 

(from diSessa. 1980) 

Children were reluctant to abandon this strategy and showed surprised 

and consternation at its failure; 

OJ] the M.I. T. freshman used much the same strategy. showing a marked 

lack of influence of formal learning in the subject. It was known 

that the student knew the formalism of Newtonian Physics. that 

the subject matter in the task was physics and was prompted. several 

times. to try to explain what was happening in terms of physics. 

without success. 

diSessa explains these results firstly on grounds of the functionality 

of a non-Newtonian theory in everyday actions where impulse dominates 

momentum. and in terms of the nature of the physical world. in which the 

presence of friction supports Aristotle and refutes Newton. Secondly. diSessa 



argues that intuitive and classroom physics are disconnected because. for 

instance. when one teaches a new concept. say the 'concept of velocity'. this 

is based on the logical components of its definition rather than by getting 

the students to interpret the naive phenomenology of motion as it relates 

to the 'new concept'. 

are: 

2.2.3.3 General comments on the research reviewed 

The main interesting and innovative aspects I see in this research 

m the movement away from finding out what students know about 

a field by identifying what they say about a formalism. Particularly 

in the emphasis on students' actions and the non-schaal-like character 

of the technique used: 

[ij] the attempt to systematically explore the evolution of knowledge: 

[jij] the attempt to explain students' prior knowledge in terms of more 

'natural' models of human reasoning. 

The main problem I see is the validity of drawing definite conclu

sions from the study. given the small number of students involved and the 

interventions often made by the researcher during the experiment. Arguably. 

a large amount of theoretical speculation rests on a very small amount of 

experimental work. 

A few other studies (e.g. McCloskey. 19S3). in the field. were 

conducted using approaches with emphasis on actions. 

2.3 - Final Comments 

The previous section raised some issues which are seen as indicating 

a certain lack of cohesion. which still seems to characterize the field of re

search into students' conceptions in science. and possible problematic issues 

which contribute to the difficulty of understanding its results. They include: 

(iJ the non existance of a general agreement about the way to see stu

dents' conceptions. For example. whether they should be seen as 
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individualized constructions. heavily context dependent. or as 

deriving from a rather unique model formalized in scientific terms; 

[ij] the variety of approaches which have been used to investigate 

students' conceptions (e.g. rather formal and school-like questions 

administered to large samples of students mainly at the university 

physics level. interviews centred on less formal situations with 

individual students with no or little formal teaching in dynamics). 

Further. insufficient attention seems to have been given to the 

problem of how the different approaches may affect the results 

found; 

[iii] despite of the variety of approaches. most of the researches seem 

to have some common threads which. as it was seen. may deserve 

further attention. They include. [a) focus on curriculum topics 

only. [b) the rather 'academic' nature of the situations presented 

to the students. [c) the emphasis on verbal or propositional knowledge 

and. particularly on students' explanatory framework. [d) the limited 

range of students age and physics background involved in each 

study. [e) interpretations given to the results in rather scientific 

terms; 

[iy) the vast amount of information available about students' responses 

to particular situations but no general theory of how and why students 

come to have those ideas. 

The need for a better understanding of the field of research under 

study and. particularly. of its results. is further supported by recent publica

tions. An example being the group of four joint papers published in the European 

Journal of Science Education (i.e. by Guidoni. Ogborn. Viennot and by Hewson. 

1985). Despite differencies in content and emphasis. all these papers attempt 

to suggest ideas which might lead to clarification in the field. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FORMULATION OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH 

There are three sections in this Chapter. The first. Introduction. 

discusses possibilities of research in the field of students' conceptions in 

science. and attempts to justify the kind of approach to be adopted on the 

basis of existing research and on some personal views about the nature of 

children's knowledge. The second. General Features of the Present Research 

and Particular Research Questions. specifies the aspects to be taken into 

account in the research. how they will be tackled and presents a list of the 

specific research questions addressed in the study. The last. Minor Study: 

Implications for the Main Research. describes a small scale study conducted 

in an attempt to assess students' ideas only through actions. and draws its 

implications for the main research. 

3.1 - Introduction 

The previous chapter argued for the need of a better understanding 

of the field of enquiry about students' conceptions in science. But what would 

it be to pursue research in this field? This issue is addressed. firstly by present

ing two research questions drawn from the literature. which are relevant 

to guide further research. and by considering the different kinds of researches 

to which they may lead. giving reasons for adopting one kind. Secondly I present 

my personal view of some of the fundamental issues concerning the object 

of analysis of this field of enquiry. this constituting the theoretical perspective 

which contributed to the rationale behind the formulation of the present 

research. 

3.1.1 General research questions 

Two broad questions can be derived from the discussion of the 

literature. They are: 
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1. How can one see students' conceptions of the physical world if one 

wants to avoid seeing them just as a collection of quite disparate 

and often 'wrong' ideas about topics of curriculum science? Further. 

can they be seen as deriving from a more general. abstract and coher

ent theory of common sense knowledge about the physical world? 

2. What kind of methodology may be used to elicit students' conceptions 

which would reduce the diversity in the outcomes which have emerged 

from previous research? 

3.1.2 Two possible kinds of research to conduct 

The first question may lead. if one believes (as I do) that such 

a theory exists. to an approach which would need to have a well-defined theory 

of the hypothesised structure. and which would test it in some sense. Only 

recently. however. have any such candidate theories been proposed (i.e. by 

Ogborn. 1985). and formulating one seemed to be an over-ambitious undertak

ing. So this was not the approach taken. though the present research will 

be. to some extent. influenced by such a theoretical perspective. 

The second question leads to approaches with more modest aims. 

namely to investigate further some of the results found in other research 

as regards methodologies used. The present research is located here. More 

specifically. the research attempts to avoid some of the common methodologi

cal difficulties of other researches. which were seen in chp13ter 2 as being 

problematic. 

3.1.3 Some personal views on the nature of children's knowledge 

Following from the above. this research will operate at a level 

where it is not directly dependent on any theory of the content of pupils' 

conceptions. However. some views about the nature of children's knowledge 

do inform the work. even though much more thinking and research would 

be needed to test them. These will now be spelt out. by considering the four 

following issues: 
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(a) Origins of students' conceptions. Speculations about the origins of students' 

conceptions have been explored in the literature (for a review of this issue 

see. Driver and Erickson. 1983). Possible kinds of origins proposed are: 

kinaesthetic or sense experiences. language. and verbal and physical analogies. 

The view taken here is that for the area of dynamics. the most important 

origin is persons' actions in the world (e.g. when pushing. pulling. throwing. 

catching. lifting objects). It is assumed that the role of language is no more 

than secondary. This view questions. at least to some extent. the primary 

emphasis given to language by some researchers in the field. Some arguments 

which may account for the view taken. include: the nature of the domain 

of knowledge. the early experiences children have with motions and how well 

they can often predict motions even before they can talk. the non existence 

of noticeable differencies in students' conceptions in dynamics derived from 

studies done in countries with different languages; 

(b) Everyday like activities and the construction of knowledge. One question 

one may ask is. if students' conceptions are highly influenced by their actions 

in the world. what are these interactions? Further. what kind of intellectual 

activity do they involve? Particularly. do they always require a self-reflective. 

intellectual activity? Its seems to me that the answer to this last question 

is: not always. Indeed. even admitting the complexity of the issue. a look 

into interactions between persons. in their daily activities. and moving bodies. 

might lead one to say that persons' behaviours are not all the time a 'thought 

behaviour'. Rather one may say that. often. persons interact with objects 

in a feedback loop as indicating in the following diagram: 

person : events 

action 

The internalization of such action schemes would enable persons 

to solve most of their everyday dynamical situations. Furthermore. it would 

be from these that intuitive concepts would arise. Intuitive concepts would 

be. then. representations of schemes built from children's sensory experience. 

The view taken here. of thinking in terms of internalized action schemes. 

is basically Piagetian. 
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Two other features are attributed here to everyday activities 

and thinking. namely [1J the limited role given to consciousness in the construc

tion of knowledge structures and (2) generally. the absence of the need to 

look for systematic explanations. particularly for things which always happen. 

The first feature is still based on Piaget when he says that the 

child in her/his actions is only aware of the goal s/he wishes to attain and 

to the result of her/his actions but not to the structures and schemes that 

generate the strategies for reaching the goal. This view differs from the 

Kellian perspective which is concerned with the Iconscious self-regulation l 

(for further discussion of this issue see. Bliss. undated). 

The second feature is supported. in particular. from arguments 

taken from a discussion by Nagel (1961) about the differences between Common 

Sense knowledge and Scientific Knowledge. when. for example. he writes: 

1( ••• ) A marked feature of much information acquired in the course 
of ordinary experience is that. ( ••• ). it is seldom accompanied 
by any explanation of why the facts are as alleged ( ••• )1 

(Nagel. 1961. pp 3) 

Furthermore. persons in their everyday activities are not seen 

as seeking for explanations. or as recognizing factors. for things which are 

always present. Two possible examples being gravity and friction which. for 

their very presence. would be taken for granted. 

The two aspects discussed above would question some researchers 

in the field when they claim the elicitation of students l conceptions by prompt

ing answers and. particularly. explanations about scientific concepts like 

gravity and friction. 

[cJ Some hypotheses about the content of persons' everyday knowledge about 

dynamics. Based on the above views. an early attempt was made (Vasconcelos. 

1983) to construct some of the ideas persons may hold about everyday dynamics. 

They include: 

(1) - unsupported objects fall (gravity taken for granted) 

(2) - objects in movement stop after a while if nothing is making them 

move (friction taken for granted) 
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(3) - objects go in the direction they are pushed. on plane surfaces 

It may be interesting to notice the similiraties which appear to 

exist between the ideas mentioned and some of the p-prims defined by diSessa 

(1981b). 

Moreover. the view adopted here is that ideas like those mentioned 

above are highly structured. constituting a general. abstract and coherent 

view that persons hold about the dynamical aspects of the world. Possible 

evidence supporting this view is taken from two general results of previous 

researches. namely (1) the consistency which seem to characterize some 

of students' conceptions. despite the diversity of methodologies used to elicitate 

them and (2) the strong resistance that such conceptions present to change. 

[d) Common Sense Knowledge and Scientific Knowledge. Following from the 

points discussed above one may start seeing how and why students' own concep

tions may differ from those of curriculum science. Actually. some arguments 

exist in the literature which point out some marked differences between 

Common Sense Knowledge and Scientific Knowledge [e.g. Castro. 1982. Nagel. 

1961). Although researchers in the field under study do not seem to have 

paid much attention to such differences. and particularly to what Common 

Sense is. there are some exceptions [e.g. Noce and Vicentini-Missoni. 1982. 

Ruggiero et al. 1985) who have pointed out the importance of considering 

this aspect. My personal view goes also in this direction. Despite the complexity 

and difficulty of these questions. particularly because as Noce and 

Vicentini-Missoni (1982) wrote '[ ••• ) Common Sense has no history [ ••• )' I believe 

that. by considering it. one may start to have a better understanding of. for 

example. why students' ideas are so stable [see. Castro. 1982 and Nagel. 1 96 1). 

3.2 - General Features of the Present Research and Particular Research 

Questions 

The previous section pointed out that the formulation of the present 

research comes mainly from an analysis of existing studies. though it will 

be. to some extent. also influenced by the theoretical perspective outlined. 
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The analysis made in Chapter 2 pointed out that many existing 

researches are too special in scope and that this may have contributed to 

a certain diversity of the results found. Thus. the present study wi II attempt 

to extend their scope and. particularly. to avoid some features identified 

before as problematic. The specific aspects to be considered are: 

• the tendency to use 'scientific' and 'formal' situations 

• the tendency to focus on propositional knowledge. particularly on 

explanations 

• the restricted range of students' age and Physics background 

It was decided to design a study which would investigate a wide 

range of students' age and physics background. by including students with 

no formal teaching in dynamics up to university physics students. with a uniform 

methodology. This methodology would try to use less 'academic' and formal 

situations. particularly by avoiding focussing the study on curriculum topics 

like gravity and friction. and try to make less reliance on propositional knowl

edge. particularly by avoiding asking for verbal explanations. 

The particular research questions which the study to be conducted 

would attempt to answer. include the following: 

(11 Is diversity. in students' responses. reduced if one approaches students 

with less formal and verbal situations? In other words. can one. 

in this way. find a more general and coherent picture of students' 

ideas about dynamics? 

In particular. 

£1.11 Are students' responses. of a given age and physics background. 

better seen as derived from general common patterns rather than 

from individualized answers? 

£1.21 Are students' responses then still to be seen as heavily context 

dependent? In other words. are students' ideas better seen as a 

collection of answers to particular situations or. rather. are they 

better seen as more general and less contextualized? 

£1.31 Do students spontaneously formulate their answers about dynamical 

situations. in terms of say. gravity and friction. if not prompted 
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to do so? Alternatively. do they simply not refer to these word-con

cepts. so that one might say that although students have some 

meanings for such words (as they are in use in ordinary speech). 

these concepts do not belong to students' primitive schemes concer

ning dynamics? 

[21 How do students' answers differ with age and physics background. 

when approached with a uniform methodology? 

In particular. 

[2.1) How do students' answers differ with teaching? 

[2.21 How do students' answers differ with age. i.e.. if students have 

a similar physics background but different ages. do they answer 

differently? 

A preliminary attempt to operationalize a research plan which 

would satisfy the aims discussed so far was done in a small-scale minor study. 

Broadly speaking. this study attempted to infer students' ideas only through 

their actions. while playing computer games. No 'scientific words' were used 

to introduce the task to the students. neither were interventions made by 

the researcher while students played the games. This idea was tried out on 

a small scale. Being a rather unusual approach. it is not surprising that it 

raised more problems than it solved. In the end. this very distinctive line 

of approach was not taken further. and a different rather more conventional 

main study (originally conducted in parallel with the minor study) was developed 

instead. The small scale study is. however. worth reporting as it has several 

implications for the design and analysis of the main study. 

3.3 - Minor Study: Implications for the Main Research 

3.3.1 Description of the study 

Generally. the aim of this experiment was to assess students' 

understanding of dynamics. through their actions while playing computer 

games. Also. and given that the games were played in two different modes. 

namely with 'friction' and 'without friction'. the aim was also to see to what 
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extent students' behaviours changed in these two cases. The main assumption 

was that students would have to use their ideas about motion in order to under

stand and play the games and that the researcher might be able to infer such 

ideas. without asking students to verbalize them. 

The task consisted of several computer games in which basically. 

the students had to control a spot. moving on the screen. according to Newtons' 

laws. For controlling it. the students had to apply discrete kicks in a desired 

direction. The direction was indicated by a plotted arrow. which the user 

could rotate in eight distinct directions in order to point it in the direction 

of the recquired kick. All commands are given key presses. Key K delivers 

a kick and three other keys (i.e. J. Land R) could be used to rotate the arrow. 

Alternatively. the student could do nothing. in which case the spot would 

move by itself. All the games could be run in two modes. namely in a 'pure' 

Newtonian Universe with no friction (zFr) and with friction (Fr). One of the 

games. SHOOT. had the spot initially moving horizontally on the upper part 

of the screen and the student had to land it on a small central square. The 

student would fail the game if the spot hit the 'walls' of the screen. Other 

games include: TAG. involving an attacker who tries to catch an escapee 

(either the computer or the student). MAZE. in which the student had to ma

noeuvre the spot into the centre of a maze. The games were played on a ZX 

Spectrum (48 K). 

About fifty Portuguese students were involved. ranging from stu

dents without any teaching in dynamics up to first year university physics 

students who had already studied dynamics at high school and at the university. 

Each student played several versions of the games. individually 

with the researcher during about one hour and half. At the beginning. the 

researcher introduced the game. its goal and the way to play it. and no further 

interventions were made. The same procedure was followed with respect 

to the other games students played. No reference was made to the subject 

matter of the task being physics. 

The data consisted of full records of the way students' played 

the games which were obtained from a printer connected with the Spectrum. 

and on some notes taken from students' comments while playing. 
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3.3.2 Analysis of the results 

3.3.2.1 Students' behaviours in playing games in a frictional and 

non-frictional 'environment' 

Figure 3.1 shows the percentage of students who succeeded in 

playing the SHOOT game with and without friction. for each group of students. 

Group A corresponds to students without any formal teaching in dynamics. 

groups Band C to secondary school students with little and some formal teach

ing. respectively. and group 0 to university physics students. Similar results 

were found for the other games. 
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Fig. 3.1 - Percentage of students. of each group. who succeed SHOOT game 

(a) with friction and (b) without friction 

As the results clearly indicate. students were much more successful 

in playing the game with friction than without friction. Even with an increase 

in teaching. only a minority succeed without friction. This suggests that the 

rules students used. while playing. worked much better in a frictional environ

ment. This may also suggest that students' ideas are. at least to some extent. 

accurate in what concerns the characteristics of the physical world. despite 

the 'wrong' ideas students may hold about curriculum topics. However. students' 

ideas do not seem to work in a 'Newtonian' world. even after some years of 

formal teaching. 
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It may be also interesting to mention that students often expressed 

surprise and consternation towards the results of their actions while playing 

the games without friction. This seems to suggest how students' expectations 

and predictions about moving objects are at odds with 'Newtonian' objects. 

3.3.2.2 Attempt to infer students' ideas about dynamics only 

through their actions 

Several attempts were made to classify and interpret students' 

actions in terms of the ideas about motion which could have guided them. 

However. many difficulties were found in all these attempts. The following 

examples illustrate some of these difficulties. for the SHOOT game. They 

concern two common kinds of students' actions. namely kicking along the 

path of the motion and kicking to change the direction of the motion. 

(al Kick along the path 

Figure 3.2 shows a student's record where arrows were drawn 

to indicate kicks the student gave in the direction of the previous motion 

of the spot. when it moves horizontally. (Othu. Kic..Kt:> 1iuen tl1U.. nst .:>heWn ~) . 

........ .... .. 
I .. . • • + • ... • .. 

.. I 
I .. 

.. 
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f 

Fig. 3.2 - Example of a student's record. for the SHOOT game. with arrows 

representing kicks given along the path 
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It appears to me that several different interpretations could be 

given to this particular action. namely that [j) the student thought that a 

kick was needed to keep the motion going. this being. most probably. a manifes

tation of the 'force is required to maintain motion' idea. [ij) the student was 

only kicking in order for the spot to go faster so s/he was probably thinking 

in terms of 'more force. more speed' or (jij) even both. 

(b) Kick to change direction 

Figures 3.3 [a) and [b) show two different but common situations 

where a kick. represented by the arrow. is given to change direction. In both 

cases. the student's intention seems to be 'to kick in the desired direction. 

that is. towards the target'. However. and because the speed is low. the initial 

velocity of the spot does not have a big effect on the change of the direction 

of the motion. Therefore. one can not say. with certainty. whether the student 

was just believing that 'an object goes in the direction it is last pushed (no 

matter the initial velocity)' or if s/he was doing so because the speed was low • 

... 
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.. 

I 
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Fig. 3.3 - Examples of students' records. for the SHOOT game. with an arrow 

representing a kick to change direction 
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One last example is given. where one can not even decide whether 

the action represents a kick along the path. here to reduce speed. or a kick 

to change the direction. namely towards the target (see Figure 3.4). One 

of the reasons for considering the second case is that some of the students 

who made such a kick. showed consternation towards the effect of her/his 

action by saying. for example. 'the spot didn't obey ••• it didn't go up'. However. 

insufficient evidence is available with such kind of data to make any conclus

ive statement. 
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Fig. 3.4 - Example of a student's record. for the SHOOT game. with a student's 

action represented by an arrow 

In contrast with the above examples. there are some situations 

where students' actions appear to have a clearer interpretation. An example 

is shown in Figure 3.5. where the kick drawn seems to suggest that the student 

was believing that 'an object would move in the direction it is last pushed' 

(so neglecting initial velocity). 
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.... .. .,. .. 
+ 

Fig. 3.5 - Example of a student's record. for the SHOOT game. the arrow 

indicating a kick given 

However. such cases correspond mainly to situations where the 

speed is high. Given that. in these conditions. the possibility of students' actions 

becoming just reactions may increase considerably. the validity of the analysis 

may be questioned. 

3.3.3 Final conclusions 

Although it seemed very attractive to assess students' ideas about 

motions through their actions only. the analysis of the data presented difficul

ties and problems of interpretation. Actually. previous researchers working 

with students' actions. as diSessa. get. often. students' ideas through verbal 

communication. One could. also. have tried to develop further the study de

scribed above by. for example. asking students why they played the way they 

did. However interesting it could be. one would follow in a situation one wanted 

to avoid. that is. to base the analysis on verbal data and. particularly. on 

students' explanations. Therefore. it was decided to leave out from the main 

research the computer games and to pursue the research with a questionnaire 

centred on pictures and which tried to avoid. in particular. scientific words 

and justifications. This will be described in detail in the next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER't 

DESIGN OF THE SURVEY AND ITS ADMINISTRATION 

The purpose of this Chapter is to describe the methodology used 

in the main study. which design stems from the aspects referred to in the 

previous chapter. The first section. Design of the Questionnaire. gives the 

reasons for the use of a questionnaire. discusses its design and describes the 

questionnaire construction. The second. Sample. discusses the sampling process 

and describes the different groups of students involved. The final section. 

Administration. describes the field-work stage. 

't.l - Design of the Questionnaire 

't.l.l Introduction 

The main reasons for conducting a survey using a questionnaire. 

as opposed to other methods. were (a) the purpose of the research in covering 

a large sample. and (b) the difficulties foreseen if. say. interviews were used. 

in avoiding propositional data and in designing an interview schedule based 

on more natural terms than the scientific ones. 

According to the general formulation of the present research 

[Chapter 3). the questionnaire should satisfy certain pre-requisites. These 

and the way they contributed to the construction of the questionnaire is de

scribed next. 

Given that. originally. the research plan included the comparison 

of the results obtained with the questionnaire and with the computer games. 

the design of the questionnaire was. also. influenced to some extent by features 

taken from the computer games. 
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If.l.2 Pre-requisites of the questionnaire 

There were three main pre-requisites. 

(j) Attempt to approach students with less 'formal' and 'academic' situ

ations. This helped to determine the choice of the topic of the questionnaire. 

the formalization of the questions to be asked and the kind of situations to 

be presented. 

Despite the criticisms made in Chapter 2 about the focus of existing 

studies being curriculum topics. it was decided that the questionnaire would 

be centred on the concept of force. more specifically on the existence of 

forces in given directions. It was also decided. however. that the questionnaire 

would not ask about particular kinds of forces. such as gravity or friction. 

Two reasons which lead to the choice of a curriculum topic were. [a) the 

non existence of any theory of the content of students' everyday knowledge 

about dynamics which would suggest more natural basic concepts to investigate 

and (b) the intention to compare results with others previously found by other 

researchers. The choice of force directions came mainly from the fact that 

the computer games also insisted on directions of 'kicks'. Gravity or friction 

were not asked about directly. on the hypothesis that such concepts would 

not belong to the more natural and primitive scheme of commonsense knowl

edge about dynamics. 

It was decided that the questionnaire would not ask students ques

tions such as 'what a force is' or 'why is there a force in a given situation'. 

Instead. it would ask students something less academic and less verbal. namely 

to consider the existence or otherwise of forces in given directions. in several 

situations involving moving objects and objects at rest. In other words. the 

questionnaire is not designed to find out the attributes students may give 

to the concept of force but. rather. to see what 'forces'. if any. students feel 

a need to consider to account for several kinds of motions. 

The choice of the situations and the way to present them was 

mainly guided by two criteria. 

One was that the situations should be taken from everyday dy

namical events familiar to students' experiences with the world. Two or three 
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situations were adapted from other researches (e.g. a man diving into a swim

ming poolJ. The presentation of the situations consisted of a picture of the 

whole event with only an introductory sentence describing the event. The 

choice of a pictorial representation. instead of a propositional one. was made 

on the belief that the first could recall students' attention to those events 

more effectively. 

The second being that the situations should include a variety of 

motions. in particular. some which could be seen by students as being similar 

and others as being different. The task of choosing the kinds of motions to 

include was not easy because no theory was known about possible factors 

which may lead persons to group everyday dynamical events. An attempt 

was however made to include some features which may contribute for such 

classification. They were. firstly. objects moving (e.g. ball moving on the 

ground) and objects at rest (e.g. ball stopped on the ground). Another feature 

was support. that is to consider cases in which moving objects were being 

supported (including different kinds of supports. such as horizontal. sloping 

surfaces and objects suspended in the air). partly supported (e.g. objects in 

water) and non supported (i.e. objects moving through the air). Another was 

whether there was an interaction with an external agent (e.g. person kicking 

a ba IIJ and wehre there was not such an interaction (e.g. tree at rest on the 

ground after being chopped by a person). 

(ij) Attempt to make less reliance on propositional knowledge. This 

affected the choice of the structure of the questions to be asked in terms 

of kind of data to collect. 

The decision was to elicit students' ideas by using. mainly. a 'closed' 

approach. in which students had to choose. from a set of eight directions 

of forces given. the ones which they thought to exist in each situation. No 

justification were asked for students' choices. 

Besides the non-verbal responses described above students were. 

however. asked to give also a name for the forces chosen. The purposes of 

getting this more verbal data were. mainly. to compare students' responses 

obtained by choosing only directions and by giving names. to contrast our 

results with others previously found (which. as seen. insisted on verbal data) 

and to gather further information about the forces chosen. 
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(iii] Adaptability of the questionnaire to a wide range of students' age 

and physics background. and particularly. to ensure that the results of several 

groups could readi Iy be compared. This aspect is nearly met by the consider

ations given previously. That is the topic chosen seems to be accessible to 

a wide range of students. as well as the situations seem familiar. and the 

questions asked appear easy to answer. 

An aspect which may have been problematic. at least for the 

youngest students with no formal teaching on the concept of force. is the 

task of attributing to a force a given direction. This aspect will be considered 

in the next chapter. Notice also. that the directions of forces given were 

chosen in a way which would represent forces one might expect students 

with several different physics background to choose. For example. there is 

always a direction along the motion. a downward vertical direction. a direction 

opposite to the motion. 

The format of the questions ensures that the results can readily 

be compared. particularly because all respondents have to consider the same 

set of alternatives before giving their replies. 

Besides the aspects mentioned above. others included (a] the length 

of the questionnaire. e.g. the questionnaire was designed to fit in the timing 

of a class (j.e. 50 minutes). (b] the kind of analysis to be conducted. e.g. the 

format of the questions facilitates a quantitative analysis. 

4.1.3 General description of the questionnaire 

It should first be made clear that two slightly different versions 

of the questionnaire were used. the initial version being given some improve

ments. The first (01). including English (01.1) and Portuguese (01.2) versions 

which are nearly the same. and a second (011). also in Portuguese. where the 

main changes were made. They are presented in Appendix I. The following 

description concerns the general aspects of these essentially similar question

naires. with some notes on the changes. 

The questionnaire consists of an A4 size booklet with the intentions 

and instructions on the outer covers. 01.2 and Oil have. in addition. a first 

page for the student to fill in some personal details. like her/his name. which 
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were initially destined to allow the comparison of the results found with the 

questionnaire and with the computer games. 

The questionnaire consisted of eight different situations. each 

represented by a drawing outlining the whole event and a sentence describing 

it. For each situation. three different instants were indicated by a 'compass' 

showing eight possible directions of forces. as in the example in Figure 4.1. 

ir =E ................. . 
"'I ..... . 

-.~ 

. .. "':~:2r:-:~.:'" ...... . 

Fig. 4.1 - Example of a situation of the questionnaire (version OIJ) 

The student was asked to choose the directions of forces s/he 

thought to exist. if any. and give a name to each force chosen or. in case 

s/he did not know a name to put an N. If the student was not sure about the 

existence or not of a force in any direction. s/he could put an F. 

The way to fill in the answers varied slightly. In 01 each 'compass' 

direction has a numbered box and the students had to answer by the numbers 

of the boxes which were given on the top of each 'compass'. A simplified 

version was chosen in Oil. where the students had to fill in directly. near 

each 'compass' direction. 

All the situations are the same in the two versions. except the 

second and seventh. The changes were made in order to make the situations 

closer to events familiar to students. Thus. for example. while the seventh 

situation in 01 still looks rather the 'academic' pendulum situation. in 011 

this problem was possibly overcomed by considering a boxer playing with 

a suspended ball. 

Despite the implications of the changes operated in the question

naire bring to the analysis of the results. it was decided to make them. given 

that they were seen as contributing to an improvement of the instrument 

used. A preliminary analysis was. however. made (see Chapter 5. section 5.2) 

to consider whether or not the results from the two versions could fairly 

be combined. 
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Lf.2 - Sample 

lJ.2.1 Pre-requisites of the sampling process 

As mentioned previously. one of the aims of this research is to 

investigate further the persistence of students' conception in dynamics. with 

age and physics teaching. Altough it would be more desirable, for this purpose, 

to take the same group of students with, say. no formal teaching in physics. 

and follow it up over time, particularly over several years of teaching. this 

was not done here for practical reasons. Instead, it was decided to design 

a cross-sectional study. on the assumption that the comparison of the results 

of different groups of students with various ages and physics background 

would bring insights about the issue. Moreover. the research also aims to 

investigate, to what extent, the methodology used brings some clarification 

about students' conceptions, that being applicable to any group of students. 

Taking into consideration the aspects mentioned above, the follow

ing pre-requisites guided, mainly, the selection of the population to be involved 

in the study: 

[a] to include a wide range of students' age and physics background, 

in particular, from the youngest students without any formal teaching 

in dynamics up to physics university students at the end of their 

degree: 

[b] to include groups of students with a similar number of years of formal 

teaching in dynamics but with different ages. Namely, students 

who had ceased their studies in physics for several years. at a given 

level. and students who are. at present. at that level: 

[c] to include, in any group. a considerable number of students with 

similar age and physics background. 

'1.2.2 Description of the sample 

A description of the seven groups of students involved in the survey 

is given next. Each group is designated by a letter (from A to G). which will 

be used in all the other Chapters. All groups. except two (i.e. F and G). involved 
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Portuguese students. Groups F and G were English students. chosen partly 

for convenience of location. and partly because only a very small number 

[around 5) of Portuguese students were attending a similar level in the univer

sity where the researcher had contacts. 

The total number of students involved was 338. 

Description of the groups 

Group A: Portuguese students. average age 1 Lf years old. in their second 

year of the general secondary school course. without any formal 

teaching in dynamics in the past or present curriculum [70 students). 

Group B: Portuguese students. average age 15 years old. in their last year 

of the general secondary school course [equivalent to 101 level in 

the British Educational System). with formal teaching on the concept 

of force in the curriculum of that year (69 students). 

Group C: Portuguese students. average age 17 years old. at the end of second

ary school and attending a science course (equivalent to IN level 

students doing Physics as a subject. in the British Educational Sys

tem). with formal teaching in dynamics in their curriculum [59 

students). 

Group D: Portuguese students. average age 20 years old. in the first years 

of their university degree in Physics and Engineering. with formal 

teaching in dynamics in their secondary and university curriculum 

(69 students). 

Group E: Portuguese students. average age 23 years old. in the last years 

of their university degree in Arts. who had ceased their studies 

in physics at the end of their general secondary school course [at 

least five years before). that is. at the level of group B (37 students). 

Group F: Post-Graduate students taking a Certificate in Physics Education 

in the U.K. (P.G.C.E. Physics students). with physics formal teaching 

in their university curriculum (18 students). 
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Group 

A 

B 

C 

0 

E 

F 

G 

Group G: Post-Graduate students taking a Certificate in Biology Education 

in the U.K. (P.G.C.E. Biology students) with physics formal teaching 

only in their secondary school curriculum (16 students). 

Table Li.1 summarizes the main features of these groups. 

Average age Level of Current Level of last Number 
Country (years 0 I ) Study Course Forma I teaching of 

in dynamics Students 

Portuga I 1Li Beginning 
Secondary 

Genera I Nil 70 

Portuga I 15 Middle General Secondary 69 Secondary 

Portuga I 17 End of Science Secondary 59 Secondary 

Portuga I 20 University Physics 
Engineering University 69 

Portuga I 23 University Arts Secondary 37 

United (not co I I ected) Post Physics University 18 
Kingdom Graduate Education 

United (not co" ected) Post Biolo~y Secondary 16 
Kingdom Graduate Education 

TABLE 14.1: Summary of groups 

14.3 - Administration 

The survey was administered in two studies (study 1 and study 2). 

Study 1 consisted of two stages. The first (stage IJ. in October and November 

of 1982. in which questionnaire 01.1 was administered to groups F and G in 

a College of the University of London. The second (stage 11). in January and 

February of 1983. in which questionnaire 01.2 was administered to a small 

scale of students of groups A. Band C in a Secondary School of Oporto 

(PortugalJ and to group 0 in a Portuguese University. Study 2. in May and 

June of 1983. in which questionnaire Oil was administered to a larger scale 

of students at the same Portuguese schools as those of study 1. A summary 
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of these field-work stages and the details about the number of students involved 

in each is given in Table 4.11. 

Groups Number of Students Involved 
Desc. 
of the 
Studies A B C 0 E F G 

STAGE I 

U.K. 
18 16 Oct.lNov. 82 

- 01.1 
>-

"0 
::J STAGE II 
""' (IJ 

Portugal 
Jan./Feb. 83 

14 15 14 69 

01.2 

N Portugal 
>- May/Jun. 83 56 54 45 37 "0 
::J 011 ""' (IJ 

TABLE 4.11: Summary of the stages of the administration of the survey 

The reason for the studies described was. originally. to test out 

the questionnaire firstly in a small scale. therefore study 1 (stage I and Ill. 

although. for practical circumstances. the questionnaire was administered 

fully for group 0 and it was not possible to gather any data from group E. 

The administration of the survey was identical in the two studies. 

It consisted of the researcher asking a class. or a group of students. to complete 

the questionnaire. after the students had been previously informed about 

the nature of the enquiry. Particularly that it was part of a research plan 

intended to find out students· ideas about force. the importance of students 

giving answers according to their beliefs without any worry concerning school 

evaluation. All groups aswered the whole questionnaire. except group G which 

due to time commitments of the teacher answered only the six first questions 

of questionnaire 01.1. The great majority of each class completed the question

naire in 50 minutes or less. 
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Certain limitations of the field work ought to be made clear. 

These are: groups involving students of two different countries. the somewhat 

smaller size of group E. the small sizes of groups F and G. and the fact that 

in the administration of the survey. stage II involved a large scale of group 0 

but no students of group E. These limitations arose primarily from practical 

difficulties. The effects that these limitations may have had on the results 

will be taken into consideration in the analysis. 
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SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTERS 5, 6 AND 7 CONCERNING THE ANALYSIS 

OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The three next chapters present the analysis of the questionnaire 

(see appendix J) administered to 338 students of seven different groups (see 

Table 4.1. Chapter 4. sub-section 4.2.2). Generally. the groups were chosen 

in order to have a wide range of students' age and Physics background. The 

students are mainly Portuguese. although there are two groups of English 

students. 

The main aim of the analysis is to study students' ideas about 

the existence (or not) of forces in given directions and to investigate the 

kind of forces students consider in several different situations which involve 

everyday events of moving objects. 

Two kinds of data were obtained. namely. students' choices of 

directions of forces and names given to the forces chosen. The main emphasis 

is. however. given to the first kind of data (attempting to avoid diversity 

of students' ideas which could arise by language differences). The names given 

to forces were mainly used to bring additional information to the kind of 

forces students considered and to investigate to what extent students were 

able to name the different kinds of forces chosen. 

In Chapter 5. general aspects of the questionnaire and its analysis 

are explored. ending with some considerations about general criteria to be 

used in the main analysis. 

Chapter 6 deals only with the data about directions of forces. 

The results can be summarized as follows: [j] students of the different groups 

chose definite sets of force directions. including those with no formal teaching 

in dynamics: [ij) there are systematic changes along groups with increase 

in years of formal teaching. namely students with more years of formal teach

ing in Physics tend to choose more directions of force in agreement with 

the Physicist. The notion that a force exists along the direction of the motion. 

in situations where there is not such a force from the Physicist's point of 

view. persists. however. for groups with a considerable number of years of 

formal teaching; [iii] groups with similar Physics background but different 
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age and involvement in the process of learning Physics tend to give rather 

different sets of answers. In particular. students who have ceased their studies 

in Physics (Arts university students - group E) tend to give similar answers 

to the students with no teaching in dynamics (group A). These results suggest 

that [1] students do have definite ideas about what forces exist even if they 

have not been taught the subject at school [2] although increasing experiences 

in Physics make some difference. there are notions which persist despite 

teaching [3] students who have ceased their studies in Physics seem to 'forget' 

what they have been taught and return to their 'primitive' ideas. 

After the overall analysis. the discussion is focussed on the force 

directions mostly chosen by students. They are: force along the motion. down

ward vertical force (gravity). force associated with support (forces of support). 

force opposing motion (forces of resistance) and impulsive forces. A compara

tive analysis of students' answers in each of these directions is made in order 

to study how they vary with students' Physics background. age and involvement 

in the process of learning Physics. and with the situations. Statistical models 

which best fit the data were found. using Glim. 

Chapter 7 deals with names given to forces. that is the second 

kind of data mentioned above. After a preliminary discussion. a more detailed 

analysis is given of names given to the force directions. Special attention 

is given to whether names attributed to forces were as expected and to names 

of forces which do not agree with the direction of force chosen. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

AND ITS ANALYSIS 

This chapter tackles two problems concerning the questionnaire. 

One is the general question of the validity of the questionnaire. The other 

is the problem of whether or not one should combine the results from the 

two versions of the questionnaire used. 

Genera"y speaking. the instrument used attempts to measure 

a construct which is not very well defined, i.e., students' intuitive ideas about 

the existence (or not) of forces. However, given the importance of gathering 

evidence which provides some confidence in the instrument. and so supports 

the analysis to be done. it seemed appropriate to carry out a sort of 'empirical 

test of validity'. This 'test' consisted. in essence, of finding out to what extent 

students gave answers according to what was actually asked and, when this 

did not occur. to categorize possible cases of answers which nevertheless 

contain useful information about students' ideas. If the number of these prob

lematic cases is not too large, say less than 20%. one may decide that the 

questionnaire gives sufficiently meaningful results to deserve further analysis. 

Another aspect concerning the meaningfulness of the results. 
(--~ 

refers to the frequency of F answers givery. Should a large number of F answers 

be found, the results would be weakened in terms of students' ideas about 

what forces exist in the given directions. 

The second question addressed in this section, of whether or not 

one should combine the results obtained in the two version of the questionnaire. 

arises for practical reasons. Although the variations made on them were not 

large (see Chapter 4, sub-section 4.1.3), it was decided to compare the results 

found in both studies before taking any decision to combine them. The results 

of this investigation are presented in section 5.2. 

Fina"y. in section 5.3, a summary of the decisions taken concerning 

the main analysis is given. 
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5.1 - 'Validity' of the Questionnaire 

5.1.1 Problematic cases 

A first inspection of the answers was carried out in order [1] to 

find out to what extent students replied to the questionnaire as intended. 

[2] to categorize possible cases in which the answers present characteristics 

other than those for which the questionnaire actually asked and define how 

to treat them in the main analysis. 

By an answer as 'intended'. is meant an answer in which either 

the student chose a discrete set of directions with a 'force' in each direction 

chosen. or chose no directions. meaning that there were no forces. Besides 

this kind of answer. I have been able to categorize other cases. described 

below. Proposals for dealing with such cases are also given. 

Case 1 - 'undirected forces' 

This case includes answers in which the students did not attribute 

to a force a unique direction. 

Notice that a considerable number of such cases would 'invalidate' 

in someway the questionnaire. as it attempts to study the existence or not 

of forces in given directions. 

Three different sub-cases of case 1 are specified below as. although 

they will be counted together for the purpose of this discussion. they will 

be treated differently in the main analysis. 

[a] 'Global forces'l'forces with no direction': This sub-case includes answers 

in which the students chose all directions at a particular instant. giving 

the same name for the force [or N in all directions). and answers in which 

the students did not choose any arrow although they specified that there 

is a force. but did not know to which arrow it corresponds. 

Although these answers do not attribute to the force a particular direction. 

they do indicate that there is a force. Therefore they are counted. not 

as forces with a particular direction. but are kept apart as 'Undirected 

forces' and discussed in sub-section 6.2.1.6. 
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[b] 'Multiple directions for the same force': This sub-case includes answers 

in which. although the students chose. generally. a discrete set of directions. 

they attribute to the same force more than one direction. The most common 

cases are answers in which opposite arrows in the same orientation are 

chosen for the same force (i.e. _._). and clusters of directions [i.e /j,,). 

In the overall analysis of directions of forces these cases will be counted 

but they will be distinguished later in Chapter 7. 

[c] 'Mixed outcome': This sub-case includes answers in which the students 

chose all or almost all directions for a particular instant. but added to 

some of them named forces in a definite direction and/or named forces 

in more than one directions. putting N or F for all the other arrows. In 

the overall analysis of force directions these answers will be included. 

The choices where a named force acts in more than one direction will 

be. however. distinguished in Chapter 7 and they will be included together 

with the cases mentioned in (b). Given that these answers also indicate 

that students chose all or almost all directions. they will also be included 

together with the cases mentioned in (a) and discussed in sub-section 

6.2.1.6. 

Despite the fact that the sub-cases mentioned present character

istics other than those which the questionnaire actually asked. it was decided 

to count them in the analysis as they contain useful information about students' 

ideas of forces. The cases which will be described next. with an exception 

for case 2. differ from those above. as they indicate in some way that the 

students misunderstood what the questionnaire asked. For this reason the 

answers will be left out of the analysis. 

Case 2 - 'Components of forces and net forces' 

This case includes answers in which the students chose some particu

lar arrows and named them as either component of forces or as net forces. 

Although the questionnaire asked for forces and not components 

of forces or net forces. it was decided to count these answers but a reference 

will be made. in the analysis of the names for forces (Chapter 7). to their 

occurrence. The reason for this decision is that. as suggested in the literature 
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[e.g. Viennot. 1983). students may give 'scientific words' to justify their intu

itions. In fact. students did name components and/or net forces where they 

do not exist. from the physicist's point of view. 

Case 3 - 'Direction chosen but no force' 

This case includes answers in which an arrow was chosen. but 

the name given suggests that the student thought that there was no longer 

a force acting in that direction. 

For the purpose of counting directions of forces chosen. these 

answers will be left out of the analysis. as they do not indicate that a force 

exists. They will. however. be discussed further in Chapter 7. 

Case If - 'Forces acting on other objects' 

This case includes answers in which an arrow was chosen but the 

name given indicates that the force acts on an object other than the one 

specified in the questionnaire. 

These answers are excluded from the analysis since its purpose 

is just to count forces acting on the objects specified. Reference to them 

will. however. be made in Chapter 7. 

Case 5 - 'Misunderstanding of the event' 

This case includes answers in which the names given indicate 

that the students misunderstood the event presented in the questionnaire. 

For example. the name given to the force acting on an object suggests that 

the object is moving. when the questionnaire says that the object is not moving. 

For the purpose of the analysis these answers will be excluded. 

as they do not correspond to the intended perception of the event. 
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Case 6 - 'Misunderstanding of the way to answer' 

This case includes replies which suggest that the students misunder

stood how to answer. for instance. when a student chose only arrows in the 

first instant of the motion. but the names given refer to the other instants 

of the situation. 

These answers will be excluded from the whole analysis. 

Having given a detailed description of each case of problematic 

answers. we can now see how many there are of the various kinds. These 

wi" include: [1] a" the replies found for case 1. that is. the sum of the replies 

found for each su-bcase: [2] a" the replies found for case 2: [3] the sum of 

all repl ies found for cases 3 to 6. Cases 3 to 6 are put together as it is proposed 

to leave them out of the analysis. 

Results are illustrated in Fig. 5.1 for group A. choosing this group 

as critical in that [tJ this was the group that. in principle. could have more 

problematic cases as it includes the youngest students. [2] this was actually 

the group in which. for the majority of cases. the percentage of problematic 

answers was largest. Tables with results found in a" situations. for each group. 

are given in Appendix II. The three histograms in Fig. 5.1 indicate the percen

tage of students' answers of group A in three selected situations. 

situation 2 - instant 2 (i.e. sit. 2-2). sit. 5-2 and sit. 6-2. Similar results were 

found in the other situations for this group of students. 
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Fig. 5.1 - Histograms of the percentage of students' answers in each case. 

in three situations of the questionnaire (group A). The two versions 

of the questionnaire are shown separetely 
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The results indicate that: [1] the majority of students gave answers 

as expected: (2) the percentage of answers for each of the problematic cases 

is rather small (never higher that 20%): (3) the percentage of answers in each 

case. in both studies. is not very different. The biggest difference occurs 

for cases 3 to 6. where the 14 students who replied to the first version of 

the questionnaire tend to give more such answers than the 56 who replied 

to the second version. suggesting that the second version of the questionnaire 

was more understandable than the first one: (LIJ there are no appreciable differ

ences in the results with respect to the situations of the questionnaire. 

These results suggest that the majority of students gave answers 

as intended. which gives reason to accept the meaningfulness of later analysis 

of directions of forces. The number of problematic answers is small. and 

will be reduced by excluding the most difficult cases. So far. we have some 

evidence to provide a reasonable degree of confidence in the instrument used. 

5.1.2 Uncertainty of students' responses 

We shall consider now to what extent students were sure about 

their answers. by looking at answers where students chose an arrow by putting 

an F on it. 

As the questionnaire asked students to choose particular arrows 

where forces might exist. and to put F on the arrows where they were not 

sure. the percentage of F answers in each arrow was calculated. for each 

group of students. 

Table 5 - I shows the percentage of arrows corresponding to a 

specific percentage of F answers. for the different groups of students and 

studies. Similarly as before. the results found in each study were calculated 

separately. 
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Percentage Pergentage of arrows 

of 
F answers Group A Group B Group Group C Group Group Group 

per E G 0 F 

arrow !sTUDY STUDY STUDY STUDY STUDY SiUDY STUDY STUDY STUDY STUDY 
1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 

0 BO BO 20 20 45 45 B5 25 gO B5 

>0 " ~1 0 20 20 BO BO 50 35 15 75 10 15 

>10 " ~20 - - - - 5 20 - - - -

> 20 - - - - - - - - - -

TABLE 5 - I: Percentage of arrows and their percentage of F answers. for 

each group of students and study 

The results indicate that the percentage of F answers is rather 

small. usually less than 10% and never more than 20%. This suggests that 

students were pretty sure about their responses. which gives further confidence 

in the questionnaire. Also Table 5 - I shows no substantial differences between 

the two studies. 

Given the small percentage of F answers found. I have decided 

to leave them out of the main analysis. and so to count only the answers where 

either students did not choose any arrow or chose one by putting an N or 

a name on it. Proceeding in this way. the conclusions to be drawn from the 

analysis will be based only on the cases where students were sure about their 

responses. 

5.2 - Two Questionnaires or One? 

The need for this discussion arises. as mentioned before. from 

the fact that the questionnaire used in the first study suffered some changes 

before it was used in the second study. The risk of combining the results ob

tained in the two studies is obvious. but the advantages of doing so are worth 

considering. The advantages of combining the results are [1] for the groups 

in which students answered both versions of the questionnaire [groups A. 
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B and e), it would increase the size of the sample, (2) for the groups in which 

students answered only one of the versions (groups D, F and G for the first 

version of the questionnaire. and group E for the second) it would allow com

parison of the results obtained with one version of the questionnaire with 

those obtained with the other. 

The results of the previous section already give some evidence 

to support a decision to combine the results by showing that differences, 

between the percentage of kinds of students' replies and of F answers, in 

both studies were small. However, those results did not show anything about 

the specific answers given by the students in terms of choices of directions 

of forces, which we shall consider now. In order to study this factor, the percen

tage of students' choices of each arrow, in all situations of the questionnaire, 

were found and compared for the groups where students answered both ques

tionnaires. 

Table 5 - II shows the general results found, for each group. in 

terms of the difference in percentages of students' replies in each arrow 

for the both studies. 

!:. % of students' replies Percentage of arrows 

in both studies 
Group A Group B Group e 

~ 20 85 55 95 

> 20 1\ ~ 30 10 20 5 

> 30 5 25 -

TABLE 5 - II: Differences in percentage of students' choices of force directions 

in both studies. for the groups answering to both versions of 

the questionnaire 

The figures in the Table indicate that differences in students' 

replies in both studies are rather small (~2o%) for the majority of arrows 

(~85%), for groups A and e. For group B there are, however. bigger differ

ences. Notice that. for this group. there are still 25% of arrows in which 

the difference in the percentage of students' choices of force directions is 
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bigger than 30%. These results suggest that, in general, the differences in 

both studies had no considerable effect for groups A and C but had some 

for group B. 

There is, however, a factor which could have produced the result 

for group B, namely the time of the school year in which the questionnaire 

was applied. The first study was carried out at the beginning of the school 

year while the second was at the end. Actually, while the students of groups 

A and C were not in the process of learning dynamics at school, students 

of group B were. Therefore, the background in dynamics of the students of 

group B, in both studies, were not the same. Looking at the results found 

for group B, in both studies, one can actually see that the main differences 

in the results occur in the arrows which represent directions of forces like 

gravity and reaction, where students of the second study tend to choose them 

more than the students of the first study. Fig. 5.2 shows an example which 

illustrates the point. It refers to one situation of the questionnaire, sit. 3-1; 

Fig. 5.2[a) corresponds to the results of the first study and Fig. 5.2[b) to the 

second. The length of each arrow is proportional to the percentage of students 

who chose a force in this direction. Similar results were found in the other 

situations. 

Sit.3-1 Sit.3-1 

Ca) (b) 

Fig. 5.2 - Percentage of students' choices of force directions in sit. 3-1. 

Fig. 5.2[a) refers to the first study and (b) to the second study 

[group B) 

Taking into account these arguments, I have decided not to combine 

the results found for group B in both studies. The results found in study 

will be left out of the analysis and only the results of study 2 will be kept. 

Coming back to groups A and C and to the general results referred 

to in the beginning of this section, one last aspect will be considered now. 
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It refers to a more detailed description of students' choices in both studies 

regarding, in particular, the cases where those differences were bigger. 

Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 show. graphically. typical results for group A 

and C. respectively. in two situations of the questionnaire. namely sit. 3-1 

and sit. 6-2. The length of each arrow is proportional to the percentage of 

students who chose a force in this direction. The diagrams of Figs. 5.3(a) 

and 5.4[a) correspond to the first study and of Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.4[b) to the 

second. Similar results were found for all the other situations except three. 

namely. sit. 2-1. sit. 7-1 and sit. 7-3. These cases will be discussed below. 

Sit.3-1 Sit.3-1 

.. ~. '."~ 

Sit.6-2 Sit.6-2 

1 .'. 
~ 1 "':~'lIlt. ~ 

.IIIII~ 
'.' 

Ca) (b) 

Fig. 5.3 - Percentage of students' choices of forces directions in two situations. 

Fig. 5.3[a) refers to the first study and [b) to the second [group A) 

Si t.3-1 Sit.3-1 

Sit.6-2 Sit.6-2 

1 ~ ~ 1 1= ~ 
Cal (b) 

Fig. 5.4 - Percentage of students' choices of forces directions in two situations. 

Fig. 5.4[a) refers to the first study and [b) to the second (group C) 
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The results shown in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 indicate that students' choices 

of forces in given directions do not differ very much in the two studies. One 

can see that there are directions which are chosen by a considerable number 

of students [around 50% and more) and others by a minority [less than 30%). 

These directions are the same in both studies. The difference in the percentage 

of students' choices in any direction is never higher than 20%. These results 

suggest that the changes in the questionnaires have not substantially affected 

the way students answered them, giving further reason to decide to combine 

their results. 

There are three exceptions to what has been said above, where 

the results do differ considerably [around 40%) in terms of the percentage 

of students' choices of a force in a given direction. Those situations are sit. 2-l, 

sit. 7-1 and sit. 7-3. The directions where these differences occur are, for 

the three situations, the direction along the motion. These results are illus

trated in Fig. 5.5 for group A, being this the group where these differences 

are biggest. 

Sit2 -1 Sit.2 -1 

Sit. 7-1 Sit.7-1 

T·· '. 

Sit. 7-3 Sit.7-3 

Ca) (b) 

Fig. 5.5 - Percentage of students' choices of a force along the motion in 

three situations. Fig. 5.5[a) refers to the first study and [b) to the 

second [group A) 
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A possible explanation can be given for these exceptions. As can 

be seen in the two main versions of the questionnaire used [see Appendix I). 

the arrows along the motion in those situations were differently drawn in 

the two versions. Thus. for instance. while in sit. 2-1 of the first version 

[01.1 and 01.2) there is an arrow along the direction of the motion [arrow 4). 

in the second [Olf) either arrows 3 and 4 could represent the direction of 

the motion. This ambiguity. caused by a mistake in representing this direction. 

could have caused the difference found in the results. Considering this fact 

and the result found that. in all the other situations. the majority of the stu

dents chose a force along the motion in both studies. I have decided to count 

together the choices of the students of arrow 3 and 4. in the second version 

of the questionnaire. as representing choices of a force along the motion. 

The outcome of this summation gives a similar result to the other percentages 

found in the other situations. For sit. 7-1 and 7-3 I will consider the arrow 

representing the direction of motion differentely in both studies. according 

to the arrow which better indicates the direction of motion. For instance. 

the direction of motion in sit. 7-3 will correspond to arrow 2 in the first study 

and to arrow 3 in the second. 

Notice that the procedure described to deal with the answers 

mentioned. i.e. in sit. 2-1. 7-1 and 7-3 with respect to the force along motion. 

was also followed for the groups which answered only one of the versions 

of the questionnaire. in the cases where the problem existed. However. these 

three instants will be avoided. in the main analysis. when typical results are 

considered with respect to the force along the motion. 

5.3 - Decisions for the Analysis 

From the two previous sections. decisions have been taken concern

ing the 'validity' of the questionnaire and its analysis. They will now be sum

marized. They are: 

(1) to consider the questionnaire as giving sufficiently meaningful results 

to deserve further analysis: 

(2) to pursue the analysis based on students' choices of force directions: 

(3) to consider in the main analysis the problematic answers. included in case 

1 and 2. which also contained useful information about students' ideas 

of forces: 
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(4) to leave out of the analysis the cases which. in some way. indicate that 

students misunderstood the questionnaire or how to answer it: 

(5) to leave F answers out of the analysis given the small percentage of answers 

of this kind: 

(6) to combine the results of both studies. except for group B where only 

the results of the second study will be considered: 

[6.1) to treat differently three instants of the questionnaire (sit. 2-1. 7-1 

and 7-3) with respect to the direction along the motion. Namely. 

in sit. 2-1 to add up the results. obtained in the second study. 

in arrow 3 and 4 as representing the force along the motion: in 

sit. 7-1 to consider arrow 4 as representing the force along the 

motion in study 1. and arrow 3 in study 2: in sit. 7-3 to consider 

arrow 2 as representing the force along the motion in study 1. 

and arrow 3 in study 2. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ANAL YSIS OF FORCE DIRECTIONS 

The aim of this Chapter is to analyse and discuss the results in 

terms of students' choices of force directions. The analysis to be made here 

will be concerned with only one part of the data collected. i.e. directions 

of forces. leaving the analysis of the names to Chapter 7. This approach to 

the analysis may help: (1) to see to what extent one can reduce diversity 

in students' answers by avoiding the language factor; (2) to see to what extent 

names given differ from what one expects when analysing students' ideas 

through their choices of force directions; (3) to see to what extent students 

are more sure that a force exists than what to call it. 

The first part of this Chapter (section 6.1) presents an overall 

view of the results obtained. They are shown graphically in terms of percen

tages of students' choices in each arrow. for all situations. and for each group 

of students. The general properties of the results are then discussed. They 

refer to the three following questions: 

[Q1J Do students appear to have definite ideas about forces or. in other words. 

do the results show any patterns at all? And. if so. what do these patterns 

generally indicate? 

[Q2) Are there systematic changes with increasing in Physics Teaching? 

[Q3] Are there any changes in groups with similar physics background but 

different age and involvement in the process of learning dynamics? 
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The second part (section 6.2) presents the results obtained. in 

more detail. with respect to the particular directions of forces mostly chosen 

by the students. A comparison of students' replies along groups and situations 

is then made. Statistical models to fit the data were found using GUM. 

6.1 - Overall Analysis 

6.1.1 - Graphical summary of the data 

Figures 6.1 - I to 6.1 - VIII show the results obtained. in each 

situation. for all groups of students in terms of the percentage of students' 

choices in each of the eight arrows given in the questionnaire. The length 

of each arrow is proportional to the percentage of students' choices. The 

groups are ordered (from A to F) by number of the years of formal teaching. 

and where the groups have similar physics background (j.e. groups Band E. C 

and G) by age. Each figure refers to a situation of the questionnaire [from 

1 to 8) and the results are given for the three instants of that situation. In 

each figure the results are shown for the seven groups. In Fig. 6.1 - VII and 

VII I. group G is missing. as these students did not answer situation 7 and 8. 
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Group A 

Group B 

Group E 

Group C 

Group G 

Group D 

Group F 

Fig. 6.1 - II: Percentage of students' choices in each arrow of situation 2. 

for each group 
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Fig. 6.1 - III: Percentage of students' choices in each arrow of situation 3. 

for each group 
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Fig. 6.1 - VIII: Percentage of students' choices in each arrow of situation 8, 

for each group 
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6.1.2 - General properties of the results 

The results shown in Figs. 6.1 - I to VIII give some insight into 

the questions listed before. 

(Q1] Do students appear to have definite ideas about forces or, in other words, 

do the results show any patterns at all? And, if so, what do these patterns 

generally indicate? 

To answer the first part of the question, we may note that forces 

are quite clearly not assigned at random. Generally, there are some directions 

which are chosen by a majority of the students of a group while others are 

only chosen by a minority. Notice that this is also true for group A. in which 

students have not had any formal teaching in dynamics. This result suggests 

that students do have definite ideas about forces even if not taught. and that 

these ideas are, generally. shared by the majority of students of any group. 

The existence of pupils' ideas about scientific concepts, before 

any formal teaching has been referred to in recent literature (e.g. Watts 

et al. 1982) and the results found here bring more evidence to support that 

with respect to the concept of force. 

To answer to the second part of the above question. one may ident

ify what force directions students of a given group. generally. chose. Although 

the aim here being not to give an exhaustive picture of the patterns which 

emerged for any group. one notices that students seem to have systematicallY 

chosen forces in certain directions under some circumstances. Thus. for ex

ample, students of group A generally chose a force in the direction of the 

motion in situations where objects are moving (e.g. in sit. 1-2, sit. 5-1. sit. 6-2) 

and no force in situations where objects are at rest (e.g. sit. 1-3, sit. 4-3). 

They also chose a force in the direction where a physicist would put an impul

sive force. in situations where an external agent is acting on an object (e.g. 

in sit. 1-1 and sit. 6-1). 

(Q2) Are there systematic changes with increasing in Physics Teaching? 

To consider the second question. we may compare, for a given 

situation. the results of each group. There are in essentially all situations 

similar systematic changes with teaching (from A to F) notably: 
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[a) increasing existence of a downward vertical force; 

[b) increasing existence of a force opposing motion; 

[c] increasing existence of an upward vertical force when objects are 

being supported. 

Notice that the increasing of a downward vertical force is much 

greater than the other two. particularly the upward vertical force. The exist

ence of these forces being in agreement with the physicist. one can say that. 

in this respect. students with more teaching tend to give more answers accord

ing to what they are learning at school. However. if this happens. the results 

also show another aspect. namely: 

[d] persistence of a force along the motion. only reduced for university 

physics students (groups 0 and F). 

As this force usually does not exist in the situations of the question

naire from the physicist's point of view. this result indicates that students 

with experience in Physics keep their alternative view about the existence 

of such a force. despite the fact that they tend to give other answers in agree

ment with physics. Generally. these results suggest that teaching does make 

some differences in students' ideas about forces although it does not remove. 

despite some years of formal teaching. some of students' alternative views. 

This aspect of the co-existence of intuitive and 'accepted' views will be the 

object of further discussion in later analysis. Notice that this aspect has not 

been much referred to in most recent studies in the area as. usually. the focus 

of these investigations is students' intuitive ideas only. An example. is the 

study by Watts and Zylbersztajn (Watts and Zylbertsztajn. 1981) where students 

were asked to choose only one force direction from a set of directions given. 

However. it seems interesting to investigate further how students incorporate 

in their framework of ideas. previous to any formal teaching. notions which 

they are learning in school. Or. in other words and using the terminology 

of Gilbert and Zylbersztajn (Gilbert and Zylbersztajn. 1985). to investigate 

'students' science'. i.e. the outcome of the interaction between 'children's 

science' and 'teachers' science'. 

[Q3] Are there any changes in groups with similar physics background but 

different age and involvement in the process of learning dynamics? 
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Finally. to consider the third question. we can compare the results 

of groups with similar background in physics but different age and involve

ment in the process of learning physics. One can see that. for groups Band E. 

there are considerable differences in students' answers. In particular. one 

can see that students of group E. Arts university students who had ceased 

their studies in physics for some years. tend to give similar answers to the 

students of group A (students with no formal teaching in dynamics). This 

result suggests that students with some teaching in physics but who have 

ceased their studies for some years tend to return to their 'primitive' ideas. 

'forgetting' what they had learnt in their physics classes. It also suggests 

that change in age alone does not succeed in changing students' views towards 

those of science. This result is in agreement with a study done by Thomaz 

(Thomaz. 1 983). 

It is curious that the results of groups C and G are rather similar. 

There is no obvious way to compare Portuguese school children at the end 

of secondary school with English graduates training to teach Biology. except 

to note that if English school children were the same as Portuguese. their 

new Biology teachers would. in this area of science. know little more than 

their pupils. 

6.2 - Analysis by Particular Force Directions 

6.2.1 Comparative analysis of particular force directions 

The discussion of the previous section indicated that students 

systematically chose forces in certain directions under some circumstances. 

For example. where objects are moving students often chose a force in the 

direction of the motion. This force does not generally exist. from the physicist's 

point of view. There are. however. other directions of forces also chosen 

by students in which. from the physicist's point of view. a force does exist. 

Some. such as gravity acting downwards. exist in all situations. Others. such 

as Reaction. exist only in some situations. acting at right angles to the surface 

on which the objects are placed. 

The purpose here is to compare students' views about the five 

directions of force mostly chosen: force along the motion. downward vertical 

force [gravity). forces associated with the support (designated here by forces 
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of support). forces opposing motion [designated here by forces of resistance). 

impulsive forces. This comparison is made with respect to students' physics 

background. age and involvement in the process of learning dynamics. and 

to the situations. The analysis of how students' ideas vary with the situations 

is made according to the classification defined before in Chapter 4. sub-sec

tion 4.1.2. Table 6 -I presents a summary of the classification of the situ

ations. 

Classification of 
Situations -

'f=..Iorizontal 
Surfaces 

r Slope 
Supported- S f 

Objects 
M · -oVlng 

Objects 
At Rest -

[Supported) 

ur aces 

Suspended 
in the air 
-

Partly Supported 

Non Supported 
'-

r-
Non - Interacting 
With an External 
Agent 

Interacting With 
An External Agent 

[sit. 1-2. 2-2. 3-1. 3-2) 

[si t. 2-1. 2-3) 

[sit. 7-1. 7 -2. 7 -3) 

[sit. 8-3) 

[sit. 3-3. 4-2. 5-1. 5-2. 
5-3. 6-2. 8-2) 

[sit. 1-3. 4-1. 4-3) 

[sit. 1-1. 6-1. 6-3. 8-1) 

TABLE 6 - I: Classification of the situations of the questionnaire 

The suggestion in the literature that students have an intuitive 

idea of a 'stored force' with no particular direction [e.g. Viennot. 1979a) is 

taken up in sub-section 6.2.1.5 ['Undirected' forces). 

6.2.1.1 Force along the motion 

Fig. 5.2 shows some results for certain situations where objects 

are moving. giving the percentage of students' choices of a force along the 
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motion for the different groups. The groups are ordered according to years 

of formal teaching. In none of these situations is there. in fact. any force 

along the motion. 
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Fig. 6.2 - Comparison of the percentage of students· choices of a force along 

the motion. for the different groups. in the following situations: 

(a) ball moving on the ground. (b) ball moving on a table. (c) ball 

falling freely from a table. (d) ball after being thrown by a man 

A striking feature of this data is that a force along the motion 

is chosen by a majority of the pupils (more than 60%) without any teaching 

in dynamics (group A) and that this proportion remains rather constant. (group B 

to G) falling only after several years of teaching (groups D. F). 

We can conclude that: 

[j] the idea of a force along the motion seems to remain quite intact despite 

any teaching. 

This result is in agreement with previous researchers (e.g. Clement. 1 982. 

Viennot. 1979a. Watts. 1983). In the present study similar answers are 

given to questions by pupils with no teaching and by students with a 

considerable number of years of formal teaching in physics. 

We can also see that: 

[ij) despite considerable differences in the situations presented. the frequent 

choice of a force along the motion is common to all sitations. 

This is a quite unexpected result if one follows the hypothesis that students' 

ideas depend strongly on the nature of the situations presented. In particU

lar. the results suggest that students answer much the same whether the 
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object is on a flat surface, is falling or has been thrown. Thus, the notion 

of a force along the motion is not to be regarded as prompted by the kind 

of situation presented [compare Viennot's model of spontaneous reasoning 

which suggests that the situation may be influential, Viennot, 1979a). 

An important exception is found in the two situations where a 

change in the direction of the motion is just about to occur [i.e. sit. 3-2 and 

sit. 5-2). For these, there is a force along the future motion rather than along 

the present motion. Fig. 6.3 compares frequencies of forces along the motion 

and along the future motion, in these two situations. Notice that. groups 

with less experience of physics prefer the future direction of motion; whilst 

those with more. if they chose such a motion-related force. maintain their 

choice of a force along the current direction of the motion. 
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Fig. 6.3 - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices of a force along , 
the motion (I] and the future motion (:]. for the different groups. , 
in the following situations: [a) ball on the edge of a table. [b) cannon 

ball at the highest position of its upward motion 

The occurrence of choices of a force along the motion is substan

tially reduced only for university physics students [groups 0 and F) and. in 

some situations [mainly when objects are falling freely) for P.G.C.E. biology 

students [group G). This reduction is most substantial for physics trainee 

teachers [group F). 

This reduction in the proportion of students who expected a force 

along the motion does seem to be rather dependent on the kind of situation, 

thus. a force along the motion tends to persist more in situations where objects 
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are moving and being supported than when they are falling freely. This can 

be seen by comparing the results shown in Fig. 6.2(a) (or (b)) with (c). 

It appears. then. that instruction does modify the idea that a force 

exists along the motion. but only after some years of teaching. Even so. an 

appreciable number of university physics students (40% - 60%) still sometimes 

continue to consider such a force mainly where there is no other force associ

ated with the direction of the motion. 

In summary: 

- the notion that a force along the motion exists is shared by a majority 

of pupils with no teaching and persists over some years of formal 

teaching. despite the fact that this notion is not in agreement with 

the physicist's point of view. This notion does not seem to vary marked

ly with the situations except in the cases where a change in the direc

tion of the motion is about to occur. In these cases. students preferred 

a force in the direction of the future motion: 

- although instruction does seem to affect the idea that a force exists 

along the motion. this only occurs after some years of formal teaching. 

However. a considerable number of university physics students still 

continue to consider such a force. but now the idea seems to be depend

ent upon the situation presented. 

6.2.1.2 Downward vertical force (gravity] 

From the physicist's point of view a downward vertical force. 

namely gravity. exists in all the situations. Such a force direction. while often 

present in the responses. is chosen to an extent and in a way which varies 

markedly between groups. 

The analysis here refers only to the direction of a force rather 

than to names given to forces. so it can be argued that the choice of a down

ward vertical force does not necessarily represent. the gravitational force. 

or that gravity could be supposed to act in other directions. These questions 

are discussed later. in Chapter 7. Here. simply the frequency of a downward 

vertical force is considered. 
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Fig. B.4 shows, for each group and all situations, the percentage 

of students choosing a downward vertical force. 
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Fig. B.4 - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices of a downward 

vertical force. in all situations. for the different groups. respectively: 

[a) Group A, [b) Group B. [c) Group E, [d) Group C. [e) Group G. 

(f) Group D. (g) Group F 

Substantial variations exist in this data. A downward vertical 

force is not often chosen by pupils who have had no teaching in dynamics 

(group A) but as soon as they have had some teaching (group B), gravity is 

at once considered to be present by a majority (about 80%). With more teaching 

the percentage rises further. 

The amount of experience of mechanics teaching is not the only 

factor which seems to cause variations: its recency also appears to make 

a difference. Groups Band E have very similar total experience of physics, 

but students of group E [Arts university students), who have had no teaching 

of physics for some years. give answers which resemble those of pupils with 

no teaching in dynamics rather than those of students with recent experience. 

Here. a small amount of teaching seems to make a substantial immediate 

difference, but its effects fade with time [at least for students who have, 

in general, given up any interest in physics). 
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When a downward vertical force is thought to exist. it tends to 

exist. for a majority of students. rather universally in all situations. This 

occurs even for students with little experience of physics (group B). There 

are. however. small variations across situations for groups with less experience 

of physics (groups B. C and G). These variations become smaller with increase 

in teaching (groups D and F). 

A special case exists. for groups who do not often chose a downward 

vertical force (groups A and E). in sit. 8-2. where a man is diving into a swim

ming pool. Here. a majority of students did choose a force in the downward 

vertical direction. However. this is also the direction along the motion. and 

it could be argued. given the evidence presented previously. that this is not 

a case in which gravity is exceptionally recognized. but that it is a force 

along the motion. 

In summary: 

- pupils without any teaching in dynamics do not. usually. consider 

a downward force in the direction of gravity; 

- a downward vertical force in the direction of gravity begins to be 

considered. by a majority of students. as soon as teaching takes place. 

With more teaching. the number of students who expect a downward 

vertical force to exist increases. Despite small variations across 

situations for groups with less experience of physics a force in the 

direction of gravity exists rather universally for all situations: 

- students for whom teaching in physics finished some years before. 

tended to answer in a manner similar to pupils without any teaching in 

physics by not. in general. choosing a force in the direction of gravity. 

6.2.1.3 Forces of support 

In some of the situations presented. there are objects which are 

being supported in someway. that is. not allowed to fall freely. The kind of 

support varies: including objects on the ground. on a table. on a sloping surface. 

on a man's hand. and hanging from a string. 

From the physicist's point of view. a force preventing the object 

from falling exists in all these cases. This force is called. here. 'force of sup

port'. Forces of support do not always act in the same direction for all situ-
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ations. nor do they have a unique scientific name. The direction of this force. 

being at right angles to the surface. is vertically upwards if objects are on 

horizontal surfaces. but not when objects are on sloping surfaces. In both 

cases. the force of support is often termed Reaction. in physics. When objects 

are hanging from a string. the force always acts along the string. changing 

in direction as the object is moving. and is called the Tension in the string. 

The purpose here is to look at the occurrence of students' choices of 

a force in the direction which a physicist would choose for the force of support. 

Fig. 6.5 shows the results in relevant situations. The percentage 

of students. choosing a force in the direction of the force of support. is given 

for the different groups. As previously. the groups are in ascending order 

of years of formal teaching. Fig. 6.5(a). (b) and (c) refer to objects placed 

on horizontal surfaces. (respectively. the ground. a table and a man's hand) the 

force of support (Reaction) is. in all cases. acting upwards. Fig. 6.5(d) and (e) 

refers to. respectively. an object placed on a sloping surface and hanging from 

a string at an angle to the vertical. Here the force of support is not vertical. 
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Fig. 6.5 - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices of a force in 

the direction of the force of support, for the different groups. 

in the following situations: (a) a ball moving on the ground. (b) 

a ball moving on a table. (c) a ball on a man's hand. (d) a car moving 

downwards on a sloping surface. (e) a ball hanging from a string 
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Generally. this data indicates that forces of support only begin 

to be considered after instruction. Notice that. pupils who have had no teaching 

in dynamics (group A) hardly ever attribute such a force in any situation. 

Even with some teaching (groups B. C and G). the parpart ion of students who 

do so is no more than a substantial minority (about 40%). A substantial increase 

occurs for groups with more experience of physics (university physics students 

of groups 0 and F). where a majority (about 80%. and more for group F). 

generally agree with the physicist's view. 

As before the recency of teaching appears to make a difference. 

as it is seen by the previous comparison of groups Band E. Again. group E 

who have ceased studying physics for some time give responses which are 

more similar to those of group A (pupils with no teaching) than to those of 

group B. 

The groups who do give forces of support do not answer uniformly 

in all situations. Thus. for example. Reaction forces tend to exist more when 

an object is on a solid surface than when it is on a man's hand. This is true 

not only for students with less teaching but also for students with more experi

ence of physics (see Fig. 6.5(a) (or (bJJ and (c)). 

In the groups with less teaching more students expect the existence 

of Reaction forces when objects are on horizontal surfaces than when supported 

by a string (see Fig. 6.5(a) ((b) or (c)) and (e)). 

A substantial reduction of choices of Reaction forces due to solid 

surfaces. seems to occur for all groups. when objects are on a slope (see 

Fig. 6.5(d)). An interpretation of this results is. not that students do not expect 

a 'Reaction' force in this case. but that they continue to consider that the 

force acts vertically upward. Perhaps students consider that a Reaction force 

must always balance gravity. 

Fig. 6.6 illustrates this last result. Percentage of students' responses 

are given. for each group. in two different positions of situation 2 (car on 

a sloping surface). respectively: in sit. 2-2. where Reaction is actually upwards 

and vertical. and in sit. 2-1. where Reaction does not act in the upward direc

tion. 
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Fig. 6.6 - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices. for the differ

ent groups. of the following forces: actual upwards Reaction in 

sit. 2-2 [m). actual Reaction (D) and upward vertical force [§) in 

sit. 2-1 

These results suggest that: 

- no substantial difference exists between situations where the Reaction 

is actually upwards. even if the object is on a sloping surface (compare 

the results found for sit. 2-2 in Fig. 6.6 and those shown in Fig. 6.5(a) 

or (b)); 

- groups with experience of physics continue to choose an upward vertical 

force in sit. 2-1. where the surface slopes. Notice that. groups with 

more experience [0 and F) chose both directions [upwards and at 

right angles to the surface) while groups with less experience prefer. 

mainly. the upward 'Reaction'. 

In summary: 

- forces of support are not considered. in any situation. by pupils with 

no teaching or no recent teaching. (groups A and E); 

students' expectations that forces of support do exist increase with 

teaching. However. a substantial increase only occurs for university 

physics students (groups 0 and F). In groups with less experience 

of physics (B. C and G). a little less than half of the students seem 

to expect the existence of forces of support in some situations: 
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students' expectations about forces of support. differ between situ

ations. Forces of support tend to be more often present in situations 

where objects are on solid surfaces. 

An upward 'Reaction' continues to exist even in situations where 

Reaction does not act in that direction (sloping surfaces). Groups 

with less experience of physics (8 and C) tend to recognize Tension 

forces less often than upward Reaction on solid surfaces. 

6.2.1.1.f Forces of resistance 

From the physicist's point of view. when objects are moving on 

a surface and/or through the air. there are forces which tend to reduce the 

velocity of the object. Two very different kinds of forces are involved. surface 

friction and air resistance. They differ considerably in magnitude. surface 

friction being generally rather large compared with air resistance. Thus. 

in the situations where objects are moving on a surface. the force of friction 

is the one which most contributes to the reduction of the velocity of the 

object. This force is parallel to the surface and opposite to the motion. Air 

resistance on objects moving freely through the air acts in the opposite direc

tion to the velocity of the object. 

For the present. both forces are referred to as 'forces of res is-

tance'. 

Fig. 6.7 shows the percentage of students choosing a force in 

the direction of the force of resistance. in several situations. 
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Fig. 6.7 - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices of a force of 

resistance. for the different groups. in the following situations: 

(a) ball moving on the ground. (b) a car moving on a sloping surface. 

(c) a ball moving on a table. (d) a ball falling from a table. (e) a 

cannon ball falling. (n a ball after being thrown by a man. (g) a 

ball moving being suspended by a string 
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Generally. this data indicates that students' expectations about 

forces of resistance increase with teaching. Pupils with no teaching of dynamics 

(group A) rarely attribute these forces in any situation. With teaching. the 

percentage of students who choose them increases. but only slowly. until 

there is a substantial increase for university physics students (groups 0 and F). 

where a majority attributed forces of resistance in at least some situations. 

Note that once again students of group E (Arts students) chose such forces 

about as often as pupils of group A (no teaching). 

The frequency of choices of forces of resistance is not the same 

in all situations. Forces of resistance tend to exist. more often and without 

much variation. in situations where objects are moving on a surface than 

when objects are moving freely through the air. 

For groups with more experience of physics (0 and F). the difference 

between solid and air resistance seems to be quite substantial. Thus. for ex

ample. only a sizeable minority of students of group 0 (about 40%) attributed 

air resistance forces. whilst a majority of them (more than 70%) chose solid 

frictional forces (see Fig. 6.7(a) ((b) or (c)) and (d) ((e) or (g)). 

An exception to the above is found in sit. 6-2. where a ball is 

moving freely after being thrown by a man (Fig. 6.7(fJ). Here the frequencies 

of choices of a force of resistance are similar to the situations where objects 

are moving on a surface (Fig. 6.7(a). (b) and (c)). 

An interesting variation occurs in sit. 3-3 (ball falling from a 

table) and sit. 5-3 (cannon ball falling) which are similar from the physicist's 

view with air resistance acting in the same direction. However. the results 

found in the two situations are quite different (see Fig. 6.7(d) and (e)). A 

further inspection at other force directions chosen suggest that another direc

tion for the force of resistance was probably chosen in sit. 3-3. namely the 

upward vertical force. Fig. B.8 illustrates this interpretation. The percentages 

of students' responses in the two situations are given for each group showing. 

respectively. choices along the actual direction of air resistance for both 

situations and choices of an upward vertical force for sit. 3-3. 
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Fig. 5.B - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices. for the different 

groups. of the following forces: actual air resistance in sit. 5-3 

(~). actual air resistance [D) and upward vertical force in sit. 3-3 

(~) 

These results indicate the need to look at other directions likely 

to be chosen by students for air resistance. namely the upward and vertical 

direction. If students' answers in both directions (actual air resistance and 

upwards) are added up. the difference in the occurrence of air resistance 

choices. compared with solid friction choices decreases very considerably. 

In summary: 

forces of resistance are rarely considered in any situation. by pupils 

with no teaching of dynamics (group A); 

students' expectations that forces of resistance exist seems to increase 

with teaching. However. a substantial increase only occurs for students 

with more experience of physics: 

- for groups who do give forces of resistance. there are substantial 

differences in students' expectations between situations. mainly. 

for groups with more teaching (groups 0 and F). The more remarkable 

differences are: 

• solid frictional forces are more often considered than are air 

resistance forces. However. a reason for this may be that air 

resistance forces are considered in another direction. namely. 

upwards: 
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attributions of solid frictional forces are more uniformly given. 

comparing situations. than are those about air resistance: 

6.2.1.5 Impulsive forces 

Some situations present instantaneous actions on an object where 

a change in its state of rest (or motion) is about to occur. Examples are: a 

man kicking or throwing a ball. iniatially. at rest. From the physicist's point 

of view. this sharp short action [e.g. kick. throw) on an object is a case of 

applying an impulsive force. 

Fig. 6.9(a) and (b) show. for each group. the percentage of students 

choosing a force in the direction in which a physicist would give for the impul

sive force in two situations. respectively. a man kicking a ball at rest on 

the ground and a man throwing a ball. 
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Fig. 6.9 - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices of a force in 

the direction of the impulsive force. for the different groups. in 

the following situations: [a) a man kicking a ball at rest on the 

ground. [b) a man throwing a ball 

Here students of all groups give essentially similar answers and 

a majority (more than 60%) agree with the physicist's view. This is true also 

for pupils with no teaching of mechanics [group A). 

There are two other situations where an instantaneous action 

is supposed to occur. namely. when a man is catching a ball (sit. 6-3) and 
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when a man is jumping from the springboard of a swimming pool (sit. 8- lJ. 

The results here are however very different from those above. with frequencies 

of choices of an impulsive force being markedly reduced. and with larger 

variations between groups, particularly in sit. 8-1. 

Looking at the first case, Fig. 6.10 shows the percentage of students 

choosing an impulsive force where a man is catching a ball (sit. 6-3), showing 

a marked reduction in frequency of choices. 
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Fig. 6.10 - Comparison of the percentage of students' choices of a force 

in the direction of the impulsive force. for the different groups, 

when a man is catching a ball 

Possible explanation of this result may be: 

[a) the picture given in the questionnaire for this situation is ambiguous. 

it not being clear if the ball is already at rest in the man's hand or is about 

to stop, i.e. in the instant of catching. If students understood it in the 

first sense. they would correctly fail to give an impulsive force; 

[b) even if students interpretated the situation as intended. an horizontal 

force. simply in the direction opposing motion may be chosen. Looking 

at the directions chosen by students for this situation (Fig. 6.11). it can 

be seen that such a force direction was in fact chosen by a considerable 

number of students: about 40 % and more for groups with some experience 

of physics (groups C, G and 0); 

[c) a different interpretation could be that students had shifted the object 

on which forces were supposed to act. since a forward force could represent 
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the force of the ball on the man's hand. not the force of the hand on the 

ball. However. students' answers which indicate shifts in the objects on 

which forces act were as far as possible left out of the analysis (see Chap

ter 5. sub-section 5.1.1 J. 
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Fig. 6.11 - Comparison. for the different groups. of the percentage of students' 

choices of forces in directions associated with the situation of 

a man catching a ball. respectively: horizontal direction opposite 

to the man's hand (fliJ J. horizontal direction towards the man's 

hand (0) 

Taking the second case. sit. 8-1. where a man is jumping from 

the springboard of a swimming pool. the choice of the direction of the impulsive 

force acting on the man could reasonably have been given as either: vertically 

upwards or upwards to the right. Thus Fig. 6.12 shows the percentage of stu

dents choosing forces in both these directions. 
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Fig. 6.12 - Comparison. for the different groups. of the percentage of students' 

choices of forces associated with the action of a man jumping 

from springboard of a swimming pool. in the following directions: 

vertical and upwards (fZD. upwards to the right (OJ 
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Adding up students' answers in both directions gives a picture 

close to that of Fig. 5.9 at least for university physics students [groups 0 

and Fl. However. without analysing the names for the forces. it is not possible 

to say whether students' choices of an upward force represent an impUlsive 

force or the Reaction of the springboard. 

The reduction in students' expectations of impulsive forces in 

this case also exists for students with no or with some teaching of mechanics 

[groups A to C). Looking at other directions of forces chosen by them one 

notices the popularity of choices of horizontally forward forces and of forces 

downward and to the right [see Fig. 5.13). Forces acting in such directions 

can be related. in someway, with the action of the man but it is difficult 

to see how they can be associated with the action of the springboard. Again. 

the interpretation of this result requires an analysis of the names students 

gave for these forces. 
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Fig. 5.13 - Comparison of the percentage of studen~ choices. for the different 

groups. of forces acting on a man jumping from the springboard 

of a swimming pool. in the following directions: horizontal for

wards (f!!a) and downwards to the right (0) 

In summary: 

- even without instruction. impulsive forces exist in agreement with 

the physicist's view. at least. if they refer to kicks (or throws) given 

by a more massive object (e.g. man) to an object (e.g. ball). 
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6.2.1.6 'Undirected' forces 

From the point of view of physics force is a vector quantity. How

ever. previous studies (e.g. Viennot. 1979a. Watts. 1983) suggest that some

times students think force is a stored quantity. quite similar to energy. and 

do not attribute any direction to it. The present study was not specifically 

designed to look into this feature of the students' concept of force but some 

answers may throw some light on it. 

In Chapter 5. sub-section 5.1.1 .. cases of responses in which the 

students did not give any definite direction to their forces were discussed. 

Table 5.1/ shows a summary of those results. for each group. giving 

the percentage of students considering 'Undirected' forces. 

Percentage 
Percentage of situations 

of 
students 

considering 
'undirected' Group Group Group Group Group Group Group 

forces A B E C G 0 F 

0% - - - 5% - 15% 90% 

>0% J\~10% - 5% 5% 50% 5% 85% 10% 

>10% J\~20% 50% 85% 50% LfO% 10% - -

>20% J\~ 35% LfO% 10% 30% 5% 85% - -

>35% - - 5% - - - -

TABLE 6.11: Percentage of students considering 'Undirected' forces. in all 

situations. for all groups 

Generally. the figures in the table indicate that the number of 

such answers is usually not large. There are. however. some small variations 

across the groups. The percentage of students whose answers can be seen 

as resorting to the 'stored' concept of force. in the majority of situations 

(i.e. ~50%) is between 10% and 20% for groups with less experience in physics 
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(groups A and B) and increases a little for the groups who had had some teaching 

in physics but have then opted for either humanities or biology studies (groups E 

and G). This percentage is understandably less in the groups who have more 

experience in physics (groups C and 0) and is much less in the case of physics 

trainee teachers (group F) where, in the majority of the situations (90%), 

the percentage is zero. 

The results, on the other hand, can not be interpreted in a unique 

way because different sub-cases of 'undirected forces' are involved (see Chap

ter 5, sub-section 5.1.1). Thus, responses where students answered in terms 

of a global force, by choosing a force in all directions or by not choosing 

any direction but referring to the presence of a force, are closer to the concept 

of 'stored' force. In addition, there are included here responses choosing all 

directions but adding to it some named forces in a definite direction; and 

others where students were not sure of the name of the force or even of its 

existence. The later cases seem less likely to be an outcome of a notion of 

a 'stored' force. Furthermore the questionnaire insists upon choosing a direction 

for a force. and it is possible that the number adhering to a 'stored' notion 

would be different if the questionnaire had been formulated to permit that 

response. 

6.2.2 Statistical models of students' replies concerning the force direc

tions mostly chosen 

The analysis given in the previous sections can be seen as generating 

hypotheses about how students chose particular forces directions and how 

their choices varied between groups and situations. The present section looks 

at such choices statistically. to identify significant differences related to 

group and situation. in the frequencies with which students selected forces 

in the directions of particular interest described in sub-section B.2.1. 

The frequencies of students' choices are compared. for each force 

direction. across all groups. and in some cases, certain selected groups of 

interest. 

The frequencies of students' choices are also compared. for each 

force direction, across several situations chosen to be relevant. Mainly. the 

two following criteria were defined to select the situations to be considered: 
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(a] to include. for each force direction. situations where the results 

are expected to be similar and others where they are expected to 

be different. For example. in the case of forces of resistance. to 

include situations where resistance to motion is mainly due to solid 

friction and others where it is due to air friction; 

(b] to exclude situations which presented some problematic aspects. 

such as situations which may have been misinterpreted. situations 

where students may have attributed to a particular arrow more 

than one meaning for the force under consideration. and situations 

where there were some differences of presentation in the two studies. 

In some cases. for a given force direction. frequencies of students' 

choices were also analysed with respect to certain selected situations of 

interest in the light of the previous discussion. 

Tables 6.111 - 1 to 5 show the data to be analysed. The figures 

represent the frequencies with which students of each group chose forces 

in each force direction described in sub-section 6.2.1. in the situations selected. 

ST 
t -, -" ;- .... - ... ~ 

# 
.~ -r::- l' -~ ,lb' , 

~ -
GP 1.2 3.1 2.2 3.2 5.2 7.2 6.2 3.3 5.3 

A 50/67 51/65 44/66 21/65 10/67 35/64 48/66 46/65 42/66 

B 45/54 48/54 36/54 19/54 19/54 32/53 46/54 43/54 41/54 

E 30/37 29/37 28/37 13/37 11/37 24/37 28/37 26/37 28/37 

C 50/59 52/59 50/59 34/59 16/59 42/59 51/59 38/59 43/59 

G 14/15 13/15 8/15 11/15 9/15 12/15 5/15 8/15 

0 36/69 40/69 31/69 29/69 21/69 29/69 43/69 19/69 19/69 

F 4/18 4/18 5/18 3/18 5/17 1/17 3/17 1/18 6/17 

TABLE 6.111 - 1: Percentage of students' choices of a force along the motion. 

for all groups. in several situations 
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ST 

-4 ~ ~ T it ~4"", 
. , -.-. 

~ of' i tit ' ~,-= 
- -t- -

GP 1.2 3.1 4.1 7.2 6.1 5.1 5.3 3.3 8.3 

A 12/67 11/65 19/68 11/64 9/68 11/68 22/66 17/65 19/65 

B 43/54 45/54 44/53 43/53 48/54 42/54 45/54 43/54 43/54 

E 15/37 15/37 16/37 12/37 9/37 11/37 15/37 16/37 12/37 

C 49/59 48/59 50/59 46/59 43/59 43/59 50/59 48/59 42/59 

G 14/15 14/15 14/15 12/15 13/15 14/15 15/15 

0 66/69 65/69 64/69 64/69 63/69 64/69 67/69 68/69 64/69 

F 18/18 18/18 17/17 17/17 17/17 17/17 17/17 18/18 17/17 

TABLE 6.111 - 2: Frequencies of students' choices of a downward vertical 

force [9ravity]. for all groups. in several situations 

ST 
i 1 ~ ~ \ \. T T ~ 

GP 1.2 3.1 2.2 6.1 7.2 7.1 2.1 

A 7/67 8/65 6/66 6/68 7/64 6/66 3/67 

B 22/54 25/54 27/54 18/54 16/53 15/54 3/54 

E 9/37 6/37 9/37 4/37 3/37 2/37 3/37 

C 22/59 23/59 25/59 19/59 23/59 18/59 8/59 

G 4/15 5/15 5/15 5/15 2/15 

0 54/69 54/69 54/69 41/69 54/69 54/69 34/69 

F 17/18 17/18 17/18 12/17 17/17 16/17 10/18 

TABLE 6.111 - 3: Frequencies of students' choices of a force of support. for 

all groups. in several situations 
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1 ______ -""; ~ ~ ~---" 1- ~ --r- - --,-- ~- '\ 

GP 1.2 3.1 2.2 2.3 5.1 5.2 7.2 3.3 5.3 

A 19/57 19/55 17/66 17/64 31/68 21/66 18/64 18/65 15/66 

B 27/54 25/54 27/54 30/54 24/54 27/54 25/53 13/54 12/54 

E 15/37 11/37 10/37 13/36 14/37 11/37 19/37 4/37 8/37 
-

C 31/59 27/59 30/59 39/59 23/59 24/59 17/59 14/59 17/59 

G 8/15 9/15 7/15 10/15 9/15 9/15 3/15 5/15 

0 53/69 60/69 54/59 57/58 41/69 49/59 30/59 15/59 30/59 

F 18/18 18/18 17/18 15/18 15/17 14/17 11/17 2/18 11/17 

TABLE 6.111 - LJ: Frequencies of students' choices of a force of resistance. 

for all 9roups. in several situations 

8T 

.L. '1 '\ 

GP 1 .1 5.1 

A 50/67 45/68 

B 45/54 41/54 

E 28/37 30/37 

C 46/59 44/59 

G 13/15 10/15 

0 58/59 54/69 

F 18/18 15/17 

TABLE 6.111 - 5: Frequencies of students' choices of an impulsive force. for 

all groups. in several situations 
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The analysis of each table investigates the fraction of choices 

of a force in the direction of interest as compared with the total number 

of responses. for each group and each selected situation. This was done by 
choices in selected direction building logit models of the fraction f. where f ~ 

total number of choices 
using the computer program GUM (General Linear Interactive Modelling). 

using a log it link function (logit(fJ = f/(l - fJ) and binomial error distribution. 

From the GUM analysis the quantity G2. i.e. the scaled deviance. is deter

mined. This quantity is given by 

fobserved 
G2 = 2 2: f observed In(f ) 

expected 

where f expected are frequencies expected for the model being tested. It 

can be shown that G2 is asymptotically equal to the X2 function. so significance 

values were obtained from X2 tables. 

The analysis of each table takes the same form. and so can be 

described generally here. The data forms a matrix of fractions. classified 

by groups of students responding and by situations. Fitting the null model 

tests whether the fractions of choices of forces in the chosen direction can 

be regarded as essentially equal for all groups and all situations. apart from 

random variation. If this model does not fit [large G2). the presence of system

atic differences is indicated. 

Next. fitting the model including the group factor tests whether 

there are systematic differences between the groups. irrespective of the 

situation. A large decrease in G2 when this factor is added to the model indi

cates that there are such differences. Similarly. including the situation factor 

in the model tests whether the situations differ systematically in attracting 

responses of a force in the direction being investigated. irrespective of the 

group. 

It may be that the model including group and situation factors 

fits the data well [say p >0.1J. with little G2 left unexplained. If so. the choices 

of forces can be said to depend on group and on situation. but without inter

action: that is. there is no evidence that particular combinations of groups 

and situations markedly affect the choice of force direction. The magnitudes 

of the effects of group and situation factor show how much group and situation 

alter frequency of choice. 
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If. however. the model of group and situation factor without inter

action is a poor fit. the presence of interactions is indicated. One could fit 

the saturated model including the interaction factor of group x situation. 

This however would generate a large number of parameters. many of which 

would be near zero. and which would be hard to interpret. A simpler and prob

ably better approach is to examine the residuals from the model without 

interaction. paying attention to those which are larger than twice their standard 

error. and so likely to be real effects. Thus one can pick out combinations 

of group and situation which deserve attention. 

For each force direction. a table will be given showing the values 

of G2 (scaled deviance) and df [degrees of freedom) yielded by the GUM 

analysis as well as the probability p associated with the fit and also the differ

ences in the value of G2 (L'l.G2) and df [L'l.df) when the effect of group. of situ

ation and of situation + group (ST + GP) is added to the null model. These 

values will be given. in each case. in the following hierarchy of models: null 

model. group. situation and situation + group model. 

[j) Force along the motion: all groups and selected situations 

Model Scaled Degrees 
L'l.G2 Deviance of Freedom p t.df P 

G2 df 

Null 606.6 61 <.0005 
218.8 6 <.0005 

GP 387.8 55 <.0005 
250.4 8 <.0005 

ST 356.2 53 <.0005 
490.6 14 <.0005 

ST + GP 116.0 47 <.0005 

TABLE 6.IV: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a force along the motion. for all groups and all selected 

situations 

From the values given in Table 6.IV. one can see that students' 

choices of a force along the motion present systematic differences (null model 

is a bad fit). As none of the other models is a good fit (in all cases p < .0005) 
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one can say that the presence of interactions is indicated. However. G2 de

creases considerably (in all cases p < .0005) especially for the situation + group 

model. indicating that both groups and situations have large effects. 

An idea of the magnitude of effects of group and situation is given 

by the estimates of effects. These estimates are not however very reliable. 

as the model is not a good fit. By looking at the estimates one can get some 

idea about the cases which may have contributed to a large value of G2. which 

will help to guide the selection of groups and situations in order to find models 

which fit the data better. 

Figs. 6.14 - I and " display. respectively. the distribution of the 

estimates of effects for each situation and group. Notice that these values 

are given relatively to situation (1). in Fig. 5.14 - I. and group 1. in 

Fig. 5.14 - II. 
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Fig. 5.14 - I: Values of estimates. in 

each situation. for the 

ST + GP model. for the 

force along the motion 
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Fig. 5.14 - II: Values of estimates. in 

each group. for the ST + GP 

model. for the force along 

the motion 

The distribution shown in Fig. 5.14 - I suggests that there are 

some situations in which the effects are comparable. Thus. for example. situ

ations (1). (2) and (7) can be regarded as similar. and as those in which students 
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chose a force along the motion more often. as compared with the other situ

ations. mainly [4) and [5). in which students chose that force less often. 

Fig. 6.14 - II suggests that although the groups differ. there are 

two main sets of groups that can be distinguished. One set. including groups (1) 

to (5). corresponds to the groups which chose a force along the motion more 

often. and the other. including groups (6) and (7). which corresponds to the 

groups which chose the force less. This analysis does therefore confirm the 

previous qualitative discussion. showing that the differences between groups 

are real. 

In order to pick up combinations of groups and situations which 

deserve attention. the residuals from the situation + group model without 

interaction will be examined. Fig. 6.14 - III shows the cases in which the 

residuals are larger than twice their standard error. The sign '-' indicates 

the cases in which the difference is lower and '+' in which it is higher. The 

cases in which the residuals are much higher than the standard error. say 

four times higher or lower. are indicated with a circle around the respective 

sign. 
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Fig. 6.14 - III: Extreme residuals found in the ST + GP model. for students' 

choices of a force along the motion 

It is clear from Fig. 6.14 - III that sit. (5) and (8) deserve close 

attention followed by situations (4) and [g). In particular. the results indicate 

that students with less experience in physics. compared with the other groups. 

tend to choose a force along the motion less when a change in the direction 

of the motion is about to occur and that they tend to choose such force more 
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when an object is falling freely. On the other hand. the results indicate that 

students with more experience in physics tend to choose a force along the 

motion more when a change in the direction of the motion is about to occur 

and less. than the other groups and in the other situations. when an object 

is falling freely. Possible explanations for these results can be traced from 

the previous analysis. As mentioned in sub-section B.2.1.1. students with 

less experience in physics tend to revert to choosing a force along the future 

motion when a change in the direction of the motion is about to occur. this 

being probably the reason why the residuals are lower in situation (5) (and 

(4)) for some of these groups. It may be that students with more experience 

in physics tend to choose a force along the motion less when an object is 

falling freely. because. in these situations. gravity can explain the motion. 

Groups with less experience in physics. who did not consider gravity so often. 

may continue to consider a force along the motion in such situations. 

One extreme combination can also be detected from Fig. B.14 - III. 

that is situation (5) - group F. where the results suggest that these students 

tend to choose a force along the motion much more than in other situations 

and than other groups. As mentioned previously. students of group F tend 

to choose a force along the motion much less often than the other groups. 

however this result can be interpreted as if students revert to thinking of 

such a force when an object is moving upwards freely in the air. Therefore. 

and despite the fact that students can explain the free falling by the existence 

of gravity. they could need to consider a cause for the upward and horizontal 

trajectory of the object. Even so. it is only a minority of group F who choose 

a force along the motion. even in this situation. 

To look further at students' choices of a force along the motion. 

further analyses of selected groups and situations will be made. The analysis 

in Table B.V omits groups D. F and G and situations (4) (j.e. sit. 3-2) and (5) 

(i.e. sit. 5-2). so that the cases which show most variation are left out. and 

retaining only Portuguese students. to limit cultural variations. With this 

selection. the variation of students' physics background is reduced but retains 

an interesting range. from pupils with no formal teaching in dynamics up 

to the end of secondary school. 
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[il) Force along the motion: Portuguese students up to the end of secondary 

school (groups A. B. C and E) and all selected situations except when 

a change in the direction of the motion is about to occur 

Model Scaled Degrees 
LlG2 Deviance of Freedom p Lldf P 

G2 df 

Null 64.98 27 <.0005 
13.30 3 ~.005 

GP 51.68 24 ~.001 

36.46 6 <.0005 
ST 28.52 21 ~.15-.1 

50.22 9 <.0005 
ST + GP 14.76 18 ~.7 

TABLE 6.V: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a force along the motion. for some groups and situations 

Despite removing the more extreme groups and situations. the 

results can not still be regarded as essentially without variation (null model 

is a bad fit). The variations can not be well explained only by the effect of 

groups. and in fact the effect of group is quite small. though significant. 

The variations in the data can. however. be fairly well explained by differences 

in the situations alone (situation model is just a good fit. p ~ .15 - .1). That 

is. the different groups considered here did not differ much in choosing a 

force along the motion. but their answers do depend. significantly. upon the 

situations. 

The situation + group model is a very good fit (p ~ .7) so that vari

ations in the data are very well explained if one combines the group and situ

ation effects. 

Figs. 6.14 - IV and V show. respectively. the values of the estimates 

of effects found in the situation + group model for each situation and group. 

again showing that the differences are bigger for the situations than for the 

groups. 
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force along the motion 

each group. for the ST + GP 

model. for the force along 

the motion 

Fig. 6.1LJ - V shows that group (1) and (3). i.e. pupils with no formal 

teaching in dynamics and Arts university students gave very similar answers. 

as noted before. Indeed. the groups are all very similar. It is. then. clear that 

teaching. up to the end of secondary school. has not removed students' intuitive 

ideas that a force exists along the motion. 

With respect to variations within situations. Fig. 6.1 LJ - IV illustrates 

that situation (1). (2) and (7) are similar in more often producing a force along 

the motion. The differences between situations should be judged remembering 

that choices of a force along the motion are in all cases rather high (> 50%). 

differences being relative to that percentage. Thus. those differences are 

relatively minor. Even so. one can advance possible explanations of the differ

ences. I incline to think that the reasons may be of two kinds. 

One reason. concerning situations (8) and (9). which correspond 

to the cases where objects are falling freely. is that students tend to choose 

a force along the motion less often when there is a 'natural' cause for the 

object to keep moving. that is gravity. It may be worth nothing. in support 

of this interpretation. that the residuals from the situation + group model 

(see Fig. 6.1 LJ - VIJ show a decrease in choices of force along the motion when 
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there is a gravitational explanation of the motion. for just the groups who 

have learnt more physics. who may be expected to substitute gravity for 

force along the motion. However. the model is a good fit. so that perhaps 

such residuals ought not to be given any interpretation. It would be interesting 

to investigate in further studies whether teaching. rather than affecting the 

idea that a force is needed to keep motion. just teaches that gravity is that 

cause in some cases. namely when objects are falling freely. More generally 

this would look as if teaching which does not take into account students' previ

ous ideas/beliefs. does not change them but just alter. in some cases. the 

way ideas are verbalized. This hypothesis has already been suggested in the 

literature. for example. by Viennot (1983) which suggests that students with 

more experience in physics just give more scientific names/justifications 

for their previous ideas. 

The second reason. concerns situations (3) and (6). has been men

tioned before. and is that a force is thought to be needed not only to keep 

motion along the same path but also to change the direction of the motion. 

Indeed situations (3) and (6) correspond to instants of the motion where a 

change in the direction of the motion is about to occur (see also previous 

discussion of sit. 3-2 and 5-2). If this is the case. these situations could have 

attracted choices of a force in the direction along the future motion. and 

so fewer along the motion. This explanation would be supported if it were 

the case that in these situations there are many choices of a force along 

the future motion. and if the result appears more frequently for the groups 

with less experience in physics. The residuals do in fact support the second 

point (see Fig. 6.14 - VI). though again it should be noticed that it may not 

be legitimate to give them any interpretation. 
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Fig. 6.14 - VI: Extreme residuals found in the ST + GP model. for students' 

choices of a force along the motion 
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(ij] Downward vertical force [gravity]: All groups and selected situations 

Model 
Scaled Degrees 

t.G2 Deviance of Freedom p t.df P 
G2 df 

Null 1208. 60 <.0005 
1162.69 6 <.0005 

GP 45.31 54 ~.7 

15. 8 ~.05 

ST 1193. 52 <.0005 
1183.35 14 <.0005 

ST + GP 24.65 46 ~.995 

TABLE H.VI: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a downward vertical force [gravity]. for all groups 

and all selected situations 

The figures in Table 6.VI indicate that there are systematic vari

ations in students' choices of a force in the downward vertical direction [null 

model is a bad fit. p < .0005). The group model does. however. explain rather 

well these variations [group model is a very good fit. p ~.7]. showing that 

groups with different physics background answered significantly differently 

in choosing a downward vertical force. 

Although the change in G2 on introducing the effect of situations 

is just significant. it seems best to regard the effects of situations as negligible. 

in view of the good fit of the model of group effects alone and the excessively 

good fit when situations are included. Thus students' ideas do not seem to 

be here contextualized. 

The inspection of the values of group effects shows that some 

estimates are very large. mainly for groups with more experience in physics. 

i.e. groups D and F. and that the calculation had not converged after 10 cycles. 

This can be explained by the extreme variations of the frequencies of answers 

between the groups. which are rather low for group 'A and nearly unity for 

groups D and F. For this reason. the analysis will be repeated after removing 

groups D and F since the program can not model effects where the fraction 

of responses is zero or unity. Similarly as before. group G is also removed. 
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(jj 1) Downward vertical force [gravity): Portuguese students with physics 

experience up to the end of secondary school (groups A. B, C and E). 

in all selected situations 

Model Scaled Degrees 
~G2 Deviance of Freedom p ~df P 

G2 df 

Null 639.3 35 <.0005 
606.09 3 <.0005 

GP 33.21 32 ~ .4 
11.6 8 ~ .15 

ST 627.7 27 <.0005 
622.21 11 <.0005 

ST + GP 17.09 24 ~ .B50 

TABLE H.VII: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a downward vertical force (gravity]. for some groups 

and all situations 

Table 6.VII indicates that there are significant variations in the 

data. which are. as before. rather well explained by the group effect only 

(group model is a good fit. p ~ .4). Differences between the situations are 

not significant (1:,G2 not significant. p ~.15). These results confirm that stu

dents' ideas about gravity change. significantly. from when they enter physics 

classes. up to the end of secondary school. The differences between groups 

can be seen in Fig. 6.,15. showing the values of the estimates. of each group. 

found for the group model. 
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Fig. 6.15 - Values of estimates. for each group. in the GP model. for the 

downward vertical force (gravity] 
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The group effects fall into two pairs [a] pupils with no teaching 

in dynamics [group A) and Arts university students [group E) and [b) groups 

with some teaching in dynamics [groups B and C). The pairs are similar. with 

a large difference between pairs. As discussed in sub-section 5.2.1.2. it seems 

that as soon as teaching takes place students start to consider gravity much 

more frequently. but that no remarkable changes occur with a further increase 

in teaching [groups B to C). 

As in previous analyses. Arts university students tend to answer 

similarly to pupils with no teaching in dynamics. 

These results may be compared with those concerning students' 

notion of a force along the motion. in which differences between these groups 

were not large. and raise the question of what physics teaching actually changes 

in terms of students' conceptual systems about motions and their causes? 

Without pretending to give a simple answer to this complex problem. one 

may say that the results suggest that it does not change much. at least up 

to the end of secondary school. 

Comparing these results with those found in previous studies of stu

dents' ideas of gravity [e.g. Watts. 19S3). another interesting aspect seems 

to arise. Those studies pointed out the existence of a diversity of pupils' alter

native frameworks about gravity. in particular. that pupils have intuitive 

ideas about gravity which seem to be rather strongly contextualized. The 

present results do not seem to fit such an interpretation. Having regard to 

the differences in the methodologies used in the different studies. one might 

suggest. that when students are not approached in a way which prompts answers 

in terms of gravity. they tend either not to consider such force often (before 

teaching) or to consider it (after teaching) and. in both cases. in a way which 

suggests that their notions are rather independent of the context of the situ

ation. 
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(jjj) Forces of support: All groups and selected situations 

Model 
Scaled Degrees 

LlG2 Deviance of Freedom p Lldf P 
G2 df 

Null 74B.O 46 <.0005 
626.6 6 <.0005 

GP 121.4 40 <.0005 
129.3 6 <.0005 

ST 61 B.7 40 <.0005 
716.01 12 <.0005 

ST + GP 31.99 34 ~ .6 

TABLE B.VIII: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a force of support. for all groups and all selected 

situations 

Table 6.VIII indicates that there are systematic variations in the 

data (null model is a bad fit. p < .0005) and that both groups and situations 

significantly affected. students' choices of a force of support. The differences 

due to the group effect are the larger (bigger decrease of G2 when the group 

effect is added to the null modeJ). Here. then. it seems that physics teaching 

affects. significantly. students' notion of forces of support and that this variable 

contributes more to variations in students' answers than the situation factor. 

The situation + group model fits the data very well (p ~ .6) indicating 

no need to consider interactions between group and situation (i.e. no dependence 

on situation of the group effect. or vice-versa). 

Fig. 6.16 - I and II show. respectively. the values of the estimates 

of effects found for the situation + group model for each situation and group. 
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Fig. 5.16 - I indicates that the situation which differs most from 

the rest is situation (7). a car on a sloping surface. As mentioned in sub-sec

tion 5.2.1.3. a possible reason why support is chosen less often here is that 

students continue to consider a force of support in the upward vertical even 

though this is not the direction a physicist would choose. The other situations 

do not show large variations. 

Fig. 5.16 - II shows that pupils with no teaching in dynamics and 

Arts university students chose a force of support less often than the groups 

with more experience in physics. It also indicates that groups with consider

able experience in Physics. namely university physics students (groups 0 and F). 

chose such a force more often than students with less experience. These results 

do therefore suggest that the effect of teaching is real. although a substantial 

increase only occurs after a considerable amount of teaching. They also suggest 

that although the effect due to some experience in physics (i.e. group B) seemed 

to be considerable. it once again seems to fade with time. with Arts university 

students and pupils with no formal teaching again being similar. 
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A brief inspection of the residuals in the group only model (see 

Fig. 6.16 - III). confirms that situation 7 is the only one where large residuals 

were found. This suggests repeating the analysis omitting situation (7). 
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Fig. 6.16 - ",: Extreme residuals found in the GP model. for students' choices 

of a force of support 

(iii 1) Forces of support: All groups and situations except situation [7) [car 

on a sloping surface) 

Model 
Scaled Degrees 

L':IG2 Deviance of Freedom p L':Idf P 
G2 df 

Null 625.9 39 <.0005 
582.9 6 <.0005 

GP 42.9 33 '" .15 
13.8 5 "'.025 

ST 612.1 34 <.0005 
601.7 11 <.0005 

ST + GP 24.25 28 "'.7 

TABLE H.IX: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a force of support. for all groups and situations except 

situation (7) 

Table 6.IX shows that. after removing situation (7). the variations 

in the data are fairly well explained by the effect of groups only (group model 

is a reasonable fit. p '" .15). This suggests that students' choices of a force 
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of support depend. significantly. on students' physics background and that 

they depend at most only a little on the situations. 

Fig. 6.16 - IV. showing the estimates of effects found for the 

group model. for each group. indicates how groups differ • 
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Fig. 6.16 - IV: Values of estimates. for each group. for the group model. for 

the force of support 

In agreement with the discussion in sub-section 6.2.1.3. it can 

be seen that: 

[a] an increase in physics teaching prompts more choices of forces of 

support. although a substantial increase only occurs with a consider

able amount of teaching (group 0 and F); 

[b] before physics teaching has taken place (group A). or when it has 

ceased for some years (group E). students do not consider such a 

force very often. 
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(jv) Forces of resistance: All groups and selected situations 

Scaled 
Model 

Degrees 
lIG2 Deviance of Freedom p 1I df P 

G2 df 

Null 557.8 61 <.0005 
249.4 6 <.0005 

GP 308.4 55 <.0005 
155.6 8 <.0005 

ST 402.2 53 <.0005 
420.1 14 <.0005 

ST + GP 137.3 47 <.0005 

TABLE 6.X: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a force of resistance. for all groups and all selected 

situations 

From Table 6.X one can see that none of the models studied fit 

the data well indicating the presence of interactions between groups and 

situations. which themselves also have significant effects. 

As previously. and remembering that effects indicated by a poorly 

fitting model are unreliable. the analysis will be looked at in terms of the values 

of the estimates of effects found with the model which fits best (situation + 

+ group). to get some idea of the variations in the data [see Fig. 6.17 - I and 11). 
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Fig. 6.17 - I. showing the values of the estimates for each situation. 

indicates that despite the considerable differences between situations. there 

are some which seemed to have attracted similar answers. In all the situations 

where forces of resistance are due to solid friction [i.e .• situation (1) to (4)). 

students frequently chose a force of resistance. and situations where forces 

of resistance are due to the air. are those for which students chose such force 

less often (j.e. situation (7) to (9)). There are two exceptions: situation (5). 

a cannon ball on its upward motion. and situation (6). a ball after being thrown 

by a man. both of which attracted frequent responses of a force of resistance. 

Fig. 6.17 - II. showing the values of the estimates for each group. 

indicates that. generally. groups with more teaching chose forces of resistance 

more often. However. a substantial increase only occurs after a considerable 

amount of teaching. i.e. for physics university students (groups (6) and (7)). 

Arts university students gave. again. similar answers as pupils of group A. 

by not often considering forces of resistance at all. 

To examine the significant interactions. the residuals found for 

the situation + group model will be examined. Fig. 6.17 - III shows the extreme 

residuals. 
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Fig. 6.17 - III: Extreme residuals found in the ST + GP model. for students' 

choices of 8 force of resistance 

Fig. 6.17 - III indicates that large residuals are located essentially 

only in the most extreme groups (groups A. 0 and F). Group A considers resis

tance even less than usual in the case of a kicked ball. but more often than 

usual for a ball falling from a table or rising in the air. Groups 0 or F. by 

contrast. attribute solid friction more often than they usually attribute resis-
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tance. but choose resistance less often than usual for a suspended ball or 

one falling from a table. This might suggest that the group with little experi

ence of physics is rather unsure about resistance. and that the groups with 

mast experience find same conflict between their practical and their scientific 

knowledge. The data. however. is hardly enough to make any such speculations 

trustworthy. 

Because the interactions are associated with 'extreme' groups. 

it seems worth repeating the analysis with these groups removed. This will 

be dane independently for cases of solid and air friction. 

(ivl] Forces of resistance due to solid friction: Portuguese students with 

physics experience up to the end of secondary school [groups A. B. C 

and E) 

Model 
Scaled Degrees 

ll.G2 Deviance of Freedom p ll.df P 
G2 df 

Null 56.4 15 <.0005 
47.9 3 <.0005 

GP 8.5 12 ~.7 

3.8 3 ~.3 

ST 52.6 12 <.0005 
51.9 6 <.0005 

ST + GP 4.5 9 ~.850 

TABLE 6.XI: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a force of resistance (solid friction). for same groups 

and situations 

For solid friction (Table 6.XIJ variations in the data are now well 

explained by the effect of groups only. (group model is a very goad fit. p ~ .7) 

with differences between situations nat being significant (p ~ .3). There is 

thus no longer any interaction between groups and situations. This suggests 

that students' physics experience. even up to the end of secondary school. 

is a deciding factor in their choices of a farce of resistance due to solid fric

tion. and that in this case. their ideas are rather independent of the context. 

Fig. 6.17 - IV. showing the estimates found for the group model. 

for each group. indicates that the biggest variations occur between students 
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with some formal teaching in dynamics (groups B and C) and pupils with no 

teaching and Arts university students (groups A and E). the former choosing 

a force of resistance more often. As the analysis done in sub-section 6.2.1.4 

indicated that groups A and E chose a force of resistance rarely. these results 

suggest that the notion of such force is a product of teaching. However. again 

the results seem to suggest that this acquired notion fades with time. 
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Fig. 6.17 - IV: Values of estimates. in each group. for the GP model. for the 

force of resistance (solid friction) 

(iv2) Forces of resistance due to the air: Portuguese students with physics 

experience up to the end of secondary school (groups A. B. C and E) 

Model Scaled Degrees 
~G2 Deviance of Freedom p ~df P 

G2 df 

Null 51.9 19 <.0005 
3.47 3 :::::.2 

GP 48.5 16 <.0005 
30.6 4 <.0005 

ST 21.4 15 :::::.15 
34.2 7 :::::.0005 

ST + GP 17.8 12 :::::.15 

TABLE B.XII: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of a force of resistance (air resistance). for some groups 

and situations 
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Taking now forces of air resistance. we find a quite different 

pattern. Table B.XII indicates that variation in the data due to the effect 

of groups are now not significant [p ~ .2) but instead that those variations 

are well explained by the effect of situations only (situation model is a reason

able fit. p ~ .15). The situation + group model is also a good fit [p z. .15) but. 

obviously. does not add much towards explaining the variations. From this. 

it appears that physics experience up to the end of secondary school does 

not much affect ideas about the existence of air resistance. but that these 

ideas seem to be dependent primarily on context. 

Fig. B.17 - V and VI show the estimates of effects found for the 

situation + group model. for each situation and group respectively. 
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Fig. B.17 - V: Values of estimates. in 

each situation. for the 

8T + GP model. for the 

force of resistance (air 
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Fig. B.17 - VI: Values of estimates. in 

each group. for the 8T + GP 

model. for the force of re

sistance [air resistance) 

Fig. B.17 - VI just illustrates that groups do not vary appreciably. 

As was seen in sub-section B.2.1.4. one can say that only a minority chose 

such a force. Fig. B.17 - V indicates that the biggest situational difference 

occurred between situations where objects are falling freely (i.e. situations (8) 

and (9)) and where (usually) there is or is about to be a decrease in the speed 

of the object (j.e. situations (5) and (7)). the former being those in which stu

dents chose a force of resistance less often. It may seem that some students. 

though not many. feel a need fer a resistance to motion when the speed actually 

decreases (situation (6). the ball after being thrown by a man. is however 

an exception to this interpretation). 
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It is interesting that choices of a force of resistance. at least 

up to the end of secondary school. due to solid friction and to air resistance 

differ so markedly in pattern. That is. the analysis suggests that the notion 

of solid friction is acquired substantially with teaching and it is not conte x

tualized. whilst the notion of air resistance does not seem to vary with teaching 

and it is contextualized. 

One possible interpretation for those differences is that teaching 

does in fact treat more frequently situations where there is solid friction. 

and perhaps more often ignores air resistance. Indeed. following the hypothesis 

that solid friction is an acquired notion one would expect it to be rather 

non-contextualized. If. however physics teaching up to the end of secondary 

school does refer to air resistance forces. an alternative possibility could 

be that solid friction forces are better understood by students as their effects 

are more visible in the natural physical world than are those of air resistance. 

[v] Impulsive forces: All groups and selected situations 

Model 
Scaled Degrees 

flG2 Deviance of Freedom p fldf P 
G2 df 

Null 22.88 13 =e.05 
16.3 6 ~.01 

GP 6.54 7 ~.5 

2.97 1 =e .1 
ST 19.91 12 ~.075 

19.3 7 ~.01 

ST + GP 3.6 6 ~.7 

TABLE 6.XIII: Values yielded by the GUM analysis with respect to students' 

choices of an impulsive force. for all groups and all selected 

situations 

Table 6.XIII shows that the null model almost begins to fit (p ~ .05) 

indicating that there is rather little variation between groups and situations. 

Correspondingly that there are only barely significant differences due to 

the effect of groups (p ~ .01) and no significant differences due to the situation 

factor (p =e.1). As might be expected. the situation + group model is a very 
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good fit [p ~ .7) without any evidence for interactions between groups and 

situations. This confirms what was suggested in sub-section 6.2.1.5. that 

the majority of students of all groups more or less agreed in choosing an impul

sive force in the situations considered. 

This result is particularly interesting as this is the only case in 

which. despite the large differences in students' physics background. students' 

ideas do not differ considerably. And this is. most probably. because pupils' 

prior ideas are in agreement with physics teaching. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ANAL YSIS OF NAMES GIVEN TO FORCES 

7.1 - Introduction 

As mentioned previously, the questionnaire not only asked students 

to choose directions where forces might exist but also to name them. Alterna

tively, the students could answer by putting an N in the direction chosen, 

in case they did not know how to name the force. 

This additional data will be used to investigate further the kinds 

of forces students think exist. It will also be used to check the previous analysis 

of non-verbal responses in terms of choices of directions of forces. It will 

be particularly important to look at cases where the names given conflict 

with the directions chosen. 

Because students could answer by naming a force or by putting 

an N, there will be evidence about whether students can name the forces 

chosen and, in particular, whether students were more sure about the existence 

of forces in certain directions than about the nature of those forces. 

The analysis falls into two parts. In the first, section 7.2, a general 

classification of students' answers according to the types of names (including 

no name) given to the forces is set up and the general results found for the 

different groups and situations are presented. In the second, section 7.3, a 

more detailed analysis is given of the answers concerning particular forces 

and forces in particular directions, distinguishing more intuitive and more 

acquired ideas. It will be also focused on situations which appear to be particu

larly interesting, in the light of previous analysis. 

7.2 - Preliminary Analysis of the Names for the Forces 

7.2.1 Main questions addressed and nature of the data: some problematic 

aspects 

Before the presentation and justification of the scheme set up 

for the general classification of names given to forces, a preliminary discussion 
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is needed of some problematic aspects concerning the nature of the data 

collected and the questions addressed in the analysis. These problems are 

not specific to this study. but are general and are often referred to in other 

analysis of qualitative data. 

The two main questions addressed in the analysis. at this stage. 

are (Q1J to what extent students are able to name forces? and (Q2J what 

meaning does a name have in terms of the concept of force involved? The 

first presents few problems. but the second is more difficult. The main diffi

culty is one of the level of interpretation it is proper to make. which would 

ideally be not merely a simple description of the names students use to desig

nate forces but rather an understanding of the concepts behind the names 

given. This is problematic. in view of the nature of the data collected and 

the limited information contained in it. 

Broadly speaking, the data consists of simple words naming forces. 

These may either be terms also used in a physics context (for example. 'impul

sive force' or 'gravity'J, or names given to other physical entities (for example. 

'energy'. 'speed'). In the first case it is not always true that their use agrees 

with the physicist's point of view. For example. students often name forces 

which do not exist in a physics context. but use scientific names for them. 

Also. the same student does not always seem to name the forces consistently. 

For example. the name 'force exerted by the man on the ball' was given. by 

the same student. for the impUlsive force when a man is kicking a ball (in 

sit. t -1) and for the force along the motion when a ball is moving by itself 

(in sit. t -2J. This example suggests that one can fail to tap differences in 

the concept of force involved if one sticks just to the name given to the forces 

without trying to interpret its meaning in the context of the situation. Such 

interpretation may reduce the risk one is taking in classifying the answers. 

given the limited information contained in the data collected. i.e. usually 

only a word-name. 

This problem does not necessarily occur to the same extent with 

all groups of students. For those with more experience in physics the risk 

of inferring from the data would probably be smaller. at least for the forces 

whose existence appears to be more a result of formal teaching. 
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7.2.2 Criteria for the analysis 

The following main criteria have been followed in the analysis: 

(n students' answers will first be analysed in terms of whether or not 

they contain information about the kind of force students chose. 

Thus N answers will be classified differently from those where a 

name was given: 

(iil when a name is given to the force. the interpretation of its meaning 

is made in the context of the situation (see the discussion above). 

The two next criteria help to support the decisions to be made 

in interpreting the names given by students to the forces: 

[jil) in order to interpret the concept behind a name given by any student 

of a group in any situation. one would search for similar names 

given by the same student in other situations so one can bring more 

evidence about what the student means by the word used: 

[ji2) the name given by any student to a particular force. in any situation. 

will be compared with the names given to the same force and situ

ation by other students of the same group. 

Thus. for instance. the force along the motion when a ball is moving 

by itself [in sit. 1-2) is named 'impulsive force' by some students of group A 

and 'force exerted by the man' by others. This last name more clearly sug

gests that the student is thinking of an 'internal force' which has been given 

to the ball when the man kicked it. The comparison between the two names 

given will help to support the decision about classifying a name. such as 

'impulsive force'. in that context as an 'internal force' despite the fact that 

this name is given. in a physics context. for an interactive force. 

7.2.3 Network used in the analysis 

The network in Figure 7.1 was developed and used to describe 

names given to forces. The network was developed from the data. but also 

from insights backed by previous research [e.g. Ogborn. 1 985. Viennot. 1983. 

Watts. 1983). 

The two basic categories of the network are NON-NAMED FORCE/ 

/CAUSE and NAMED FORCE/CAUSE. 
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NON-NAMED FORCE/CAUSE refers to answers in which no infor

mation is given about the kind of force/cause students chose. They correspond 

either to a Nil category where. essentially. nothing is said about the kind 

of students' choice. or to Replication of the event. where students just re-de

scribe the event itself. [An example of answers to be included in the last 

category would be. 'the ball is rolling'. 'the ball falls down'). The N and Name 

Says Nothing sub-categories refer. respectively. to answers in which students 

put an N and wrote a name which does not say anything about the force/cause 

chosen [for example. 'exerted force'. 'horizontal force'. 'small force'). 

NAMED FORCE/CAUSE refers to answers in which some informa

tion is given about the kind of force/cause. Its sub-category. Internal to Object. 

refers to cases where the name given and the context where it is used suggests 

that the student is thinking of a force/cause internal to the object. The words 

used by students here were mainly names of forces which are usually used 

in a physics context but are at odds with the physicist's perspective. or names 

of other physical entities which are in someway associated with the object 

itself. 

Internal to Object is itself divided into three further sub-categories. 

The Force/Cause Referred to Past Condition sub-category can 

be thought of a 'force' which has been previously exerted on the object by 

some other agent and which the object has kept/uses. for instance. to keep 

itself moving. An example would be the name 'impulsive force' or 'force exerted 

by the man on the ball' when used to name the force along the motion when 

a ball is moving by itself after it was kicked by a man [i.e. sit. 1-2). 

The Function of State sub-category can be though of a 'force' 

which is being generated by the state of motion of an object. either by its 

motion [Speed/Motion) or by the energy it possesses [Energy). An example 

would be the name 'force of the speed' or 'force of the falling' when given 

to the force along the motion. 
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The Property of Object sub-category can be thought of as a 'force' 

generated by the object. An example would be 'the force of the ball' or 'the 

balance of the ball' when these names are given to the force along the motion. 

One could argue against the validity of these last distinctions 

on the grounds of the limited information in the data. Nevertheless. I have 

decided to make such distinction as I consider it important for the differentia

tion of students' conceptualizations. Notice that the notions involved in those 

definitions were mainly taken from a theory which attemps to formulate 

students' conceptualizations of motion (Ogborn. 1985). The frequency of re

sponses which correspond to these sub-categories will not. however. be used 

at this stage of the analysis but only. and then mainly in a speculative way. 

in section 7.3. 

The other main category of named forces. External to Object. 

refers to cases where the name given and the context where it is used suggests 

that the student is thinking of a force/cause external to the object. The words 

used by students are mainly names of interaction forces in situations where 

these forces exist from the physicist's point of view. and names of other physi

cal entities which are usually associated with an external entity to the object. 

As the questionnaire asks about forces. it was decided to distinguish these 

two kind of responses in the two following sub-categories: 

Interaction Forces correspond to answers where the names given 

suggest that the students' concepts are close to the physicist's notion of force. 

This is then further subdivided into those which are In Agreement With the 

Physicist. and those which are Not in Agreement With the Physicist (usually 

because they are in the wrong direction). This last sub-category also includes 

names which suggest that the particular concept of force the student was 

thinking of does not have the same meaning as that attributed by the physicist 

to the same word-concept. but still suggests a concept close to the concept 

of interaction force. An example would be an answer of the kind 'gravity. 

the force exerted by the air'. 

Still External to Object. the category Other Causes refers to 

answers which suggest that students are thinking of a cause which although not 

usually considered as a force. is still external to the object. of which Pressure 

is important enough to distinguish. the rest being grouped under Others. 

Apart from the categories defined above. the network also includes 

an UNCLASSIFIED category which corresponds to answers whose meaning 
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it is not possible for the analyst to understand as. for example. 'force of pro

gression'. Such replies were generally given only once. which makes it very 

difficult to interpret what they mean. 

Reference is also made in the network to answers which were 

left out of the analysis. either because the name suggests that the force is 

acting on another object besides the one the questionnaire actually asks about. 

and where the name suggests that the force/cause does not exist anymore. 

The analysis is made. separately. for each group and situation. 

fitting the data into the categories defined before. The results to be discussed 

next wi II. however. be presented in comparison for all groups and situations. 

7.2.'1 Overall results 

The results obtained are presented in detail in Appendix III. where 

the numbers of answers found for each category of the network are displayed. 

for each group and situation. Appendix III also contains an analysis of the 

problematic results namely those concerning the Unclassified cases and the 

Answers left out of the analysis. It is shown there that they are relatively 

infrequent. Had they been more frequent. the validity of the network would 

have been called in question. 

Summaries of those results concerning. mainly. the questions 

addressed in sub-section 7.2.1. will here be presented in two parts. In the 

first. the analysis looks at whether or not students named the forces chosen. 

In the second. the analysis aims to bring further information about the notions 

behind the forces/causes chosen by students. 

In the following discussion. the results will be summarized graphi

cally using 'schematic plots' (Erickson and Nosanchuk. 1977). Frequencies 

are shown as boxes extending between the upper and lower quartiles. with 

a line across the box at the median (Md). The length of a box. which is then 

equal to the difference between the upper and lower quartile (dq. the 

midspread). is the measure used here for the spread of the data. The median 

shows the central tendency of the data. Far Outliers are marked above or 

below the box with a circle. representing frequencies at least 3 x dq above 

the upper quartile or below the lower quartile. 
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[jJ Can students name forces? 
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Fig. 7.2 - Schematic plots of ·frequencies of Named Forces. for each group. 

in all situations 

Fig. 7.2. showing the schematic plots of the frequencies of named 

forces. in all situations. for each group of students. indicates that: 

[a] generally. the tendency. for all groups. is for more than 50% of the forces 

chosen to be named (except that Arts university students named forces 

less often (about 35%)). The frequencies tend to rise as years of teaching 

increases. to 90% and more for groups 0 and F from 60% for group A; 

[b) variations across situations are small. An exception occurs with group A. 

in sit. 1-3. a ball at rest after being kicked. and 6-1. a man throwing a 

ball. where many more choices were named. 

Thus. one may say that students. generally. did tend to name forces. 

and that teaching is associated with a further substantial increase in naming 

forces. 
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[ij] Are named forces/causes always external to the object? 
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Fig. 7.3 - Schematic plots of frequencies of External Forces/Causes. for 

each group in all situations 

Fig. 7.3 shows the schematic plots of the frequencies of external 

named forces/causes. The most remarkable aspect of the results concerns 

the large variations across situations as compared with the relatively small 

variations between most of the groups. As may be seen. external named forces 

were quite often chosen [more than 70%) except only for pupils with no formal 

teaching in dynamics [Md ... 55). For group E. the results may not be particular

ly reliable as most of their choices were not named [see the previous 

discussion). 

The variations across situations are particularly large [about 20%). 

for groups with no formal teaching [group A) and groups who had finished 

their studies in physics for some years [groups E and G). These variations 

are reduced for groups with some teaching (groups B and C) but a substantial 

reduction only occurs with university physics students [groups 0 and F). 

These results suggest that. except for group A and possibly E. 

most named forces/causes are external to the object. Teaching seems to 

prompt more of such answers although its effect is not particularly big. occur-
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ring mainly when students are involved in the process of learning physics 

at school. However, large variations seem to have occurred between situations, 

mostly for groups with smaller experience in physics. The existence of these 

variations points out the need to look more carefully at the kinds of forces 

students chose in the different situations. Since 'force along the motion' is 

possibly the main kind of non-external cause, situations involving moving 

objects (mainly where gravity may not explain the motion) are expected to 

be those in which external causes are less often chosen. This hypothesis will 

be considered in the next section. 

W.ll Are interactive forces always in agreement with the physicist? 
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Fig. 7.4 - Schematic plots of frequencies o~ Interaction Forces in Agreement 

With the Physicist, for each group in all situations 

Fig. 7.4. showing the schematic plots of the frequencies of inter

action forces in agreement with the physicist. in all situations. for each group. 

indicates that: 

[a) generally more than half of the interaction forces considered. by all groups. 

are in agreement with the physicist. It also shows that an increase in the 

frequency of those answers occurs with teaching. Particularly interesting 

is that. for the first time. there is a clear improvement in the answers 

of group C. compared with group B; 
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(bJ variations across situations tend to be larger for groups with less experience 

in physics (groups A. B. E and G). An extreme case occurs only with group F. 

for sit. 3-3. a ball falling freely from a table. Suppose where students' 

choices of air resistance were often given in the upward vertical direction 

and not in the direction opposite to motion (see discussion given in Chap

ter o. sub-section 6.2.1.4). 

7.3 - Analysis of Names Given to Particular Forces and to Forces in Particular 

Directions 

The analysis here investigates further the nature of the forces 

students named. leading to an attempt to identify students' notions about 

each force considered. by inspecting each student's set of answers in all situ

ations. 

The forces to be discussed are divided into two groups; forces 

likely to be acquired through teaching. and forces with a more intuitive basis. 

7.3.1 Forces acquired by teaching 

7.3.1.1 Gravity 

[i1) Are downward vertical forces usually named as expected? 

For the downward vertical direction one would expect students 

to choose a gravitational force. giving it a name such as gravity/weight/attract

ive force of the earth. Fig. 7.5 indicates the frequency of such named choices. 

The frequencies are shown relative to the total number of choices of a force 

in that direction. Situations which are unusually frequent or infrequent are 

indicated. 
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Fig. 7.5 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named-as-expected downward 

vertical forces. for each group. in all situations 

Generally. the results indicate that the majority of students. who 

chose a downward vertical force. named this force as expected (Md ~ .7) 

and that they did so with small variations across situations (dq ~ .ll. The 

frequency of choices. increases. and the variation with situations decreases. 

with amount of teaching. Arts students. however. only did so about half the 

time and group A did so much less consistently in all situations. The exceptional 

sits. 8-2 and 8-3 seem to be cases of confusion with other forces. not a neglect 

of gravity. 

02] Do non-named forces and other kinds of forces act vertically and down

wards? 

From the evidence given before one can already conclude that. 

for almost all groups and situations. only a minority of choices were non-named 

and/or named differently from expected. Fig. 7.6 and 7.7 showing. respec

tively. the frequencies of non-named and other kinds of forces which students 

chose acting vertically and downwards. reinforces that conclusion. 
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Fig. 7.6 - Schematic plots of frequencies of non-named downward vertical 

forces. for each group. in a" situations 
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Fig. 7.7 - Schematic plots of frequencies of other named forces acting vertical

ly and downwards. for each group. in a" situations 
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Fig. 7.5 shows that most students were rather sure about the nature 

of the force chosen. the exception being Arts university students. who seem 

to be more sure about the existence of a force than about the name to be 

given to it. 

For all groups with little or no experience in physics (groups A 

to CJ. an extreme case occurs in sit. 8-2. where more choices were non-named. 

This suggests that students considered a force. other than gravity. which 

students think to exist. but that they are not sure about its nature. possibly. 

as was mentioned previously. a force along the motion. 

Fig. 7.7 indicates that. essentially. no other forces were considered 

in the direction under study. apart from gravity. An extreme case occurs. 

for some groups. with respect to sit. 8-3. In it other forces were also con

sidered. by some students. namely the 'force of the water' (group AJ and the 

'water resistance' [group 0 and FJ. 

[ij] Does gravity exist in other directions than the one expected? 
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Fig. 7.8 - Schematic plots of frequencies of a named force 'gravity' acting 

in other directions than expected. for each group. in all situations 
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Fig. 7.8 showing the frequencies of students' choices of forces 

named gravity/weight/attractive force. in directions other than vertically 

downwards. indicates that: 

(a) generally. for a" groups and in almost a" of the situations. the number 

of such answers is rather small (Md ~ .n. and zero for groups with most 

experience in physics [groups 0 and F); 

(b) for groups with little or no experience in physics. there are. however. 

some extreme cases where such a force was considered more often. A" 

of these situations correspond to cases where objects are falling. or are 

about to fall. freely in the air. As Fig. 7.9 shows. the other directions 

where 'gravity' was mostly chosen was the direction along the present 

or future motion. 
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Fig. 7.9 - Schematic plots of frequencies of choices of 'gravity' in the direction 

along the motion and/or along the future motion. for each group. 

in the situations where objects are moving 
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In conclusion. one can say that although gravity existed mainly 

in the direction expected. and without much variation across situations. it 

also existed. for some students. in situations where objects are falling freely 

or about to fall. where it usually operates in the direction along the motion 

or along the future motion. 

[iii) Students' conceptions about gravity 

From the analysis of each individual student's set of answers with 

respect to her/his choices of a force named gravity/weight/attractive force. 

in all situations of the questionnaire. I was able to define the following cat

egories of replies. which covered the majority of replies. 

[iii.l) No need for Gravity. This category includes students who never con

sidered such a force. Fig. 7.10 shows. for each group. the percentage 

of these answers. 
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Fig. 7.10 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'No 

need for Gravity' category 

The results indicate that a considerable number of pupils with no formal 

teaching in dynamics and Arts university students. answered the ques

tionnaire without needing to consider gravity at all. As soon as teaching 

takes place (group B) this number decreases. being zero for groups 

with most experience in physics. It appears then that gravity is primarily 

absent. for an appreciable number of pupils. being substantially added 

to the system only with teaching. However (as has been pointed out 

several times previously) the effect of that teaching seems to fade 

with time. 



(iji.2) 'Gravity' is Contextualized: only needed to explain motion. when objects 

are falling freely or about to fall. This category includes students 

who named a force gravity/weight/attractive force. but only in rare 

situations. mainly when objects are falling or about to fall. Usually 

this force acts along the motion. Fig. 7.11 shows. for each group. the 

percentage of these students. 
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Fig. 7.11 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 

"Gravity' is Contextualized [ ••• l' category 

The results indicate that this use of 'gravity' is mostly held by pupils 

with no formal teaching in dynamics [30%) and Arts university students 

[20%). With teaching. this percentage decreases. being zero for groups 

with most experience in physics. Notice that similar results have been 

found by previous researchers [e.g. Watts. 1982). 

(iii.3) 'Gravity' is Rarely Contextualized but has a different meaning from 

the Scientific View. This category includes two distinct types of answers. 

but having in common the fact that 'gravity' is considered in all or 

almost all of the situations. These are. [1] answers suggesting that 

'Gravity' is not 'Weight'. in that students usually considered two different 

forces. in the same situation. naming them 'gravity' and 'weight'. 

(2) answers suggesting that students have a Mixed notion of 'Gravity'. 

as being in most of the situations a force acting towards the centre 

of the earth but which operates also along the motion. mainly when 

objects are falling or about to fall. 

Fig. 7.12 shows. for each group. the percentage of students who gave 

both kinds of answers. 
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Fig. 7.12 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 

IIGravity is Rarely Contextualized but has a different 

meaning from the Scientific View' category 

The results indicate that. although not very frequently. these answers 

occurred more often for groups with some experience in physics. The 

small number of cases found and the fact that these answers were 

not found for youngest pupils do not. however. mean that all the other 

students associate gravity and weight. as this study can not be seen 

as exhaustive in this matter. Actually. students' differentiation of 

gravity and weight has been pointed out by other researchers [e.g. 

Stead and Osborne. 1979. Watts. 1982) as being a frequently held frame

work. 

In conclusion one can say that even when students with little experience 

in physics seemed to have acquired the notion that gravity is a rather 

universal force. some tend to mix it with their prior notions. 

[iii.if) Gravity in Agreement with [or close to] the Scientific View. Th is cat

egory includes answers in which gravity/weight/attractive force was 

chosen in all situations acting vertically and downwards. It also includes 

some answers in which either gravity was missing in only few of the 

situations. or in which gravity not orily acted vertically and downwards 

but also in nearby directions. These answers were considered to be. 

in essence. close to the scientific view in that. the former were mainly 

considered by students with more experience in physics and there seemed 

to be little consistency among the situations where gravity was missing. 
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With respect to the second. they seem to suggest only that students 

did not yet always associate a force with a unique direction. Indeed. 

these last answers occurred mainly for groups with less experience 

in physics. 

Fig. 7.13 shows. for each group. the percentage of students who gave 

both kinds of answers. 
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Fig. 7.13 - Percentage of students, of each group. included in the 

'Gravity in Agreement with [or close to) the Scientific View 

category 

The results indicate that the number of these answers is rather small 

(10%) for pupils with no experience in dynamics (group A) and Arts 

univerity students (group E), but it increases [to LjO%). considerably. 

as soon as teaching takes place [group B). continuing to increase with 

teaching. 

7.3.1.2 Forces of Support 

The process of choosing criteria for including forces chosen as 

being forces of support. differs from that used before with respect to 'gravity'. 

The existence of 'gravity' was not. in principle. restricted to any situation 

and. therefore. any choice of that 'force' could be counted. whether or not 

it was also chosen in any other situation. Greater care is needed for 'support' 

because. such forces should be associated with an actual support. so that 

in looking for forces of support it is important to select choices which suggest 

the presence of a force associated with a real support and which did not exist 

when there was not a support. Thus even when a student named a 'Reaction' 
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force when objects are being supported. if this force also existed when objects 

were not in fact supported. the answer is not included as being a force of 

support. Such cases were not. however. very frequent. existing only for groups 

with physics experience. 

The results to be described next concern all the situations where 

objects are being supported. There is one exception [sit. 8-1. a man jumping 

from the springboard of a swimming poo/). This situation will be treated separ

ately because of the ambiguity about the direction in which the 'Reaction' 

should act [upward and vertically. or upward and to the right) and because 

both directions could have been chosen to represent a different force. i.e. 

the impulsive force [see discussion in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.5). 

(i1) Are forces acting in the direction of forces of support usually named 

as expected? 

For the forces acting in the direction of the forces of support 

one would expect students to give them names such as Reaction/Force exerted 

by the support [e.g. ground. table. man's hand) and Tension. for sit. 7. 

Figure 7.14 indicates the frequency of such named forces. if they only act 

when objects are being supported. The frequencies are shown relative to the 

total number of choices of a force in the direction of the force of support 

[the notation is the same as in the figures of the previous section). 
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Fig.7.14- Schematic plots of frequencies of named-as-expected forces 

of support. for each group. in all situations considered 
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Generally. the results indicate that only groups with most experi

ence in physics named the majority of their choices as expected (Md ~ 0.8). 

Other groups only named a minority of the forces chosen as expected: in 

the case of groups with no or no recent teaching in dynamics [groups A and 

E) the frequency is essentially zero. There is possibly a slight increase in 

the frequencies of these answers with some teaching [group B and C). 

The results do not indicate large variations across situations 

(dq ~ 0.15). although there are a few extreme cases. mainly sit. 7-3 (a ball 

hanging from a string at an angle from the vertical) and 2-1 and 2-3 [a car 

on a sloping surface). The frequencies for these are sometimes high. and some

times low. The variations may be due to the percentages being taken from 

rather few cases [see Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.3). 

0.2] Do non-named forces and other kinds of forces act in the direction of 

the forces of support? 

From the foregoing. it is already clear that for most groups the 

majority of choices were non-named or were named differently from expected. 

Figures 7.15 and 7.16 showing. respectively. the frequencies of non-named 

and other kinds of forces which students chose acting in the direction of the 

forces of support. illustrate th is outcome. 
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Fig. 7.15 - Schematic plots of frequencies of non-named forces in the direction 

of the forces of support. for each group. in all situations considered 
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Fig. 7.15 - Schematic plots of frequencies of other named forces acting in 

the direction of the forces of support. for each group. in all situ

ations considered 

Figure 7.15 indicates that non-named forces are more frequent 

for groups with little (i.e. groups B and C) or no recent experience in physics 

(i.e. groups E and G). 

Figure 7.15. showing frequency of choices of other named forces 

clarifies the results of Figure 7.15. Group A rather freely give other names 

to forces of support. and so rather fewer responses with no name. Groups 

with some more experience of physics. while not giving forces of support 

much more often (see Fig. 7.14). give fewer other name responses and more 

non-name responses. than group A. It seems that teaching has not clarified 

the notion very much although inhibiting responses with unscientific names. 

Apart from the unusual cases mentioned before. the variations 

of choices of non-named forces with situations are not large. (dq ~ 0.2) except 

for group E and perhaps group G. 

For choices of other-names for forces. the variation with situations 

is somewhat larger. except for groups with considerable experience of physics. 

The forces mostly chosen by pupils of group A and Arts university students 
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are related to the air. namely. 'air pressure' and 'force of the air'. Students 

of group B tend to consider a 'force exerted by the earth'. 

In conclusion. and in agreement with the discussion given in Chap

ter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.3. one can say that the minority of pupils of group A 

and Arts university students who chose a force in the direction of the force 

of support (i.e. about 10%. in almost all situations) were thinking of other 

forces. namely forces associated with the air. Although the percentage of 

these choices increases with teaching [to about 40%. in almost all situations. 

at the secondary level. i.e. groups B and C). students' choices do not seem 

to be very often in agreement with what they have been taught. Thus. students 

of group B continue to consider. frequently. other forces. while students of 

group C mainly avoid naming these forces. suggesting that the nature of the 

forces was not fully understood. Only with a considerable amount of teaching. 

i.e. at the university physics level. does the percentage of these choices in

crease to about 80% [ for group 0) and more [for group F). and students' answers 

seem to be in agreement with the physicist's view. For almost all groups. 

unusual answers existed. namely those referring to situations where forces 

of support do not act vertically and upwards. 

[ij] Do named Iforces of supportl exist in other directions then the one expected? 
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Fig. 7.17 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named 'forces of support' acting 

in other directions than expected. for each group. in all situations 

considered 
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Fig. 7.17 showing the frequencies of students' choices of 'forces 

of support' in other directions than the one expected. indicates that: 

[a] for all groups. and in almost all situations. the percentage of such answers 

is very low or zero; 

[b) for all groups. excepted group E. there are. however. some cases where 

a named 'force of support' was considered in other directions. They corre

spond to the situations where forces of support do not act vertically and 

upward. Table 7.1. shows that the direction where such 'forces of support' 

was mostly vertically upwards (see Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.3). Perhaps 

forces of Reaction are thought of a counter-gravitational forces. 

Percentage of 'F. of Support' i 
when they act at an 

angle to the i direction 

Group 2.1 2.3 7.3 

A - - 2% 

B 5% 10% 2% 

E - - -

C 10% 10% 5% 

G 5% 5% 

0 25% 30% -

F 40% 45% -

TABLE 7.1: Percentage of students choosing 'forces of support' in the 

vertical and upward direction. in the situations where they act 

at an angle to this direction. for each group 

[iii) Students' conceptions about forces of support 

An analysis of individual answers suggested the following categories 

of replies. about support. which cover the majority of replies: 
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mi.1l No Need for Forces of Support. This category includes students who 

never considered such a force. In most cases this was because no force 

was chosen associated with the support; in a few cases this was because 

although students named 'forces of support' they also chose them in 

situations where there was not only physical support. Figure 7.18 shows. 

for each group. the percentage of this category of answers. 
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Fig. 7.18 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'No 

Need for Forces of Support' category 

This data shows that the majority of students up to the end of secondary 

school and those with no recent teaching in physics [i.e. groups E and G) 

did not consider forces of support at all. the percentage increasing 

only a little with teaching. for the first few years. The need for forces 

of support is only substantially increased for university physics students 

[i.e. groups 0 and F). 

[iii.2) Forces of Support are Contextualized. This category includes students 

who chose forces of support depending on the kind of support. The 

questionnaire presented three different kinds of support. i.e. 'solid' 

[e.g. the ground. a ball) a man's hand and a string. Figure 7.19 shows. 

for each group. the percentage of students who chose such forces only 

associated with particular kind (or kinds) of support(s). 
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Fig. 7.19 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Forces 

of Support are Contextualized' category 

The percentage of such answers is rather small for all groups. suggesting 

that forces of support are not. generally. contextualized. However. 

if one compares these percentages with the total percentage of students 

with little or no teaching. who chose forces of support. one sees that 

students with little or no teaching tend to do it on a more contextualized 

basis than do students with more teaching. For example. all pupils 

of group A who chose forces of support. did it only in some situations 

[hanging on a string). 

(iii.3l 'Forces of Support' are Rarely contextualized but continue to act verti

cally and upwards even when this does not agree with the physicist's 

view. This category includes answers in which students chose 'forces 

of support' in all or almost all of the situations considered but acting. 

mainly. vertically upwards even in the situations where they act. from 

the physicist's point of view. at an angle to that direction. namely 

in situations 2-1 and 2-3 [a car on a sloping surface). A possibility 

is that 'forces of support' are needed to balance gravity which. therefore. 

would imply that they should act. always. in the opposite direction. 

Thus. these cases of replies were treated separately. 

Figure 7.20 shows. for each group. the percentage of students who 

gave these answers. 
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Fig. 7.20 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the "Forces 

of Supportl are Rarely Contextualized [ ••• )1 category 

The results indicate that. apart from groups A and E who. in general. 

did not choose forces of support. some students of all the other groups 

gave these answers. The percentage is notably high for Physics trainee 

teachers of group F. Notice. also. that although only 10% of students 

with little experience in physics (i.e. groups B and C) gave such answers. 

this percentage corresponds to about one third of the total number 

of students who chose 'forces of support'. 

These results do. therefore. suggest that this framework is fairly likely 

to be found among students who have experience in physics. 

[iii.'I) Forces of Support in Agreement with [or close to) the Scientific View. 

This category includes answers in which forces of support were chosen 

in all situations where objects are being supported. acting always at 

right angles to the surface. It also includes some answers in which 

forces of support were missing in only a few of the situations. 

Fig. 7.21 shows. for each group. the percentage of students who gave 

both kinds of answers. 
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Fig. 7.21 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the IForces 

of Support in Agreement with [or close to] the Scientific 

View' category 

The results indicate that. only after some years of formal teaching 

in physics. do students start to give such answers. and even then. it 

is not even a majority who do so. 

(jv] Sit. B-1: a man jumping from the springboard of a swimming pool 

Given the ambiguity involved in this situation. the analysis is 

less detailed. Table 7.11 shows. for each group. the percentage of choices 

implying 'support' in the vertical and vertical and to the right direction. 

Group t Direction 
/ 

A - -

B 5% -
E - -

C 5% -

D 35% 20% 

F 35% 20% 

TABLE 7.11: Percentage of students considering forces of support acting verti

ca lIy and upwards or upwards to the right. in sit. 8-1. for each 

group 
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Generally. the figures in the table indicate that the tendency 

for students to choose forces of support. in both directions. is similar to that 

found in the other situations. Thus. students with no or no recent physics 

teaching did not consider forces of support. only a minority of students with 

some teaching chose them. the percentage of these answers being only substan

tially increased for university physics students. However. for all groups choosing 

forces of support. the percentage of these answers is smaller than before. 

perhaps because students considered only the instantaneous action of the 

support and. therefore. thought of it as an impulsive force. Table 7.111. which 

shows the percentage of students who usually considered forces of support 

in all the other situations. but not here (taking it instead to be an impulsive 

force). gives some support to this view. 

Percentage of students choosing an impUlsive force 

Group instead of a force of support acting i or / 
A -
B 5% 

E -

C 10% 

0 15% 

F 20% 

TABLE 7.111: Percentage of students considering an impUlsive force instead 

of a force of support in sit. 8-1. for each group 

7.3.1.3 Forces of Resistance 

The definition given for forces of resistance (see Chapter 6. 

sub-section 5.2.1.4) was that of forces opposite to the motion. which tend 

. to reduce the velocity of the moving object. For this reason only answers 

suggesting forces of this nature were counted as forces of resistance. leaving 

out other answers which. although they may have been named 'frictional forces'. 

suggested different meanings for these forces. Such cases were relatively 

frequent. mainly for groups with some experience in physics. and will be treated 

separately in 'Other uses of 'frictional' forces'. 
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From the evidence shown in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.4 and 

6.2.2. about the differences in students' answers with respect to forces of 

resistance due to solid and air friction. they will be discussed first indepen

dently. and then in comparison. Results concerning forces of resistance due 

to water will be also discussed separately. 

7.3.1.3.1 Forces of Resistance due to solid friction 

U.11 Are forces acting in the direction of forces of resistance usually named 

as expected? 

For the direction opposite to motion. in all situations of the ques

tionnaire showing objects moving on solid surfaces. one would expect students 

to choose a force of resistance. naming it friction. Figure 7.22 indicates 

the frequency of forces named as expected. relative to the total number 

of choices of a force in the direction of the force of resistance. 
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Fig. 7.22 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named-as-expected forces 

in the direction opposite to motion. for each group. in all situations 

where objects are moving on so lid surfaces 
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The majority of students with formal physics teaching. who chose 

a force in the direction under study. named it as expected (Md > 0.5). The 

frequency of such answers increases with amount of teaching. mainly at the 

university physics level. where more than 80% of students' choices were named 

'friction'. Pupils with no formal teaching in dynamics and Arts university 

students rarely. if ever. named their choices as expected. The results also 

indicate that. for all groups. variations with situations were small (dq ~ 0.2) 

and that only few extreme cases occurred. 

These results. therefore. suggest that the students with physics 

experience who chose a force in the direction opposite to motion. were mainly 

thinking of a resistance force due to solid friction. while pupils with no experi

ence in dynamics and Arts university students were not. 

[j.2) Do non-named forces and other kinds of forces act in the direction of 

forces of resistance? 

Figures 7.23 and 7.2Lf shows. respectively. the frequencies of 

non-named and other kinds of forces students chose acting in the direction 

of the force of resistance due to solid friction. 
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Fig. 7.23 - Schematic plots of frequencies of non-named forces in the direction 

opposite to motion. for each group. in all situations where objects 

are moving on solid surfaces 
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Fig. 7.24 - Schematic plots of frequencies of other named forces acting in 

the direction opposite to motion. for each group. in all situations 

where objects are moving on solid surfaces 

As expected. students with present formal physics teaching (i.e. 

groups B. C. 0 and F). who chose a force along the direction of the force 

of resistance. rarely non-named it or considered a force of different nature 

(see in the figures that. for these groups. Md ~ 0.2 for both kinds of answers) 

and did so with small variations across situations (dq < 0.2). 

Pupils with no formal teaching in dynamics (i.e. group A) made 

a majority of choices named differently than expected (see in figure 7.24 

that Md '"' 0.6). again without much variation across situations (dq - 0.1). 

The names which were mainly given (for example. 'force given by the man' 

in sit. 1-2. 'impulse' in sit. 3-1) were classified. according to the network 

presented in sub-section 7.2.3. in the category 'Internal to Object' force/cause. 

This suggests that these students were not thinking of a force of resistance 

but about the 'force along the motion'. although they had changed the sense of 

its direction. probably because they associated its direction with the position 

of the 'source of the action'. A smaller percentage of pupils also named 'air 

resistance' forces. 
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Arts university students of group E who chose a force opposite 

to motion [about 30% as seen in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.4). mainly did 

not name their choices (see in Fig. 7.23 that Md '" 0.6) but did it with consider

able variations across situations (see in Fig. 7.23 that dq ~ 0.35). However. 

as seen in sub-section 7.3.2. students of this group did not frequently name 

their choices of forces at all [only about 35% of the total choices). As with 

group A. the names given often suggests that these students too were thinking 

of the 'force along the motion'. 

Fig. 7.24 also indicates that a considerable number of choices 

given by Biologist trainee teachers (j.e. group G) were named differently 

from expected (about 0.4. in almost all situations). Here the names given 

suggest that they thought of the force which has only a minor effect in the 

situations considered. i.e. friction due to the air. 

(ij) Do named 'forces of resistance' exist in other directions than the one 

expected? 

Figure 7.25 shows the frequencies of forces named 'friction' which 

students chose acting in other directions rather than in the direction opposite 

to motion. 
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Fig. 7.25 - Schematic p lots of frequencies of named 'forces of resistance' 

acting in other directions that the one expected. for each group. 

in all situations where objects are moving on solid surfaces 
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The frequencies of such answers are very small for all groups. 

It seems that frictional forces are not usually thought of in senses opposed 

to that of the physicist. except for some students who have just begun their 

studies about the matter (group B). 

[iii) Students' conceptions about forces of resistance due to solid friction 

Analysis of individual answers suggested the following categories 

of replies about forces of resistance due to solid friction: 

£iii.l] No Need for Forces of Resistance due to solid friction. Th is category 

includes students who never considered such a force. Figure 7.26 shows. 

for each group. the percentage of students who never considered or 

named 'resistance forces'l'friction'. 
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Fig. 7.26 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'No 

Need for Forces of Resistance due to solid friction' category 

The figure shows that the majority of pupils with no formal teaching 

in dynamics. and Arts university students. answered without considering 

forces of resistance/frictional forces at all. In groups with any teaching 

of dynamics. only a minority failed to consider them. this percentage 

decreasing with further teaching. It appears that friction is primarily 

absent from the basic natural scheme of ideas of motion and its causes. 

being only substantially acquired by teaching. whatever meaning students 

attribute to such forces. As in other cases. the effect of that teaching 

seems to fade with time. 
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(iii.21 Other Uses of 'Frictional Forces' in situations where objects are moving 

on solid surfaces. This category includes students who either chose 

forces named 'friction' but acting in other directions than expected. 

or who chose a force opposite to the motion but named it 'air resistance'. 

Despite the differences between these two kinds of answers. they 

both suggest that students were thinking of 'resistance forces' other 

than solid friction. 

Fig. 7.27 shows. for each group. the percentage of this category of 

answers. 
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Fig. 7.27 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Other 

Uses of 'Frictional Forces' ( ••• J' category 

The percentage of such answers is not high. and is only non-negligible 

for groups with little or some experience in dynamics [i.e. groups B. C 

and G). For example. among the 70% of students of group B who con

sidered 'forces of resistance' (see Figure 7.26). 35% did so otherwise 

than expected. The percentage of such answers decreases substantially. 

to as little as 5%. for groups with most experience in physics [i.e. 

groups D and F). For pupils of group A and E. the percentage can be 

also regarded as relatively high. since it corresponds to all or almost 

all of the small fraction of these students who chose 'forces of resis

tance' (see Figure 7.26). These and the earlier results suggest that 

although a small amount of teaching in dynamics has made students 

consider 'friction'. an appreciable number of them seem not to have 

fully understood the concept. 
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One case included in Figure 7.27 is that of 'air resistance'. Figure 7.28 

shows the percentages of students naming friction on solid surfaces 

in this way. compared with the total percentage of answers included 

in the category under study. 
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Fig. 7.28 - Percentage of students. of each group. choosing air resistance 

forces [~) in situations where objects are moving on solid 

surfaces. comparatively with the total percentage of cases 

[D) included in the 'Other Uses of 'Frictional Forces" 

category 

It can be seen that. except for groups Band C. all or almost all of 

the students giving other uses of 'frictional forces' did so because they 

thought of air resistance. This suggests that when teaching in dynamics 

has not taken place [group A) and/or when it has ceased for some years. 

resistance to motion. when considered at all. is often attributed to 

the effect of the air. 

A second case of other uses of 'friction'. included in Figure 7.27 is 

that of 'friction' acting in other directions. mainly vertically downwards. 

In groups Band C these amount to about 30% or more of the total. 

Perhaps these students see 'friction' as a 'pressing downwards' force 

which obstructs the motion of an object. This interpretation. however. 

confl icts for group B (not group C) somewhat with the fact that students 

of group B also chose 'friction' acting vertically downwards when objects 

were moving in the air or even when at rest. 

Small numbers gave still other responses: 'friction' acting vertically 

and upwards. and 'friction' acting along the motion. 
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The main conclusion to be drawn seems to be that the concept of friction 

seems to be rather often misunderstood by students. at the beginning 

of their studies in dynamics. One possible reason for this difficulty 

[which agrees with my own experience with secondary school pupils) 

is that students find it hard to consider a force opposite to the direction 

of the motion: because they strongly associate forces with the motion. 

The next two categories occur infrequently. and will be discussed 

only briefly. They are. however. relevant to the later discussion [7.3.1.3.2) 

of air resistance. 

[iii.3) Forces of Resistance due to solid friction are Contextualized. This 

category includes students who named frictional forces opposite to 

motion. but who did it only in a few of the relevant situations. Fig

ure 7.29 shows the percentage of such students. It thus seems that 

solid friction. when considered. is rather uncontextualized. 
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Fig. 7.29 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Forces 

of Resistance due to solid friction are Contextualized' 

category 

[iii.lI) Forces of Resistance due to solid friction are Rarely Contextualized 

but act. for some situations. in a different direction than the one chosen 

by the physicist. This category includes students who chose a force 

of resistance. in almost all situations. acting in the correct direction. 

but with exceptions in sits. 2-1 and 2-3 where it was shown acting 

horizontally to the left. This direction is close to that which a physicist 
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would choose. and coincides with the correct direction in all of the 

other situations. in which objects are moving horizontally. It may be 

that these students simply misinterpreted which was the direction 

opposite to the motion. and that they were therefore answering 'correct

ly'. However. it could also be that these students always think of friction 

as acting horizontally: that is. did not fully understood the concept 

taught. Figure 7.30 shows that such answers, whatever the interpreta

tion, were infrequent. 
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Fig. 7.30 - Percentage of students. of each group, included in the 'Forces 

of Resistance due to solid friction are Rarely Contextualized 

£ ••• 1 category 

[iii.51 Forces of Resistance due to solid friction in Agreement with (or close 

tol the Scientific View. This category includes students who named 

frictional forces. opposite to the direction of the motion, in all situations 

where objects are moving on solid surfaces (it also includes a few stu

dents who omitted frictional forces in one or two situations, or con

sidered it acting additionally in other nearly directions). Figure 7.31 

shows the percentage of students giving answers in this category. 
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Fig. 7.31 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Forces 

of Resistance due to solid friction in Agreement with [or 

close to] the Scientific View' category 

Pupils who have not had formal teaching in dynamics (group A) and 

Arts university students (group E). did not choose frictional forces 

in agreement with (or close to) the scientific view. As soon as teaching 

in dynamics takes place a minority of students appear to start to give 

such answers. which only appear substantially for groups with most 

experience in physics (groups D and F). 

Again it appears that the notion of solid friction is a concept essentially 

acquired by formal teaching and that this concept is only acquired 

by the majority of students after a considerable amount of teaching 

in physics. i.e. at the university physics level. Despite the fact that 

this concept is taught at the secondary school. only a minority of the 

students at this level seem to think of friction in complete agreement 

with what they have been taught. 

7.3.1.3.2 Forces of Resistance due to air friction 

(j.ll Are forces acting in the direction of forces of air resistance usually 

named as expected? 

For the direction opposite to the motion. in situations where objects 

are moving in the air and not on solid surfaces. one would expect students 

to choose a force of resistance. giving it a name such as air resistance/air 
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friction or even only friction. Figure 7.32 indicates the frequency of choices 

named in this way. relative to the total number of choices of a force in that 

direction. 
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Fig. 7.32 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named-as-expected forces 

in the direction opposite to the motion. for each group. in all 

situations where objects are moving in the air 

Generally. the results indicate a substantial increase in students 

naming their choices as expected. with teaching in dynamics. Thus. while 

very few pupils without any teaching gave answers as expected (Md .. 0.1). 

the number of such answers increases for groups with some teaching (Md - 0.425 

for group Band Md .. 0.525 for group C). continuing to increase for groups 

with most experience in physics. where the majority of students' answers 

were as expected (Md" 0.9). The majority of Biologist trainee teachers of 

group G also named their choices as expected. As in many other cases the 

results for Arts university students are simil~r to those of group A. 

The results also indicate that variations with situations are. general

ly. rather low (dq ~ 0.3. with an exception for group G) but that there are 

some extreme cases. 
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These data are consistent with the discussion in Chapter 6. sub-sec

tion 6.2.1.4 and 6.2.2. where it was suggested that. only at the university 

physics level. do the majority of the students think of air resistance forces. 

£i.21 Do non-named forces and other kinds of forces act in the direction of 

forces of air resistance? 

Figures 7.33 and 7.34 show. respectively. the frequencies of 

non-named and other kinds of forces that students chose acting in the direction 

of the force of air resistance. 
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Fig. 7.33 - Schematic plots of frequencies of non-named forces in the direction 

opposite to the motion. for each group. in all situations where 

objects are moving in the air 
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Fig. 7.34 - Schematic plots of frequencies of other named forces acting in 

the direction opposite to the motion. for each group. in all situations 

where objects are moving in the air 

Comparing the two Figures it can be seen that students who did 

not name the force 'air resistance' most often did not name the force at all. 

and less often gave names of other kinds. This suggests some tendency to 

be surer that a force of this kind exists. than of what to call it. but the infer

ences one can make here can hardly go further than that. Not giving a name 

(Figure 7.33) also shows appreciable variations with situations (dq ~ 0.2 for 

groups A. B and C). suggesting that students' uncertainty about a name is 

dependent on the situation presented. Indeed the discussion in Chapter 6. 

sub-section 6.2.2. has already pointed out a dependence of students' ideas 

about forces opposite to the motion with the context of the situation. 

Giving a name other than air resistance. though generally less 

frequent (see Figure 7.34) is however done it! an appreciable number of answers 

by pupils of groups A [Md ... 0.45). These names mainly refer to forces associated 

with the motion and. most probably. just represent a force 'along the motion'. 

Notice that a similar phenomenon was seen for this group. in the discussion 

of solid friction. Sit. 8-2. a man diving into a swimming pool. presents special 

problems. attracting more than usual numbers of other named responses. 
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[iiJ Do named 'forces of air resistance' act in other directions than the one 

expected? 
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Figure 7.35 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named 'forces of air resistance' 

acting in other directions than the one expected. for each group 

Figure 7.35 showing the frequencies of students' choices of forces 

named air resistance/resistance force/friction. in other directions than opposite 

to the motion indicates that: 

[a] generally. for all groups. the frequency of such answers is not high 

(Md ~ 0.25. zero for groups A and E) but that it increases with teaching. 

This seems to agree with earlier suggestions that the concept of resistance 

is often not fully understood: 

[b] for groups with some and most experience in physics. variations with 

situations are relatively large. suggesting that students' choices of air 

resistance in other directions are contextualized. 

As suggested in Chapter 5. sub-section 5.2.1.L!. it seems that air resistance 

forces. when chosen. are considered in directions other than merely opposite 

to the motion. 
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£iii] Students' conceptions about forces of resistance due to air friction 

Analysis of individual answers. in all situations where objects 

were not moving on solid surfaces. suggested the following categories of 

replies about forces of air resistance: 

mi.n No Need for Forces of Air Resistance. This category includes students 

who never gave the name lair resistance' to forces acting in the direction 

opposite to the motion and/or in any other direction. Figure 7.36 shows. 

for each group. the percentage of this category of answers. 
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Fig. 7.36 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'No 

Need for Forces of Air Resistance' category 

Generally. this data shows that the need to consider forces of air 

resistance only occurs. for the majority of students with teaching 

in dynamics. However. it seems that this effect of teaching is not 

real. at least for the first few years. because [a] it seems to fade with 

time (Arts university students gave similar answers to those of the 

pupils of group A). [b] by the end of secondary school. students (of 

group C) chose forces of air resistance less often than students who 

had just begun their studies in dynamics (group BJ. This last result 

is particularly interesting. One possible reason for this outcome may 

be that school like situations are usually treated in ideal conditions. 

i.e. by neglecting friction. particularly air friction. so that more teaching 

causes air resistance to be ignored. 

It appears then that forces of air resistance are primarily absent from 

pupils' minds. not being effectively incorporated. at least until the 
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end of secondary school. Notice that this seems to confirm what was 

pointed out in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.2. 

(iii.2l Other Uses of 'Air Resistance' Forces. This category includes students 

who named an 'air resistance' force. in all or almost all situations 

considered. but who did it in such a way which suggest that they hold 

a different view of that force. The number of these cases is very small. 

being zero for almost all groups. occurring only (never more than 10%] 

for groups with a little teaching in dynamics. Figure 7.37 showing 

the percentages of such answers illustrates this fact. 
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Fig. 7.37 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Other 

Uses of 'Air Resistance' Forces' category 

(iii.3l Forces of Air Resistance are Contextualized. This category includes 

students who chose air resistance forces only in some of the situations 

presented [see Figure 7.38). 
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Fig. 7.38 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Forces 

of Air Resistance are Contextualized' category 

The results indicate that the percentages of these answers are not 

high for any group. By comparing. for each group. the number of these 

answers with the total number of replies of the choices of air resistance 

forces. one notices a tendency for students with less experience in 

physics to consider more often air resistance only in some situations 

than students with more experience. No clear pattern about the 

situations where air resistance was more often chosen did. however. 

emerge from the inspection of students' responses. In conclusion. one 

can not make any clear statement about the contextualized nature 

of air resistance choices. Moreover. the results above do not also show 

any strong dependence of students' choices of air resistance with the 

context (this being not in agreement with what was expected from 

the discussion given in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.2). 

(iii.41 Forces of Air Resistance are Rarely Contextualized but act. for some 

situations. in a different direction than the one chosen by the physicist. 

This category includes students who chose forces of 'air resistance' 

in all or almost all of the situations considered but acting. for some 

situations. in another direction than the one chosen by the physicist. 

The alternative directions were. mainly. vertically and upwards and/or 

nearby directions opposite to the motion. Figure 7.39 shows. for each 

group. the percentage of students who gave these answers. 
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Fig. 7.39 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Forces 

of lAir Resistance' are Rarely Contextualized ( ••• l' category 

The results indicate that. apart from group E. who. in general. did 

not choose air resistance forces. students of all the other groups gave 

these answers. substantially. The percentage is notably high for Physics 

trainee teachers of group F. where the majority of the students gave 

these answers. Notice. also. that although only 5% of pupils of group A 

gave such answers. this percentage corresponds to the total number 

of pupils who chose air resistance forces. As was argued previously 

with respect to solid friction. two interpretations can be given to this 

outcome. The first is that these students simply misinterpreted which 

was the direction opposite to the motion and. therefore. appeared 

to answer differently to the physicist. However. it can also be that 

these students did not fully understood the concept. The evidence 

given in this study is not. however. sufficient to make any decision 

on this matter. Interviews with students to find out their explanations 

for these kind of replies. would be needed. 

Figure 7.1.40. showing the frequencies of answers with forces in 

unexpected directions. relative to the total number of students 

considering air resistance forces helps to show which were the more 

problematic situations. As pointed out previously [see. Chapter 6. 

sub-section 6.2.1.4). this Figure confirms that sit. 3-3 [a ball falling 

down from a table) attracted substantially more of such answers [here. 

with forces directed vertically upwards). The results also show the 

presence of other cases. notably sit. 8-2 [a man diving into a swimming 

poolJ: in this case students opted for a nearby direction. 
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Fig. 7.40 - Schematic plots of frequencies of students choosing air 

resistance in other directions than expected. for each group. 

in all situations 

[iii.5] Forces of Air Resistance in Agreement with [or close to] the Scientific 

View. This category includes students who chose and named an air 

resistance force in all situations considered. acting always in the 

expected direction. It also includes some students who occasionally 

omitted to put such a force (see Figure 7.41 J. 
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Fig. 7.~ 1 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Forces 

of Air Resistance in Agreement with [or close to) the Scien

tific View' category 

The percentage of students giving answers in complete agreement 

with the physicist's point of view is rather low (never higher than 20%1. 

This is. particularly. striking for groups at the university physics level. 

However. as mentioned before. the perecentage of students at this 

level. considering forces of air resistance on a rather uncontextualized 

basis is substantially higher. mainly for Physics trainee teachers. 

although this may not mean that students fully grasp the concept. 

These results seem to confirm that the notion of air resistance is a 

concept essentially acquired by formal teaching and. probably. not 

by the majority of students. even after a considerable number of years 

of formal teaching. 

7.3.1.3.3 Comparative analysis of students' answers of forces 

of resistance due to solid and air friction 

In order to compare the most striking features of students' answers 

with respect to forces of resistance. due to solid and air friction. I have decided 

to combine. for each case. all students who considered such forces. except 

the cases included in the 'Other Uses of 'Frictional' Forces' categories. 

Figure 7 .~2 shows. in comparison. the frequencies of students of each group 

who gave such answers. in all situations. The dotted boxes correspond to solid 

friction and the plain one to air resistance. 
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Fig. 7.42 - Comparison of the schematic plots of frequencies of students 

considering forces of resistance due to solid [dotted boxes) and 

air friction [plain boxes). for each group. in all situations 

Generally. the results indicate: 

[a) for all groups with experience in physics. except group G. students more 

~ften chose solid frictional forces than air resistance. this being more 

noticeable for groups with most experience in physics. Thus. for example. 

while the majority of students of group 0 chose. in almost all situations. 

solid friction [Md - 0.65). only about 45 % of them chose air resistance 

forces. 

Remembering the discussion given in the two previous sections. one can 

also say that solid friction was more uniformly chosen among situations 

and. mainly. directions. than was air resistance; 

[b) although variations with situations are' generally low (dq ~ .2). for both 

kinds of answers. they slightly increase for choices of air resistance. 

Notice also that the presence of extreme cases is more noticeable for 

air resistance forces. 
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It appears that students more often consider forces of resistance when 

objects are moving on solid surfaces than in the air. It also appears that 

friction. when considered, is better grasped when it concerns solid friction 

than when it is air resistance. 

Despite these differences, the results have the same trend for both kinds 

of replies, with a gradual increase of students considering forces of resis

tance with teaching. 

7.3.1.3.4 Forces of resistance due to water 

Since only one situation (sit. 8-3). concerned forces of resistance 

due to water, the discussion here is very brief. The information obtainable 

is further limited by the fact that the direction of the water resistance is 

essentially the same as that of gravity. in the case presented. 

Apart from group F. in no case did the fraction of students in 

a group mentioning resistance due to water. in any direction. exceed 25%. 

or the fraction giving such a force in the expected direction exceed 5%. For 

group F. 25% gave the force as expected. with a further 10% mentioning 

it but not in the expected direction. 

7.3.2 'Intuitive' forces 

7.3.2.1 Impulsive forces 

As discussed in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.5. the results for 

situations where the physicist would choose an impulsive force were not all 

clearcut, and it was suggested that an analysis of names could help to under

stand some of these results. For this reason. the discussion here treats separate

ly the results of the less problematic situations [sit. 1-1. kicking a ball. and 6-2. 

throwing a ball) and then the results of those which were more problematic 

[sit. 6-3. catching a ball. and 8-1. jumping from the springboard). 
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7.3.2.1.1 Impulsive forces caused by a man kicking and throw

ing a ball 

n.ll Are forces acting in the direction of the impUlsive force usually named 

as 'expected'? 

For the forces acting in the direction of the impUlsive force. one 

would expect students to give them names such as 'force exerted by the man 

on the ball' or just 'impulsive force'. Some other names were also given by 

students to this force which. although differing from the expected designations. 

were also counted here. These names refer to words usually attributed. by 

the scientist. to other physical quantities as. for example 'energy (given by 

the man to the ballJ'. The reason for including these names here was. mainly. 

because they also suggest that students were thinking of the action of the 

man. 

Figure 7.L{3 shows. for each group. the percentage of both kinds 

of answers in each of the situations considered. For any group. the first column 

corresponds to the results found in sit. 1-1 and the second to those of sit. 6-1 • 
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Fig. 7.L{3 - Percentage of students' choices. for each group. of named answers 

as expected (D). and other names (~). in sit. 1-1 (first column 

of any group) and in sit. 6-1 (second co lumn) 

Despite what was referred to in Chapter 6. sub-sections 6.2.1.5 

and 6.2.2 - V. particularly in what concerns the similarities. between groups 

and situations. in students' choices of a force along the direction of the impUl

sive force. the results here indicate the presence of striking differences in 

students naming their choices as 'expected'. mainly between groups. Thus. 
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for example. while about 50% of the choices given by pupils of group A were 

named as expected. this percentage decreases with the first year of teaching 

(group BJ. increasing again. a little for group C and up to 50% for first year 

university physics students of group D. Only for trainee teachers. were the 

majority of the replies named as 'expected'. 

The variations between the two situations considered are rather 

small. although there was for most groups. a slight decrease of forces named 

for sit. 6-1. 

The occurrence of other named causes is also not very frequent. 

and it is interesting to notice that they only occurred for groups with no present 

or no previous formal teaching in dynamics (i.e. groups A. E and G]. This 

suggests that teaching has inhibited responses with 'unscientific' names. 

[;.2] Do non-named forces and other kinds of forces act in the direction of 

the impulsive force? 

Figures 7.44 and 7.45 show. respectively. the percentages of 

non-named and other kinds of forces that students chose acting in the direction 

of the impulsive force. 
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Fig. 7.44 - Percentage of students' choices. for each group. of non-named 

answers in the direction of the impulsive force. in sit. 1-1 (first 

column of any group] and in sit. 6-1 (second column) 
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Fig. 7.45 - Percentage of students' choices. for each group. of other named 

forces in the direction of the impulsive force. in sit. 1-1 (first 

column. of any group) an in sit. 6-1 (second column) 

As expected from the foregoing. the percentage of these answers 

is. generally. fairly high. but only for non-named forces. The percentage 

of other named forces (see Fig. 7.45). for all groups and in both situations. 

is either zero or very small (never higher than 10%), indicating that students 

very rarely considered other forces acting in the direction of the impulsive 

force. Thus. it appears that a considerable number of students of all groups. 

except groups G and F. were sure of the existence of an impulsive force. 

but less sure about the name to give to it. 

Going back to the results shown in Figure 7.43. one may now at

tempt to explain the striking differences between groups. The main feature 

is that the groups with current experience of learning physics name impulsive 

forces less frequently than those with no such experience. or those training 

to teach physics. Current teaching may somehow inhibit their naming of such 

force. This is in contrast to the results in sub-section 7.2.3. where it was 

noted that the tendency with these groups is for the majority of replies to 

be named. Notice also that the previous analysis of 'acquired' forces also 

generally indicated for these groups a higher percentage of forces named 

as expected. 
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£ii) Do impulsive forces exist in other directions than the one expected? 

In the situations where an impulsive force is involved. given that 

for some groups impulsive forces are often not named. forces in directions 

other than the expected one were looked for. whether named as such or not 

(provided that there was not another clear interpretation. e.g. reaction forces). 

Indeed, the data showed that both kinds of answers were given. for almost 

of the cases. in the same alternative directions. 

Figure 7.46 shows. for each group. the percentage of these answers. 

in the sit. 1-1 and 6-1. 
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Fig. 7.46 - Percentage of replies. for each group. of choices of an impulsive 

force in other directions than the one expected. in sit. 1-1 (first 

column. of any group) and in sit. 6-1 (second column) 

Generally. the results show that such answers were rather often 

given by pupils without any formal teaching in dynamics and Arts university 

students [about one half of the answers. for sit. 1-1 J. This percentage decreases. 

considerably. with teaching. Notice that. generally. more of these answers 

were given for sit. 1-1. than 6-1. The most frequently chosen alternative 

directions were. towards the agent. i.e. opposite to the actual direction of 

the impulsive force. and 'undirected' directions. i.e. along the correct direction 

but also opposite to it. 

Given (1) that the kinds of alternative directions mostly chosen 

seemed also to be related with the man's action. and (2) that they were mainly 

chosen by groups with no or no recent teaching about forces and (31 that the 

percentage of such answers is substantially reduced with teaching. it appears 
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that these answers also indicate that students were thinking of an impulsive 

'force'. although they did not yet associate the force with the correct and/or 

a unique direction. 

(iii] Students' conceptions about impulsive forces 

Answers about impulsive forces can be described by just one cat

egory because. (1) few situations are involved. [2) non-named replies need 

to be included (see above). and [3) nearly a" answers shared one main feature. 

Analysis suggested the fa "owing category of replies about impulsive 

forces: 

[iii.ll Need for an Impulsive Force/Cause when there is an external action 

on an object. This category only excludes students who either did not 

choose any force or chose only other forces. such as gravity. Reaction. 

It also excludes other rare cases in which the answers were not inter-

pretable. 

Figure 7.L!7 shows. for each group. the percentage of students who 

were included in this category. in sit. 1-1 and 6-1. 
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Fig. 7.L!7 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'Need 

for an Impulsive Force/Cause [ ••• l' category for sit. 1-1 (first 

column. of any group) and sit. 6-1 (second column) 

The results confirm what was mentioned in Chapter 6. 

sub-sections 6.2.1.5 and 6.2.2 - V. that the majority of students of a" 

groups needed a force/cause for the instantaneous action of the man on 

the ball. This suggests that. at least kicks and throws are treated. even 
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before any formal teaching in dynamics. as a case where a 'force' 

is present. Obviously. this should not be understood as being the same 

as saying that students of a" groups share the same concept about 

impulsive forces. and not at a" about what a force is. Actua"y. the 

results discussed before already showed differences among groups. 

namely. in naming this force and in giving it a direction. Nevertheless. 

it may be no less important to identify what students think (believe) 

about motions and their causes. despite the differences which may 

arise from students' verbalizations of what a force is. 

7.3.2.1.2 Results found in sit. 6-3 and 8-1 

As mentioned before. the results for choices of an impulsive force 

in sit. 6-3 (catching a bafll and in sit. 8-1 (jumping from a springboard) were 

rather different from those of sit. 1-1 and 6-1. presenting. in addition. some 

difficulties of interpretation. An analysis of names given to forces in the 

two problematic situations was done. but turns out to be rather inconclusive. 

For this reason it wi" no be presented here but in Appendix IV. 

7.3.2.2 Force Along the Motion 

Given the kind of the force to be studied here. which does not 

generally exist from the physicist's point of view. the way of looking at the 

data ought to be different from that used before with respect to the other 

kinds of forces. particularly in what concerns names given to these forces. 

Thus. and despite that the general questions addressed here are the same 

as before. namely about naming versus non-naming forces and about the direc

tions in which these forces acted. greater attention will be given here to 

the names used by students. Special attention will also be given to the possible 

differences which may have existed with respect to the nature of the forces 

chosen and the situations. 

0] Are choices of a force 'along' the motion named? 

A remark should be made firstly about the meaning attributed 

here to the designation force 'along' the motion in that it does not only include 
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choices of a force acting in the direction of the motion but all the choices 

of a force suggesting that students were thinking of a force associated with 

the motion. Thus. for example. the answers often given. by some groups. 

in sit. 3-2 and 5-2 of a force along the future motion (see the discussion in 

Chapter B. sub-section B.2.1.1 or B.2.2 - (j)) are also studied here. This decision 

was' taken on the grounds that the important aspect to explore here is the 

naming versus non-naming of forces associated with the motion. 

Figure 7.48 shows. for each group. the frequency of named choices 

of a force 'along' the motion. in all of the situations where objects are moving. 
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Fig. 7.48 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named choices of a force 'along' 

the motion. for each group. in all situations considered 

For all groups. except G and F. only about one half. or less. of 

the choices of such a force were named. suggesting that students were more 

sure about the existence of a force 'along' the motion than about the name 

to be given to it. Notice that these results are particularly representative 

since they are taken from a large number of students' choices (see Chapter B. 

sub-section B.2.1.1/B.2.2 - (m. Notice also that. as with the results found 

for the impulsive force. groups with experience in physics generally named 

such a force less often than usually. For example. while about 90% of the 
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choices given by physics university students of group 0 were named [see 

sub-section 7.2.3). this occurs here only with about 45% of the choices. This 

suggests that more intuitive forces are Jess often named than are forces ac

quired by teaching. This is not unexpected because teaching. in principle. 

does not reinforce the notion of a force associated with the motion. 

The high frequency of named forces found for groups G and F 

should not be taken too seriously since they correspond to a small number 

of students. mainly for group F who. remembering the discussion given in 

Chapter 6. sub-section B.2.1.1. did not usually consider such a force. 

The results also indicate that variations with situations are general

ly low (dq ~ 0.15). although there are some extreme cases. for some groups. 

where the frequencies are higher/lower. It is interesting to notice that the 

cases where these frequencies are higher. always correspond to situations 

where objects are falling freely [e.g. sit. 4-2. a tree falling down. sit. 3-3, 

a ball falling from a table). 

Not much information about names given to the force 'along' the 

motion was obtained in this study. since generally only one half or less of 

the students' choices were named. The names mostly given by students to 

this force will now be discussed. 100kin9 in particular at differences between 

groups and situations. 

[j.l] Forces 'along' the motion: nature of the forces and differences between 

groups and situations 

The analysis of the names given to the force 'along' the motion 

was guided by the network discussed in sub-section 7.2.3. Remembering the 

categories defined there. and given the kind of the force under study here, 

one might expect that a considerable proportion of replies would have been 

included in the Internal to Object category. Figure 7.49 shows, for each group, 

the frequency of internal named choices, relative to the total number of 

named answers, in all of the situations considered. 
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Fig. 7.49 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named choices of force 'along' 

the motion included in the Internal to Object category. in all situ

ations considered 

The most striking feature of these results is the large variation 

with situations. dq is quite large (dq ~ 0.2) and there are many extreme cases. 

The extreme cases generally correspond to two sets of situations: [a] where 

internal named choices are more frequent than usual (e.g. sit. 1-2 and 5-1) 

and [b] where such choices are less frequent. these being mainly situations 

where objects are falling freely. or are about to fall. (e.g. sit. 3-3 and 4-2). 

The results described above suggest that the notion of a force 

'along' the motion varies markedly with the kind of situation presented; that 

some internal cause may be responsible for some kinds of motions but not 

for others. 

With respect to differences bet,,:,een groups (though not so notice

able as those between situations) there is a tendency for a reduction of internal 

named choices. for those groups with most experience in physics. As will 

be seen next. this reduction is mainly due to the fact that a considerable 

number of these students named their choices component/net forces. Arts 
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university students. generally. did not also seem to give so often internal 

named choices. but here because their answers were unclassified. 

In order to explore further the nature of the forces associated 

with the motion. a more detailed discussion follows. concerning the names 

attributed to such a force in the different situations. 

Table 7.IV illustrates. in greater detail. the most common replies 

which were given by any group [usually more than 50% of the total named 

answers). according to the categories defined in the network used [see sub-sec

tion 7.2.3). in some of the situations. An additional specification of the most 

common cases included in the External to Object and Unclassified categories 

was also done. The letters. in any cell of the Table. correspond to the notation 

always used before to designate the different groups. 

I NTERNAL TO OBJ. EXT. TO OBJ. UNCLASSIFlE[ 

F/C FUNCT. PROP. GRAY.I C~' I 
PAST OTHERS 1 NET 
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TABLE 7.IV: Most common categories/sub-categories of named replies given. 

by each group. to the force 'along' the motion. for some situations 
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One interesting aspect of the results seems to be that there are 

notable differences in the names given to the force 'along' the motion in differ

ent situations. For example. whilst when a ball is moving on the ground [i.e. 

sit. 1-2). students seem to think mainly of a 'force' in the object. the force 

seems to be external to the object when a ball is falling downwards [e.g. 

sit. 3-3). Even when a 'force' internal to the object is needed to continue 

the motion. its origin seems to depend also on the context of the situations. 

Thus. for example. whilst for a cannon ball to move upwards in the air [sit. 5-1). 

it has to carry the 'force' given by an external cause [the cannon). when a 

man is coming up in a swimming pool [sit. 8-3). the 'force' seems now to be 

generated by the man. 

The results shown in Table 7.IV also point to interesting aspects. 

now relating groups. they are: 

[a] students of a given group who named their choices seem to share 

identical views about the force 'along' the motion. in any situation. 

Actually. one sees from the Table that. for any situation. each group 

usually gave only one kind of reply; 

[b) students of groups 0 and F. who considered a force 'along' the motion. 

showed a curious behaviour. They often named such a force 'compo

nent'l'net' forces. Figure 7.50 showing. for these two groups. the 

frequency of such named choices relative to the total number of 

named forces 'along' the motion. in all situations considered. illustrates 

that the tendency was for the majority of university physics students' 

choices to be named 'components'l'net' forces [Md > 0.5). Given 

that [1] such names were not usually given. by these groups. with 

respect to the other kinds of forces studied before. [2] these names 

were not only given in the directions. and situations. where the physi

cist could have putted them [e.g. in sit. 2-1) but also in others [e.g. 

in sit. 6-2). these results suggest that the scientifically trained student 

labelled her/his intuitive beliefs with scientific terms. A similar 

suggestion has been already made by other researchers [e.g. 

Viennot. 1983. Osborne and Freyberg. 1985). 
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Fig. 7.50 - Schematic plots of frequencies of named Icomponentsll'netl 

forces for the force 'along' the motion. for groups 0 and F. 

in all situations 

[iiJ Do forces associated with the motion act in other directions than along 

the motion? 

Figure 7.51 shows. for each group. the frequency of students' 

choices suggesting a force associated with the motion. acting in other directions 

than along the motion. in all situations considered. 
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Fig. 7.51 - Schematic plots of frequencies of choices of a force associated 

with the motion. acting in other directions than along the motion. 

for each group. in all situations considered 

The tendency for students to choose a force associated with the 

motion in directions other than 'expected' is generally low [Md ~ 0.25). and 

appears to decrease with teaching. There are. however some extreme cases 

where such answers were generally more frequent. These include the two 

situations where a change in the direction of the motion is about to occur 

where students opted for a force in the direction of future motion. a result 

expected from the discussion of Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.1/6.2.2 - (i). 

Sit. 8-2 [a man diving into a swimming poolJ and 8-3 [a man coming up in 

a swimming poolJ were also extreme. with. respectively. choices in the down

ward vertical direction and upwards to the right. This could be understood 

as students having changed the direction of the motion. if so. these cases 

are not really exceptions. 

(iii) Students conceptions about a force 'along' the motion 

Given that [1] students' choices of a force 'along' the motion (in

cluding. here again. all the forces associated with the motion) were. frequently. 
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non-named and that [2] for some groups and in some situations. it often acted 

in other directions than the one 'expected'. the analysis of individual answers 

looked here only at the general question of whether or not each student con

sidered such a force in the different situations. the evidence being collected 

not only from named choices in the 'expected' direction but from all the answers 

suggesting that students were thinking of a force associated with the motion. 

This analysis suggested the two following categories of replies. 

mi.ll A Force 'Along' the Motion Exists and is Rather Uncontextualized. 

This category includes students who usually considered a force associated 

with the motion in all/almost all of the situations presented. Figure 7.52 

shows. for each group. the percentage of students who were included 

in this category. 
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Fig. 7.52 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'A 

Force 'Along' the Motion Exists and is Rather Uncontex

tualized' category 

The results agree with the suggestion in Chapter 6. sub-sections 6.2.1.1 

and 6.2.2. that the majority of students of almost all groups gave answers 

suggesting the need of a force associated with the motion in many 

situations. This percentage is only substantially reduced for physics 

university students of groups 0 and mainly F. This seems to confirm 

that. at least for students with physics experience up to the end of 

secondary school. the intuitive notion of a force associated with the 

motion exists and prevails in students' minds and that this notion is 

rather independent of the context. 
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(iii.2J A Force 'Along' the Motion Exists but is Contextualized. This category 

includes students who considered a force 'along' the motion but only 

in some situations. Students who usually considered that such a force 

existed except. mainly. in situations where objects are falling freely 

were included here and special attention is given to them. Figure 7.53 

shows. for each group. the percentage of students included in this 

category. It also shows the percentage of students who generally avoided 

choosing such a force where objects are falling freely. 
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Fig. 7.53 - Percentage of students. of each group. included in the 'A 

Force 'Along' the Motion Exists but is Contextualized' cat

egory (shaded section. no choices where objects fallJ 

The results indicate that the percentage of students considering a 

force associated with the motion in certain contexts increases with 

teaching. this being most noticeable for university physics students 

of groups 0 and F and also for Biologist trainee teachers. Remembering 

the results discussed earlier. this suggests that even after several 

years of formal teaching in dynamics. an appreciable number of students 

continue to consider a force associated with the motion. although 

not in all situations. The results also indicate that for all groups. except 

group F. the situations where a force 'along l the motion tends to be 

absent correspond. mainly. to those involving objects falling freely. 

As pointed out before. this may be due to the fact that gravity functions 

there as the cause for the object to keep moving. 
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CHAPTER B 

INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this final chapter there are three sections. The first. Summary 

of the Results. presents. as a preliminary. a brief synthesis of the main results 

discussed in Chapters 5 and 7. The patterns of the ideas wh ich students of 

each group seem to hold about the 'force'/causes needed to explain/describe 

'everyday' like situations are. there. brought together. The second section. 

Possible Interpretations. atttempts to give an account of how these results 

may be understood. The interpretations suggested there are mainly based 

on ideas from a theory of Commonsense. Reasoning about motions proposed 

by Ogborn (1985) and from some personal views about the nature of chi Idren's 

knowledge about dynamics [those outlined in Chapter 3. sub-section 3.1.3). 

The last. Concluding Remarks and Suggestions for Future Research. presents 

the main contributions of this research and proposes issues for future investiga

tions. 

B.l - Summary of the Results 

The aim of this section is to bring together the patterns of ideas 

students of each group seem to hold and which were suggested by students' 

choices of directions of forces [analysed in Chapter 5) and by the additional 

information obtained from the names given to the forces chosen [analysed 

in Chapter 7). This seems to be a convenient thing to do in that it will help 

to promote the discussion of the aspects to be interpreted. 

Figure 8.1 gives a picture of the main results found. for each 

group except G. concerning the five kinds of forces mostly chosen by students. 

The decision to omit group G from this discussion was mainly because there 

is no obvious way to compare it with other groups [see discussion in Chapter 7. 

at the end of sub-section 7.1.2) and also because of the small number of stu

dents [N .. 15). 

The following procedures were used to build the picture shown 

in Figure 8.1 : 
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(a) to group the results into three main categories 

[al] Force hardly exists [HF] - where 70% or more of students' replies 

[including directions of forces chosen and names given) suggest 

that a particular kind of force does not exist [shown in the figure. 

by a blank square. 0) 

[a2) Force exists but only for some students [SF] - where between 50% 

and 70% of students' replies suggest that a particular kind of force 

does not exist [shown in the figure. by a shaded square.[§]) 

[a3) Force exists for the majority of students [MF) - where more than 

50% of students' replies suggest that a particular force exist [shown. 

in the figure by a black square •• ) 

[b] to distinguish the cases where the results found. for any of the categories 

defined above. present other characteristics than those suggested by the 

name used to designate the force. For example. the case where a majority 

of students of a group considered 'gravity' but where 50% or less of the 

replies suggest that students were thinking of gravity differently from 

the physicist. [These cases are marked. in the figure. by a square with 

an 'R' inside the representation of the respective result). 

[c] the designation given. here. to each kind of force is the same to the one 

used in the two previous chapters. Force 'along' the motion includes. here. 

choices of forces associated with the present and future direction of the 

motion 

[d] the results exclude those which were seen in the two previous chapters 

as being problematic. For example. results about impulsive forces exclude 

those found in sit. 6-3 [catching a ball) and 8-3 [jumping from a spring

board). 
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for most students (MF). L@ - when there is a discrepancy between 

students' ideas and the 'accepted' meaning of the force considered) 

A summary of the main results suggested by the figure above 

is given next. 

[jJ Before entering Physics classes (group A). students seem to hold common 

ideas about which forces/causes are needed (and not needed) to explain/de

scribe everyday dynamical events. Namely. a majority seem to need 

a force/cause to explain [ill why objects start moving (a majority chose 
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impulsive forces in all situations considered). and [i2) why objects keep 

moving in a given direction as well as changes in the direction of the 

present motion (a majority chose. in all situations. a force 'along' the 

motion). Resistance to motion and support do not seem to need a 

force/cause to be explained (a majority did not choose forces of resistance 

and forces of support). 'Gravity' is only considered by some students 

and. often. only in situations involving objects falling [or about to fall) 

freely in the air where it 'acts' along the motion [see Chapter 7. sub-sec

tion 7.3.1.1). Thus. gravity (as the ever present interaction between the 

earth and the objects) does not seem to be taken into account by the 

students. 

(ii) When students are taught about the concept of force (group B). a majority 

of them seem to maintain the need to consider a force/cause to explain/de

scribe (ii1) why objects start moving and (ii2) why objects keep moving 

in a given direction as well as changes in the direction of the present 

motion. despite this being not in agreement with the physicist's view. 

Support seems to be kept as something not needing a force/cause to 

be explained/described. Resistance to motion appears to start being 

taken into account. although by only some students and mainly only in 

situations where it is due to solid friction (see Chapter 7. 

sub-section 7.3.1.3). Resistance due to air and water seem to be neglected. 

'Gravity. however. is now often considered by a majority of students 

in almost all situations. but less than 50% seem to hold its scientific 

meaning (see Chapter 7. sub-section 7.3.1.1). 

(iii) Students with some teaching in dynamics (namely. about Newton's laws) 

at the end of their secondary school studies (group C) seem to hold. in 

general. similar views as those described above for group B. except con

cerning gravity. This force appearing to be now understood in the physicist 

way. by a majority. 

There are. however. some small improvements. but only for a few students. 

with respect to the orthodox understanding of solid friction and Reaction 

forces [see the results. of groups Band C. shown in Fig. 7.21 and 7.31. 

in Chapter 7). Moreover. the results described in Chapter 7 also indicated 

that students of group C tended to have a better grasp of the concept 

of force as having a unique direction. than students of group B. 
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(iv] Generally speaking. the majority of students at their first years of univer

sity studies in Physics and Engineering appear to need to consider the 

four kinds of forces a physicist would choose in the situations presented. 

However if a majority appears to have the orthodox meaning with respect 

to the notions of impulsive forces and gravity. the same can not be said 

for forces of resistance [except if they are due to solid friction) and 

forces of support. Forces of resistance due to the air and. mainly due 

to water are not considered except by few students [see Chapter 7. 

sub-section 7.3.1.3.2 and 7.3.1.3.LJ). The same occurred for forces of 

support. in this case because students often chose a 'vertical Reaction' 

force on sloping surfaces [see Chapter 7. sub-section 7.3.1.2). 

Moreover. and despite the disagreement with what students have been 

taught. a force 'along' the motion [here only along the direction of the 

present motion) continues to be needed. although by only some students. 

except in situations where objects are falling [or about to falll freely 

in the air [see Chapter 7. sub-section 7.3.2.2). 

[v] Generally. Physics trainee teachers [group F) appear to give similar 

answers to those of group D. However. some changes. although small. 

occurred towards more 'correct' scientific views. For example. a few 

more students chose (a] forces of support in agreement with the scientific 

view [see Fig. 7.21. in Chapter 7). (b) forces of resistance due to water 

[see Chapter 7. sub-section 7.3.1.3.LJ). Also. less students chose a force 

along the motion in an uncontextualized way (see Fig. 7.51. in Chapter 7. 

sub-section 7.3.2.2). 

Given that a small number of students of this group (N - 18) were involved 

in this study. for more conclusive results one should look at a bigger 

sample. 

(VI] As has been mentioned several times already. Arts university students 

(group E) give very similar answers to students of group A. despite having 

a similar Physics background than students of group B. 
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In conclusion. one may say that our results suggest that students 

enter Physics classes with a definite and common set of intuitive ideas about 

which 'forces' are needed (and not needed) to account for everyday dynamical 

events. Physics teaching. at least up to the end of secondary school. appears 

to have 'added' to it other notions. Some (like gravity) appear to be more 

readily understood by students than others (like forces of resistance. and 

mainly forces of support). Despite that. and at least if students had little 

experience with dynamics. these acquired notions seem to fade with time. 

the primitive ideas winning in the end! 

A considerable amount of experience in Physics (university level) 

seems to have had real effects (see Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.2). although 

one can still trace some 'residuals' of students' intuitive ideas. Moreover. 

it seems that there are difficulties associated with the full grasp of some 

of the acquired notions (i.e. resistance forces due to air and to water. 'Reaction' 

forces when objects are on sloping surfaces). 

B.2 - Possible Interpretations 

This section attempts to give some interpretations for the results 

summarized in the previous section. The interpretations to be given are mainly 

based on ideas derived from a theory of Commonsense Reasoning about motion. 

proposed by Ogborn (1 985). and from some personal views on the nature of 

children's knowledge about dynamics (see Chapter 3. sub-section 3.1.3). The 

four following views/beliefs will constitute the core of the subsquent discussion: 

(iJ students' ideas about dynamics come mainly from early actions 

on the world and so. most probably. they have to do with that world. 

It is a world where. for example. persons often have to push/pull 

objects for them start moving: a world where gravity is ever-present 

and so generally is friction: 

(ij] ordinary persons (and so students in their daily activities) do not 

try to explain what is always there (in the world) or what always 

happens (as. for example. gravity): 
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[iii) the formalization of students' notions/beliefs about the physical 

world is not necessarily made in the same terms as those of the 

physicist; 

[jv) despite the differences which may exist between scientist's notions 

and those held by ordinary persons. the last would constitute also 

a general and coherent set of ideas. 

A preliminary remark should be made about my claims concerning 

the interpretations to be given. Obviously I can not say that they are the 

only possible ones. I will. however. try to show next that they can reasonably 

explain what is happening. 

[a) Why do students. before entering physics classes. appear to hold the views 

described in the previous section? Namely: 

[al) that a force/cause is needed to explain why objects start moving. Or. 

in other words. why do 'impulsive forces' seem to be so easily and naturally 

learned? 

The interpretation can be traced back from point [j) presented above. 

Given that persons' activities on the world often involve actions in which 

persons have to push/pull on objects for them start moving. and also 

because certain objects. like balls. do not start moving for themselves 

if they stay on horizontal surfaces. it seems plausible that such 

actions/events lead to a natural acquisition of such a notion; 

[a2) that a force/cause is needed to explain why objects keep moving and 

changes in the direction of the present motion. 

The interpretation of this result. based mainly in points [j) and (iii) above. 

calls for the need to look again at the kind of ideas students express 

about the force 'along' the motion (see Chapter 7. sub-section 7.3.2.2. 

particularly Table 7.IV). Note. however. that the interpretation which 

follows is necessarily speculative. given that only about 50% and less 

of the students gave names to this kind of force. 

Although one could interpret the results found as suggesting a diversity 

of students' meanings for force (e.g. Watts. 1983). it seems more reasonable 

to look at them from a different point of view. This is to suggest that 

what is in common is the idea that a 'force'/cause is needed to keep motion 

in all/almost all of the situations. for group A but also at least for groups 
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with no or only some teaching in dynamics [see Chapter 6. section 6.3.1.1). 

but that its origins differ with the kinds of motions/events involved. 

That is. students have generally associated a 'force' with motion. but 

have differently conceptualized various everyday life motions/events. 

Going back to the results shown in Table 7.IV. this could be seen in that: 

• to certain objects. like balls but probably not persons. a 'for ee'/cause 

has to be given for them to move under certain conditions. e.g. when 

moving on the floor or upwards in the air but not. probably. in order 

to fall downwards: 

some objects. like persons. do not need such a given 'force' to keep 

moving because they have their own 'force' which makes them move. 

e.g. when a man is coming up in a swimming pool: 

• objects. in their natural motion of free fall. do not need a given/own 

'force' to keep moving but something else. here. external to the object. 

The interpretation given above. to which Ogborn's Theory of Commonsense 

Reasoning of Motion [Ogborn. 19S5) brought helpful insights. seems to 

be also more consistent with the hypothesis that the main source of 

students' intuitions in dynamics is their interactions with the real world 

through their actions. rather than language. 

Moreover. although speculatively. the results of Table 7.IV also seem 

to be fairly well explained if one accepts point (jv) above. Namely. in 

that students (of group A but also of the others) who named their choices 

seem to share identical views about the force 'along' the motion. in any 

situation. Thus. suggesting that students' views are better seen as general

ized ideas rather than individualized. Further. the results seem to fit 

also in the interpretation that students' intuitions in dynamics do not 

come. mainly from language sources. Indeed. if one holds. as I do. that 

one feature of ordinary speech is that of its relative imprecision. one 

would expect a diversity of names given to this intuitive idea. This does 

not seem. however. to have occurred. which seems to be consistent with 

the interpretation that there is a more universal basis for these ideas. 

a plausible one being persons' actions on the world: 

(a3) that a force/cause is not needed to explain/describe gravity. resistance 

to motion and support. The interpretation thought of here is that such 

notions do not belong to the primitive natural scheme of students' intuitive 
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ideas about dynamics. because. generally. the ever-present needs no 

accounting for (see points [j) and (ij) above). 

(a3.1) Absence of gravity 

Although gravity does not seem to be taken into account by a 

majority. some did consider it but only in some situations (see 

discussion given in section 8.1). A possible interpretation for 

this result. which has been suggested in other studies (e.g. Watts. 

1982). is that students constructed an alternative framework 

of 'gravity' as being a force which only operates when objects 

start to fall down and continues until they are at rest. However. 

if this were the case one would expect that. a student holding 

this framework. would choose 'gravity' consistently in all situations 

where objects are falling or. about to fall. but this did not. in 

general. occur. Instead. a given student chose it only in some 

situations. 

Another possible interpretation is that gravity is primarily absent 

from pupils' minds but that they have heard such words in use 

and give them a meaning consistent with what they already think. 

i.e. that a force is needed to explain motion. This. perhaps. would 

not require. so strongly. the 'status' of internal consistency as 

if it was a construction about 'gravity'. 

(a3.2) Absence of friction 

As was mentioned. a possible interpretation for the absence 

of friction is that the ever-present (or the almost ever-present) 

in the real world needs no accounting for. Alternatively. perhaps. 

pupils do not feel a need for an external cause to explain why 

objects slow down and stop. It is perhaps natural that they think 

that the stored internal cause which objects 'have' while moving. 

is used up during motion. This interpretation is in close agreement 

with what has been suggested by several other researchers (e.g. 

Watts and Zylbersztajn. 1981. Watts. 1983). 

(a3.3) Absence of forces of support 

As was mentioned above. it appears that forces of support are 

primarily absent from pupils' minds. It seems then that pupils 

do not see any need to use forces to explain why objects stay 

on the supports where they are. or which hold them up. A possible 
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explanation for this can be derived from the discussion of Common

sense Reasoning in Ogborn [1 985): 

'[ ••• J commonsense reasoning does not ocupy its time 
and energy explaining why the plates Ihere, any objectl 
stay on the shelf Ihere, any support I [ ••• J but regards 
the shelf - if strong - as a permanent support [ ••• )'. 

It is argued that this is because 

'( .•• ) Reasoning about support depends on living in a 
world with much covalently bonded, stiff. strong and 
nearly incompressible matter around. We do not notice 
our bodies deforming the floor and generating an upward 
force to stop us falling through it'. 

This last aspect may contribute to the difficulty of students' 

understanding of the nature of the forces of support, even within 

physics teaching. 

[b) How can one interpret what happens to the primitive scheme of students' 

intuitions within formal teaching in Physics? 

Generally, the results suggested may be seen as if to the primitive scheme 

were added some notions (some more rapidly than others) while others 

persisted, at least up to the end of secondary school. That the 'added' 

notions seem to fade with time, suggests that they are indeed 'added', 

not fundamental. 

Some of the interpretations which wi II be given, concerning physics teach

ing, should be regard as speculative and needing further investigations, 

given that the present study did not look into the kind of physics teaching 

students had. 

[bl] Impulsive forces persist but tend to be less named with teaching 

As the results indicated, impulsive forces are considered by the majority 

of students of all groups. although current teaching seems to inhibit 

the naming of such forces (see Chapter 7~ sub-section 7.3.2.1 J. 

A possible explanation for this reduction may be a result of school experi

ences dealing more often with rather formal situations, involving mainly 

'academic' forces. like gravity/weight, Reaction forces, with also an 

emphasis on constant forces rather than on impulsive and change of mo

mentum. This may well help students formalization of constant forces 
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but. perhaps. not do much about more 'intuitive' forces. like that treated 

here. It would perhaps be interesting to explore this aspect further. not 

merely to attempt to explain the result found here. but also to see to 

what extent what one does in the physics class is in contradiction with 

what has been often suggested in recent literature. that is. that one 

should start from what the learner already knows. 

[b2] Forces 'along' the motion persist. at least up to the end of secondary 

school 

The persistence of this notion. despite its being not in agreement with 

physics. may be better understood if one considers students' intuitive 

notions as being structured and belonging to some kind of general theory. 

It seems to me much more difficult to interpret it if one regards intuitions 

as probably deriving simply from misunderstandings (McClelland. 1985). 

Furthermore. if one follows the view expressed in (a2). namely that stu

dents' intuitive ideas in dynamics do not fundamentally rest on what 

they think a force is. but rather on how they conceptualize everyday 

life motions/events. a plausible explanation of why students' intuitions 

are so resistant to change through teaching seems to emerge. That is, 

given that the school curriculum in dynamics conventionally begins with 

the concept of force. to change students' beliefs about such concept 

will not necessarily modify students' ideas about how motions occur. 

[b3] 'Acquired' notions [i.e. gravity. forces of resistance and forces of support] 

are differently grasped and fade with time [at least if physics experience 

is not great] 

[b3.1] Gravity is primarily absent. is rapidly understood with teaching. 

but fades with time 

A first remark should be made here about the inferences made. 

from students' answers. with respect to their concept of gravity 

and its agreement (or not) with the scientific view (see Chapter 7, 

sub-section 7.3.1.1). One should not forget that the questionnaire 

used only presented a restricted number of situations, in particular 

only events on the Earth. There. is thus no evidence about whether 

(or not) the concept of gravity is extended to space. or exists 

only on the Earth. an alternative framework suggested by other 

researchers (e.g. Stead and Osborne. 1979. Watts. 1982). Therefore. 

a further investigation would be needed to explore more deeply 
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what students of a given group understand by gravity. Despite 

this. there is some evidence for concluding about the increased 

number of students considering gravity within teaching and for 

its more rapid development than that of forces of resistance 

and forces of support. One possible reason for this aspect may 

be that 'gravity' seems to have already its roots in students' minds 

[see discussion of the results of group A in section 8.1) but not 

the other two kinds of forces. Another reason may be the less 

visible effect. in the real world of. for example. the interaction 

between an object being supported and its support and that of 

gravity. The fading with time of this notion questions. however. 

the extent to which gravity was really understood and 'accepted' 

by students. A possible interpretation. although may be too 'dra

matic' and speculative. is that conventional teaching does not 

have any real effect on students' conceptualizations at least 

if only at the level of compulsory school. Although requiring 

further investigations. this issue should deserve great attention. 

[b3.2J Forces of resistance are primarily absent. are then acquired 

slowly up to the end of secondary school. but fade with time. 

Forces of resistance due to solid friction are. however. quicker 

and better grasped than is friction due to the air and. mainly. 

than is friction due to the water. 

A possible interpretation for the better grasp of solid friction 

is perhaps because its effect is larger. in real world. than is the 

effect of air resistance. 

An interpretation for the small percentage of students considering 

water resistance (see Chapter 7. sub-section 7.3.1.3.4) must 

be very speculative. In science teaching in Portugal. the main 

force associated with objects in water is very probably an upthrust 

(curriculum lay some stress on Archimedes' principle). This. to

gether with a general neglect of frictional forces. may account 

for the results. 

[b3.3J Forces of support are primarily absent. are acquired very slowly 

up to the end of secondary school but fade with time. Forces 

of support appear to be considered for counter-balancing gravity. 

even by some physics trainee teachers. 

An explanation for the difficulty of students grasping and fully 

understanding forces of support may be traced back from [a3.3). 
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namely because of the often invisible aspects of the interactions 

between objects and their supports. Moreover. one of the reasons 

which have been suggested in the I iterature [e.g. Ogborn. undated) 

for students difficulties in dynamics is that dynamics is uncommon 

sense. This aspect is illustrated by Ogborn when he writes about 

Newton's third law: 

'Children learn to speak of every force having an equal 
and opposite one. but the idea makes little sense. It 
is especially senseless in 'explaining' what commonsense 
calls support. making a book just resting on the table 
into a big problem. and often leading to teachers them
selves telling lies such as that the weight of the book 
has its reaction in the upward push of the table' 

[Ogborn. undated. pp 14) 

The quotation above suggests another source for students' diffi

culties in understanding forces of support which may account 

for the kind of answers found before (see Chapter 7. sub-sec

tion 7.3.1.2. [iii-3)) in which students continue to consider a 

'vertical Reaction' force in situations where objects are on sloping 

surfaces. If the hypothesis that such answers mean a misunder

standing of the concept of forces of support is correct. special 

attention should be given to this matter. even when dealing with 

physics trainee teachers. 

In summary. one may points out a possible reason why students' 

intuitions 'win' with time [at least if physics teaching was not much). That 

is. generally. because students hold a rather well structured primitive scheme 

about motions which differs from what they are taught. And because what 

one conventionally teaches in physics classes. particularly in what concerns 

Newtonian dynamics. is uncommon sense. 

8.3 - Concluding Remarks and Suggestions for Future Research 

Although this research does not solve fundamental questions con

cerning. in particular. the nature and content of students' conceptions about 

dynamics and their role within school instruction. it seems reasonable to 
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claim that it has added further evidence to the existing picture. A brief syn

thesis of the main contributions of this study is given next: 

[j] it confirms previous findings particularly in what concerns the persistence 

of students' intuitive ideas despite formal teaching in physics. 

The persistence of students' intuitive ideas. despite formal teaching 

in physics. has been suggested in the literature (e.g. by Clement. 1982. 

by Viennot. 1979a). However. this suggestion has been made. in most 

cases on the basis of interpreting results obtained from studies involving 

different populations and methodologies. In the present study. this sugges

tion is based on results which emerge from the use of the same methodol

ogy with a wide range of students' physics background. making the result 

more secure: 

[ij) it brings up interesting results about the co-existence of intuitive and 

'acquired' views. 

Notice that this aspect has not been much referred to in most recent 

studies in the area as. usually. the focus of these investigations is students' 

intuitive ideas only: 

[iii) the results found in this study (namely those referred to. in general terms. 

in [j) and OJ)) add further evidence to support the kind of recommendations. 

which have emerged from existing studies in the area. that students' 

intuitive ideas should be taken seriously in the school context. Further

more. the results found for groups 0 and F [respectively. university Physics 

and Engineering students. and Physics trainee teachers) suggest that 

these recommendations should not be only given in what concerns second

ary school teaching but also at the university level. even when it involves 

Physics trainee teachers. 

This point turns out to be particularly interesting. given that most of 

the field-work was done in Portugal. a country where the 'history' of 

this kind of research is relatively 'young'; 

(iv) the similarities between our results (which come mainly from Portuguese 

students) with others involving students ·from other countries. bring further 

evidence to support the claim that culture and language differences 

do not seem to have a big effect on the content of students' intuitive 

ideas in dynamics; 
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(v] it brings some evidence to support the claim that students' intuitive 

ideas should be regarded as belonging to a more general and coherent 

common sense world view which. although requiring further study. may 

lead to a better understanding of the diverse results which have been 

identified. Furthermore. the kind of methodology used and the interpreta

tions proposed suggest that one may also reduce diversity in the outcomes 

of this kind of research if one avoids the formalization of students' ideas 

in terms of the scientific world view. 

The last contribution of this research. to be referred to here. 

concerns the instrument developed [i.e. the questionnaire). It seems to me 

that one may claim that it is a reasonable and efficient instrument which 

may be used within the teaching process [at the secondary school level and 

at the university level. including in courses for Physics trainee teachers). 

Its efficiency can be argued for on the basis of its simplicity and the lack 

of time needed either for its administration or for its analysis. The results 

found using it suggest ways to make it even simpler. especially. the small 

number of F answers given [see Chapter 6. sub-section 6. L2) and the close 

agreement between choices of force directions and names given [see Chapter 7). 

for most cases. suggest that its future use may include only choices of force 

directions. The future use of the questionnaire should. however. be preceded 

by small improvements. particularly the non-inclusion or the clarification 

of the two situations which the results found were too difficult to interpret 

[i.e. sit. 6-3 and 8-1. see Appendix IV). and to mention more clearly. in the 

questionnaire. the object on which the forces are supposed to act (see discussion 

given in Appendix III). 

Suggestions for Future Research 

From this study. some research topics were identified. They will 

be presented. next. as suggestions for further research. 

(j] Further research is called for on the clarification of the nature and content 

of students' intuitive ideas about dynamics. Namely: 

(ill in what concerns the formalization and testing of a more general 

model for Commonsense Reasoning about dynamics. Particularly 
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by investigating further the hypothesis, suggested by Ogborn (1985) 

and also from the interpretation given in section 8.2 (b2), that 

students have differently conceptualized various everyday life 

motions/events: 

(i2] in what concerns the understanding of how ordinary persons' experi

ences on the world lead naturally to their developing of a common 

sense theory like, in particular, the one proposed by Ogborn. 

(iiJ The evidence suggested by this research that a deeper understanding 

and a reduction of the outcomes found for students' ideas in dynamics, 

may be achieved if one avoids to formalize them in terms of the scientific 

world view, raises the question if this may also occur in other topics 

(e.g. energy, electricity. etc.). Thus. suggesting that parallels to this 

study could be made in other topics. 

(iii] A problem brought to light with this study was the co-existence of intuitive 

and 'acquired' (and 'accepted') notions within school instruction. An under

standing of this issue seems. in the light of the findings of this study, 

to deserve further investigation. 

(iy] The hypothesis put forward in this study that students' construction of 

everyday knowledge about dynamics owes a lot to their actions on the 

world and the 'limitations' of the characteristics of this world (for example 

by the ever-present nature of gravity and friction. in most cases) may 

suggest that involving students with 'actions' on 'other worlds' (for example, 

where friction does not exist) could help them to enlarge their experiences 

and possibly improve/modify their knowledge. The use of computer-games 

(like those described in Chapter 3. section 3.3). particularly when involving 

students in a 'non-frictional' environment may be a promising undertaking 

(for further arguments on this issue see diSessa. 1986). Research to investi

gate this issue seems to be. therefore, an worthwile investment. 

[v] The 'dramatic' situation suggested by this research that physics teaching. 

at least up to the end of its compulsory level, does not change students' 

previous notions very much. seems to deserve also further investigation 

which should be centred on the question, what does science teaching 

really do to students? 
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My final comment about the report of this study is reflected by 

the following quotation with a small personal change [which is inserted. in 

brackets. in the quotation): 

'In science one [ ••• J is never in total command of the facts. and 
a scientist who waits until he knows everything before he says 
anything is like the man who will not make a decision until he 
has all the facts. One never has all the facts. the scientist's knowl
edge is always very limited. and he has to make [in this case. 
to attempt to make) the best with what he has got'. 

[Bondi. 1964. pp 10) 
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APPENDIX I 

AN EXAMPLE OF EACH VERSION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The following pages contain the versions of the questionnaire 

used in the Survey (j.e. 01.1. 01.2 and 0.11). The first. including English (01.1) 

and Portuguese (01.2) versions. being those used in study 1. The second (011. 

in Portuguese) is the version used in study 2. 
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a questionirio a que vais agora responder destina-se a um trabalho que t~m por 

objectivo investigar ideias que as pessoas tem sobre FOR9AS . 

Este questionirio 0';':0 t UM TESTE. Com ele nao se pretende saber se aprendeste 

correcta ou incorrectamente 0 que te foi ensinado; mas sim saber as TUAS IDEIAS sobre 

as FOR9AS que existem nas diferentes situa~oes que te VaG ser apresentadas. Tenta pais 

responder discontrafdamente, e nao hesi tes em exprimir as TUAS IDEIAS. 

Algumas indica~oes sabre a maneira de responder sao dadas a seguir. 
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Na~ folhas que se seguem estao representadas algumas situa~oes comuns, referen 

Lc~ u rnovimentos de um objectiv~ ou de uma pessoa. 

ReI a t i va me n tea cad a sit u a (j a 0 ten s d u a s f 0 I has: 

- na primeira tens um desenho que representa esquematicamente a situa~ao.nA-
DA rEDS QUE RESPONDER --

na segunda representa-se 0 objecto (ou pessoa) em varios instantes do SeU 
percurso e tambem algumas direc~oes e sentidos (aproximadas) de for~as a 
que 0 objecto (ou pessoa) pode estar sujeito. Estas direcc;:oes e sentidos 
estao indicadas por numeros: uma para cada sentido. 

Para cada instante INDICA SE Hi ALGUMA FOR9A (OU FOR9AS) ESCREVENDO 0 SEU 
NOME JUNTO DO NOMERO QUE REFERE 0 SENTIDO DA FOR9A. Se naotens a certeza 
se exi ste ounao uma forc;:a num dado sentido escreve um F junto ao numero 
correspondente. Se pensas que existe uma forc;:a num dado-sentido mas naosa 
bes que nome Ihe dar, escreve um N junto ao numero correspondente. 
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o question~io a que vais agora responder destina-se a um trabalho que t~m por objeotivo invesLigar 

ideias.que as pessoas tern sobre FORqAS • 

, .v" .v 
Bate questionario HAO E UK TESTE • Com ele nao se pretende saber se aprendeste oorrecta ou incorreota-

~ 

mente 0 que te £91 ensinadoJ mas sim saber as TUAS IDEIAS sobre as FORgAS que existem nas diferentes situs70es 

~ , ~ 

que te vao ser apresentadas. Tenta pois responder disoontraidamente, e nao hesites em exprimir as TUAS IDEIA§. 

~ N 
Algumas indicacoes sobre a maneira de responder sao dadas a seguir. 

) . 
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Nas folhas que se seguem est~ representadas algumas situacoes comuns, referentes a movimentos 
) 

de um objecto ou de uma pessoa. 

Relativamente a cada situac~ tens quatro folhas. 
) 

- na prime ira tens um desenho que representa esquematicamente a situac~o. JADA TENS QUE 
} 

RESPONDER • 

- nas tr~s seguintes representa-se 0 objecto(ou pessoa) num dado instante do seu percurso, 

assim oomo algumas direoo~s e sentidos (aproximadas) de foro as a que 0 objeoto(ou pessoa) 
) ) 

pode estar sujeito. A cada uma destas direcco~s e sentidos oorresponde um quadrado ( [J ) 
} 

~, , 
e um espa~o assinalado por -------. INDICA SE Hi AL@! FOR~A (OU FOR~AS ) N, CASO EUSTAM , 

.. 
DA. A CAD! UJ!A: DELAS UK NOJ(E .Para isso , 

• coloca em oada quadradoJ 

o 
II) 

~ 

- se existe uma forca nessa direcoao e sentido . 
~ N ~ 

- se nao tens a certeza se existe ou nao uma forca nessa direocao e sentido , , 
~ 

( ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe foroa ) 
) I , . 

• esore~e um nome,no espa~o assinalado por ------,para oada uma das for3as que oonsiderftste. 
~ 

(Ou deixa-o vazio , se nao conseguires dar-lhe um nome) 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[]-

se existe' forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 
) 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADRADO, OM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. > 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) , 
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• 

• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

~

[]-

se existe forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO 1AJ)O DO Q.UADHADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome a forca) 

> 

_ .. _.-- ......... A 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
QJ-

se existe forea 
1 

se nao tens a eerteza se existe forea , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forea) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LAnO DO QUADRADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaeo vazio se nao eonsegues dar urn nome a forea) , 

............ 
..- --- ... _-
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADOs 

0-
[]-

se existe forca 
1 

se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio sa nao existe forca) 

I 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) 

) 
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• COLOCA EM CADA -QUADRADO: 

0-
[]-

se existe forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LAnO DO QUADHADO, OM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se n~o consegues dar urn nome a forca) , 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-

OJ-
se existe forca 

) 

se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

~ 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) 

) 



• 
• 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[]-

se existe forea 
) 

se naa tens a eerteza se existe fore a 
> 

(au deixa-a vazia se nao existe farea) 
) 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, OM NOME PAllA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(au deixa 0 espaeo vazio se nao eonsegues dar urn nome a fores) , 

., ......... --• 

( 

/ 
J 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[]-

se existe forca 
1 

se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

7 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) , 

.... _-- .. --
-=--

• 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[]-

se existe forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 

--== 

(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se n~o consegues dar urn nome a forca) , 

• . . .. . . 

J 
-.-. --- . . ---.... 0 ........ _-
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[]-

se existe forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PAHA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ) 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se n~o consegues dar urn nome a forca) , 

---_ .. - ... ---- . 

.... _ .. -- -- --
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

se existe forca 
> 0-

[]- se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

~ 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME P AltA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se n~o consegues dar urn nome a forca) , 

---------
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• GOLOCA EM GADA QUADRADO: 

se existe forca , 0-
[]- se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESGREVE, AO LAnO DO QUADHADO, 

QUE CONSIDERASTE. 
UM NOME PAHA CADA UMA DAS FORGAS , 

(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se n~o consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) 
) 



• 
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• GOLOCA EM GADA QUADRADO: 

se existe forca 
) 0-

OJ- se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

J 

• ESCREVE, AO LAnO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PAHA GADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ) 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se n~o consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) , 

--- ----~ l·;~:~-'-c -_.' , 
------ -[]. fl" ' ( -.:,-:--0/\ ~-~o--------o ------lJ --------
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
OJ-

se existe forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nno existe forca) 
) 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADIU\l)O, UM NOME PAHA GADA UMA VAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) 

) 

r
··---- ---o --------------, ~ .~~--------. ----[]. , ... ''a .-~~ --~~~ ~[9b'" "'-~----r---- , , , , 

-- ------'Iop 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[]-

se existe forca 
1 

se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

1 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO. UM NOME PARA CADA UM..A. DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ) 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome a forca) 

:> 
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tJ 
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• COWCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-

OJ-
se existe forca 

1 

se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

) 

• ESCREVE, AO LAnO DO Q,UADHADO, UM NOME PAll.A CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome ~ forca) , 

- ..... __ ...... 
• 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
OJ-

se existe forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 
~ 

• ESCREVE, AO LAnO DO QUADRADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome a forca) 

) 

.- ---~--, 1;;~~- ----
--------[]1 j. · -0:---:-: 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
0-

se existe forca 
~ 

se nao tens a certeza se e~iste forea , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

J 

• ESCREVE, AO LAnO DO Q.UADRADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome ~ forea) , 

• • • 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-

OJ-
se existe forca 

) 

se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LAnO DO ~~UADlU,DO, UM NOME PAHA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio 8e n~o con segues dar urn nome ~ for~a) ~ 

L-----------_______________________ -,111~ \ 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
(]-

se existe forca 
) 

se nao tens a certeza sa existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

) 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDEHASTE. > 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome a forca) , 
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[lJ-

se existe forca 
) 

se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 
(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) 

7 

• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADIUWO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 
QUE CONSIDERASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome a forca) 
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• COlOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

se existe forca , 0-
ITJ- se nao tens a certeza se existe fore a , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME PARA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDEHASTE. , 

(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se n~o consegues dar urn nome a foroa) 
) 

~-------------
"r ~ 

---------
-----

~-----------------

-
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• COLOCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-
[]J-

se existe forca , 
SP. nao tens a certeza se existe forca 

> 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME P AltA CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome a forca) 

> 
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• COWCA EM CADA QUADRADO: 

0-

OJ-
se existe forca , 
se nao tens a certeza se existe forca , 

(ou deixa-o vazio se nao existe forca) , 
• ESCREVE, AO LADO DO QUADHADO, UM NOME P AR.A CADA UMA DAS FORCAS 

QUE CONSIDEHASTE. ' 
(ou deixa 0 espaco vazio se nao consegues dar urn nome a forca) , 

~.------ 0- ------ . 
~ 

~ 

-----. 
~ 



APPENDIX" 

CATEGORIES OF ANSWERS: . EXPECTED ANSWERS 

AND PROBLEMATIC CASES 

The following seven tables present the percentage of students' 

answers according to the different categories of replies defined in Chapter 5. 

sub-section 5.1.1. namely. expected answers. undirected forces (case 1). compo

nent/net forces (case 2). others (case 3 to 6) which include the answers left 

out of the analysis. Each table corresponde to the results found in all situations 

for a particular group of students. In the cases where it applies. i.e. groups A. B 

and C two set of results are given for each situation. corresponding to the 

two studies done. 
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I 
N 
CO 
.l:" 
I 

Categories 
of 

Answers 1.1 

Expected 
.6 .75 

Answers 

Case 1 
Undirected .2 .25 

Forces 

Case 2 
Con-pte/Net - -

Forces 

Cases 3 to 6 
Answers 
Left Out 

.2 -

~-'r--'" 
I_I N I 

I >0' >- I 
'''tII''C I 
1;:)1 :J I 
I '"' I .u I 

L~!'~_J 

Sit. 1 

1.2 1.3 

.5 .B .5 .B5 

.3 .2 .15 .1 

- - - -

.2 - .35 .05 

GROUP A (STUDY 1 - STUDY 2] 

Sit. 2 Sit. 3 Sit. IJ Sit. 5 Sit. 6 

2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 1J.1 1J.2 'l.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.2 6.3 7.1 

.65 .8 .6 .75 .6 .7 .6 .75 .'l .7 .6 .75 .6 .B .5 .7 .6 .B .65 .8 .6 .B .5 .7 .5 .9 .6 .75 .5 .7 .65 .7 

.2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .3 .2 .2 .2 .3 .2 .3 .3 .3 .15 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .35 .1 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .25 

- .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.15 - .2 .05 .2 .1 .2 .05 .3 .1 .2 .05 .1 - .2 - .1 .05 .15 - .2 - .3 .1 .15 - .2 .05 .3 .1 .15 .05 

TABLE All - 1: Percentage of students' answers in the four categories of replies defined in Chapter 5 

Sit. 7 Sit. B 

7.2 7.3 B.l B.2 B.3 

.6 .75 .6 .8 .6 .7 .7 .75 .7 .65 

.2 .2 .2 .1 .2 .25 .1 .2 .1 .3 i 

, 

- - - - - - - - - -

.2 .05 .2 .1 .2 .05 .2 .05 .2 .05 



I 
I'J 
CO 
01 
I 

Categories 
Sit. 1 

of 
Answers 1.1 1.2 

Expected 
.9 .8 .9 .85 

Answers 

Case 1 
Undirected .1 .2 .1 .1 

Forcas 

Case 2 
Co"lltelNet - -

Forces 

Cases 3 to 6 
Answers 
Left Out 

- -

r--r-, 
1-1(\11 

I>' )0..' 
1'0 1'0 I 
1;:)1;:'1 
I .., I .u I 

LU:LU: J 

- -

- .05 
\ 

1.3 2.1 

.9 .7 .85 .65 

.1 .2 .15 .25 

- - - -

- .1 - .1 

GROUP B [STUDY 1 - STUDY 2) 

Sit. 2 Sit. 3 Sit. 4 Sit. 5 Sit.6 Sit. 7 Sit.8 

2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 If.l 1J.2 4.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.2 6.3 7.1 7.2 7.3 8.1 8.2 8.3 
. 

.9 .8 .9 .7 .85 .8 .9 .7 .9 .75 .85 .7 .9 .6 .7 .75 .9 7 .9 .7 .9 .8 .9 .8 .9 .75 .9 .7 .85 .8 .85 .75 .85 .75 .1 .6 .9 .75 .8 .7 

.1 .15 .1 .2 .15 .15 .1 .25 .1 .25 .1 .25 .1 .g .2 .2 .1 .25 .1 .25 .1 .2 .1 .15 .1 .25 .1 .2 .15 .2 .1 .2 .15 .25 - .4 .1 .25 .2 .3 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I - - - - I 

- .05 - .1 - .05 - .05 - - .05 .05 - - .1 .05 - .05 - .05 - - - .tl5 - - - .1 - - .05 .05 - - - - - - - -
~- - L- - L-~._ 

~-- --

TABLE All - 2: Percentage of students' answers in the four categories of replies defined in Chapter 5 



~ 
CO 
CJ) 

I 

Categories 
of 

Answers 

Expected 

Answers 

Case 1 
Undirected 

Forces 

Case 2 
CorrptetNet 

Forces 

Cases 3 to 6 
Answers 
Left Out 
--~~-

1.1 

.6 .85 

.15 .1 

- .05 

.25 -
- --

,.---1'- .., 
I - I NI 
I >- I >-1 
I -0 I "0 I 
I BIB I 
I OJ lUll 
L __ L_J 

Sit. 1 

1.2 

.8 .8 

.15 .1 

- .05 

.05 .05 

GROUP C (STUDY 1 - STUDY 2) 

Sit. 2 Sit. 3 Sit. II Sit. 5 Sit. 6 

1.3 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 11.1 11.2 11.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.2 6.3 

.85 .95 .7 .75 .85 .9 .8 .8 .9 .g .8 .8 .8 .9 .9 .9 .7 .8 .85 • 9 .8 .9 .8 .85 .85 .9 .8 .1 .9 .9 .85 .95 

- - .2 .2 .1 .1 .15 .15 - .05 .15 .1 .15 .05 - .1 .2 .15 .1 .1 .15 '{)5 .15 .1 .05 .05 .1 - - .05 .1 .05 

- .05 - - - - - .05 - .05 - .1 - .05 - - - .05 - - - .05 .05 .05 - .05 - - - .05 - -

.15 - .1 .05 .05 - .05 - .1 - .05 - .05 - .1 - .1 - .05 - .05 - - - .1 .0 -.1 - .1 - .05 -
___ ~_L_._ 

TABLE All - 3: Percentage of students' answers in the four categories of repl ies defined in Chapter 5 

Sit.7 Sit.8 

7.1 7.2 7.3 8.1 8.2 8.3 

. 
.7 .9 .8 .g .8 .95 .85 .85 .1 .9 .8 .7 

.2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .05 .15 .1 .0 .05 .2 .3 

- - - - - - - .05 - .05 - -

.1 - .1 - .1 - - - - - - -
-_.- ~ _._-



1 
~ 
CO 
'.J 
1 

Categories 
of 

Answers 

Expected . 
Answers 

Case 1 
Undirected 

Forces 

Case 2 
Compte/Net 

Forces 

Cases 3 to 6 
Answers 
Left Out 

_. _ ... __ ._.-

Sit. 1 

1.1 1.2 1.3 

.B5 .g .95 

- .05 .05 

.05 .05 -

.1 - -
L-__ ~ - _._ .. _.-

GROUP 0 (STUDY 1 ONLY) 

Sit. 2 Sit. 3 Sit.II Sit. 5 Sit.6 Sit. 7 Sit. 8 

2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 11.1 11.2 11.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.2 6.3 7.1 7.2 7.3 8.1 8.2 8.3 

.7 .g .7 .9 .g .8 .95 .75 .95 .B .B .B .85 .g .85 .75 .B5 .75 .B .g .9 

.05 - .05 - - .05 .05 .1 .05 .1 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .1 .1 

.2 .1 .2 .1 .1 .15 - .15 - .1 .15 .15 .05 .05 .05 .2 .1 .2 .1 - -

.05 - .05 - - - - - - - - - .05 - 0.5 - - - 0.5 - -
--- L ____ --- -

TABLE All - II: Percentage of students' answers in the four categories of replies defined in Chapter 5 



I 
I\J 
CO 
CD 
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Categories 
of 

Answers 

Expected 

Answers 

Case 1 
Undirected 

Forces 

Case 2 
Compte/Net 

Forces 

Cases 3 to 6 
Answers 
Left Out 

Sit. 1 

1.1 1.2 1.3 

.7 .B .B5 

.3 .2 .1 

- - -

- - .05 

GROUP E [STUOY 2 ONLY) 

Sit. 2 Sit. 3 Sit.~ Sit. 5 Sit.6 Sit. 7 Sit. B 

2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 1J.1 ~.2 1J.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.2 6.3 7.1 7.2 7.3 B.l B.2 B.3 

.B .B .7 .7 .7 .7 .B .5 .7 .B' .B5 .B .B5 .B5 .B .B .B5 .B5 .B .B5 .7 -

.2 .2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2 .5 .3 .2 .15 .2 .15 .15 .2 .2 .15 .15 .2 .15 .3 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
: 
I 

I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-~ ~--~- - - - - - -- -

TABLE All - 5: Percentage of students' answers in the four categories of replies defined in Chapter 5 



I 
I'J 
(0 
(0 
I 

Cate90ries 
of 

Answers 

Expected 

Answers 

Case 1 
Undirected 

Forces 

Case 2 
Compte/Net 

Forces 

Cases 3 to 6 
Answers 
Left Out 

Sit. 1 

1.1 1.2 1.3 

.9 .8 .9 

.1 .05 -

- .15 .05 

- - .05 

GROUP F (STUOY 1 ONLY] 

Sit. 2 Sit. 3 Slt.4 Sit. 5 Sit.6 

2. I 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3 5. I 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.2 6.3 

.55 .85 .8 .85 .85 .85 .95 .7 .95 .8 .9 .75 .8 .9 .9 

, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.45 .15 .2 .15 .15 .15 - .25 - .15 .05 .2 .15 .05 .05 

.05 - - - - - .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 

TABLE All - 6: Percentage of students' answers in the four categories of replies defined In Chepter 5 

Sit. 7 Sit. B 

7.1 7.2 7.3 B.l B.2 B.3 

.65 .8 .7 .9 .95 .95 

- - .05 - - -

.3 .15 .2 .05 - -

.05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 



I 
CJJ 
a 
a 
I 

Categories 
of 

Answers 

Expected 

Answers 

Case 1 
Undirected 

Forces 

Case 2 
Compte/Net 

Forces 

Cases 3 to 6 
Answers 
Left Out 

Sit. 1 

1.1 1.2 1.3 

.6 .6 .B5 

.2 .35 .1 

- - -

.2 .05 .05 

GROUP 13 [STUDY 1 DNL Yl 

Sit. 2 Sit. :3 Sit, 'I Sit. 5 Sit.6 Sit. 7 Sit. 8 

2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 '1.1 '1.2 "l.3 5.1 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.2 6.3 7.1 7.2 7.3 8.1 8.2 B.3 

.6 .7 .6 .6 .7 .65 .7 .6 .75 .6 .6 .65 .65 .6 .55 

V 

.35 .25 .35 .3 .25 .3 .25 .35 .2 .3 .35 .3 .25 .35 .35 

bY 
V 

~/ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~< 
/" 

.05 .05 .05 .1 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .1 .05 .05 .1 .05 .1 / 

TABLE All - 7: Percentage of students' answers in the four categories of replies defined in Chapter 5 



APPENDIX '" 

SUMMARY TABLES OF THE RESULTS OF NAMES GIVEN TO FORCES 

AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEMATIC RESULTS 

The following pages present the results obtained concerning the 

names given to the forces chosen. by displaying the number of answers found 

for each category and sub-category of the network described in Chapter 7. 

sub-section 7.2.3. Next. a discussion is given concerning the analysis of the 

problematic results. namely those included in the Unclassified cases and the 

Answers Left Out of the analysis. 
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GROUP, A GROUP, A 

SITUATION' SITUATION: a 

-[N 

2Q 28 Q aa 31 ao 
-[N Nil 2 6 Nil en 

Non-namod { Nlmo lOyl nothing Non-namld { Nomo I.YI nothing 5 5 3 C 
Force/Caute 3 If 0 Forc./C.ule 

Replication or thl .v.nt Replication or the event 6 5 If 3: i-·m 
.... "',,,,' 

0 23 0 17 5 If 3: - i"'V"'" ",.,,' to pllt condition 1 2 .l- Internal to put condition ~ 
Internal Motlon/Speed ..• 
to obJecti Funotlon or lUte -[ 

to obJoctl -[MotIOn/BPOOd ... 8 10 11 ;:0 
If 3 0 Funotlon or It.tlt 

Energy Enercy .L --Z ..2.. -< 
Prop.rty or the obJeot 1 If 0 Property or tha object 7 2 -t 

~ 
Kind o( ~ -(In Igrooment with 

31f 11 11 Kind or -[In Igroomont with 10 CD 
Int.ractlon the phyalcllt 

8 7 

An.w .... 
Interllctlon the phYllcl.t r 

Answer:;! N.mad rorell Not In .gr.ement 22 6 7 Named -I'.... No< " .. , .. m." 
m ,_....... -I ", ... ~ .. ,.", Force/eau .. 6 13 15 en 

with the phyalcltC 
External If 3 7 Ext.rn.1 a 
to object -(preMur. - - to obJoct -[pr ... ure If If 3 

" Other cavae. If 0 0 Other cautet 
Other. - Other. 2 -t 

2 1 :r 
Unclaulrl,d Uncleaa,tJ.d 2 m 

2 0 0 
-[Fore I Ic.lng on othor obJoct - -[Forco acting on othor obJoct 2- 0 0 ;:0 

Anawar. I.tt out 0 0 5 Anlwer.llft out - -
ForCI/ClU .. 'Inlohld ForCI/C.UII flnlohod 2 1 0 m 

en 
I 

W 
C 

0 r 
t--l -t 
I en 

a 
GROUP: A GROUP: A " 
SITUATION: 2 SITUATION: If 

Z 
~ 
3: 

-eN 
33 32 38 

-eN 
lQ 2Q 16 m 

Nil Nil 
en 

Non-nlmld { Nlml lIyl nothing 7 5 5 on-namod { Nlmo oayl nothing 2 1 GJ 
ForCI/Clu" 

- Forc,/Caul. 

Replication o( the event 5 5 If Ropllcatlon or the .v.nt 2 7 2 <: i"··'··· ,"",,' 8 5 3 i" .. m ••• '''.ff'' 11 If 2 m 
lnternel to Pllt condition Internl' to pI.t condition - Z 
to obJocn -[MotlonlBPOOd ... 7 6 10 to obJocn -[MotIOn/BPlOd ... 

0 7 0 -t 
Function or IUt. 

2 2 0 
Function o( nit' 

2 2 0 a Energy Energy 

Property of thl object 2 Li. 11 Property o( the object If 3 1 " a 
Kind 0' -[In Igroomon. with Q Q 8 Kind 0' -[In .groamont with 7 Q 12 ;:0 

Anlwart 
Inter.ctlon the phy.lcl.t Anlw.,.. 

Intefactlon the phYllcln CJ 
N.m.d ~ (oro.. Not In .gr .. mlnt 10 Q 12 

Named -I...... '" " .... m." 7 15 9 m 
Force/clo" -I """ ~ ... "'" ForCt/clu" with tho phYllclot en 

Ext.rnal 
If 3 

External 
3 If If 

to obJlot -{prl .. url 6 '0 obJoot -{prll.ur. 
Othtr CIU'" Other CIU'" 0 

Other. 5 0 0 Other. 0 

Uncl ... lrled -1 JL -.!! Uncl, .. lrled If 1 

-[Fore. Ictlng on o.hor obJlct .J! 0 1 -[For co Ictlng on .thor obJlct 0 1 
Ani",,,. 'Itt out Anlwtrll,rc out 

Forc./Clute rlnlth,d 0 0 Force/Ceull tlnJlhed 0 0 0 



GROUP: A GROUP: A 

SITUATION: 5 SITUATION: 7 

N ~ 1.!1 ~ N 30 35 29 

{

NII-[ 5 3 2 {NII-[ Non-named Nama "YI nothing Non .. nlmed N.ma UYI nothing 0 a 
Foru/eau.. 5 3 6 Forct/C.u .. 

Replication or the .vant Replication or the Ivant 1 0 0 

orcI/Cau,. r.fernd 22 1 4 6 orca/Cluse ref.rred 26 1 2 9 

Intern II -to pnt condition Motlol\lSpud ... 6 4...!!.. Internll -to PII' condition 
to Object. F 1ft -[ - - to objectl -[MotIOn/SPUd ... 3 LJ 5 

unot on 0 It. It If 1 2 Function or Ita, I - - -
Energy Energy ~ 1 1 

Property of the obJeot ..1. --.!J -l. Property of the object JL a 2 

Kind of ~ -[In ogr.ement with 9 B!.Q.. Kind of In .greement with 7 1 1 1 0 
Inur.ctlon the phy.lcllt A Interaction -[thO phYllcllt -

Anlwart naw,,... 
Named -{,ore.. Not In Igreement B 1 5 1 5 Named -{,orel. Forcl/c,u" h I I - Force/c,ule Not In agreement JL 5 ~ 

with the p y. C It with the phy.lcllt - -
External Externa' 
to object -[pre .. uro .L -.3 ~ to obJoot -[pre .. uro 2 2 ~ 

Other ClulOI 0 0 0 Othar caUle1 
Othere _ _ Othere 0 0 0 

210 - - -
Uncle .. lfled Uncl ... lfled 1 3 5 

o 0 0 - -

-[

Force Ictlng on other object -[Force acting on oth.r object 0 0 0 
Antwtr. lalt OuC 0 3 An.war. lere out - - -

Forcl/Clu .. flnlahod Forc./Cou .. flnlahod 0 0 0 
I ---

CJ.l 
Cl 
CJ.l 
I 

GROUP: A GROUP, A 

SITUATION, B SITUATION: B 

N 1 9 3' 21 N 29 31 31 

NII-[ {NII-[ Non-namad { N.ma .. y. nothing 2 2 0 Non-named Name lIya nothing 3 0 2 
Force/Clu.e - - - Force/Cluaa 

Replication or cha event 0 1 1 Replication or the avent 5 7 ~ 

i

orCl/C.UII "forred U 1 5 1 iorO./ClUII "f.rrod 0 3 0 
Inurnl' to palt condition Internal to pllt condition 3 ~ 7 

bJ -[MotlOnlSPaod ... 0 B II to obJeclI -[MotlonlSPOOd ... 
co a ecta Function or ltata Function or Itlta 3 2 14 

Enorgy ~ 3 2 Enorgy 

Proporty of thl obJoct , 5 2 Property of the obJoot 7 3 6 - --
Kind 01 ~ -{In Igroomlnt with 29 B 13 Kind of -{In .grooment with '0 1 B 7 
Anl"".r. Int..rletlon thl phYllcl1t - - - An.wa" -{Interlctlon the phYllol1t 

Namad roro.. Named rore .. 
Fore I • -{ Not In Igraement 1 '* Btl Fore./eau.. Not In Igra.ment 23 8 1 1 

I CIU • with the phYllell' whh thl phYllcllt 
Externll External 
to Object -[pra .. ura Q 4 Lf to object -[pr ... ur. 3 4 5 

Othar cau •• 1 Othllrl 2 0 0 Other CIU'III Other. 2 0 0 

Unoleulflod 2 -1. B Uncl ... lfled 3 2 

-[

Fore' Ictlng on other obJlct 1 0 0 -[Fore I acting on othlr objlct 2 0 
Anawa,. I,tt out An.wI" 11ft out 

Fore./C.u .. fln'ah.d 0 1 ~ Fore./CoulI flnlah.d 0 0 0 



GROUP, B GROUP, B 

SITUATION' SITUATION, 3 

-[

N ~ II ..ll N 36 37 37 
, Nil 6 II 0 Nil - - -

Non-named { Nama ny. nothing _ Non-named { -[Nlme "YI nothing II 2 2 
Force/Clu.. 0 1 0 Forci/Caule - - -

Rapllcltlon or thl avant Replication of thl Ivent 0 1 0 

i
orOI/e,u •• r,'.rred 0 ~ --1 orca/Cluse referrad 3 2 

Int.rnal to p .. t condition Motlon/Speed ... 0 9 0 Interna' to Pllt condition 
to obJocta Fir [""" '0 obJec," -(MotlonlSpeed ... 11 1 1 1 2 

unot on 0 Itlte LOt 0 Function of IUtl -
Enorgy Energy 0 1 

1 0 0 ~ ... '" ..... '"',,' i,~"" ...... ., .. , -'- -2 .Jl 
Kind or ~ -[In Igreoment with 65 56 36 Kind or In Igreemont with 57 511 311 

Inur.ctlon the phy.lcllt A Interaction -[the phy.lciit 
Answer. Named fore.. Not In lor •• ment 26 1 9 a q OIW,,.. Named foreet 

Force/clu" -{ with the phy.lol.t - - Force/c.u.. -{ Not In agreemant 22 2 9 3 9 
with the phYllclu - - -

Extarnl' 0 0 0 Externa' 
to Object -(pr ... ur. - to obJlct -(pr ... ur. 0 0 0 

Other CIUIOI 0 0 0 Oth.r CIUI'" - -
Othora O,ho" 0 0 0 

II 0 5 -
Unclo .. lrlod - - - Unoll .. lrlod -ll -.J. --.!l 

-[

Fore I lotlng on other obJlct -l. .2. -..!f. -[Forel lotlng on other obJeot -2. 1 0 
Anlwer. I,ll out 0 0 0 Anlwarl 11ft out - -

Forel/Cluol rlnllhld - - Forel/CIUII rlnllhld n 0 0 
I -"---

W 
o 
J:' 
I 

OROUP, B GROUP, B 

SITUATION' 2 SITUATION: II 

N 36 110 51 -[N 31 31 33 
Nil - - - Nil -

Non-nlmld { -[Nlml "YI nothing 7 II 3 Non-nlmld { Nlml lay. nothing 2 0 
Fore./Clu.. Force/Cau,. 

Roplleltlon or 'hi IVln, 0 0 0 Rlpllcltlon or 'hi Ivont -E... 0 0 

1
0rCI/ceUI8 rlferrld 1 0 0 iore'/ClU'B r.rorred t 1 a 

Intornll to p", condition 1 0 7 6 Inttrnll to put condition 0 g 0 
to obJectt -(MotIOn!SPUd ... to obJoct. -(MotlonlSPUd ... 

Function or ,Ut, FunctIon o( Itlt. 
Enorgy 0 0 0 Energy 0 0 

Proporty or thl obJoct 2 3 II Proporty or tho obJlet 1 1 

Kind or ~ -[In Igrolmont with II 3 50 II 6 Kind or -[In ogreemlnt with 30 2 g 32 
Ani""'''' Inter.ctlon thl phy,'cllt Anlwe,. Int.ractlon the phyalellt 

Nam,d (ore.. Nemed rorc .. 
Force/clu" -r Not In .gre.ment 33 32 37 Fore,/cluae -{ Not In Igreemont 2 t If 3 2 9 

with thl phYllcllt with the phYllcl.t 
Ext.rnll External 
to obJoct -(pruluro 0 0 0 '0 obJoct -(pr .. lurl 0 0 0 

thlr Clua.. Other CIUles 
Othm ..J -!l. -..9 Othora 0 0 0 

Unclo .. lrlld ..J -L ....1 Unelo .. lrlld 3 3 

-[

Forel Ictlng on oth.r obJlct 6 3 3 -[Forci Ictlng on othtr obJlct 2 0 2 
Anlw"l left out Anlw". lere out -

Foreo/CIUl1 rlnllhld 0 0 0 Foree/Clutl rlnllhod 0 0 0 



cb 
CJ 
01 
I 

GROUP: B GROUP: B 

SITUATION: 5 SITUATION: 7 

N '12 37 36 N NII-{ - - NII-{ a .n.P U 
Non-nomod { N.m' .. y. nothing J ..!L -2 Non-n.m.d { Noma uy. nothing 2 1 2 
Forc./C.u.. 0 Force/C.u.. - - -

Ropllcatlon or tho ovont -.Q JL _ Repllcotlon or tho Ivont 0 0 0 

i
ore./C.U .. ,ererrad 3 -.l. --1 orce/C.ulS ,.r.rred ...§.. 5 3 

Internl' to p,.t condition Mot.JonlSpud ••• 1 0 tQ.. -1J Intarn.1 to Pllt condition - -
to objlc.. Fir t -[ - to objoclI -[MotIOn/SPOOd ... .Ji. 5 5 

unot on 0 at. I 0 0 0 Function at Ita'e - -
Enorgy _ _ Energy 0 0 0 ,,~"" ." •••• J .. , --'l 1. -' -t .. ,,,,, ." .... J .. , -' -" --" 

KInd or ~ -{In .gr .. mant with if 1 If 1 .. 0 Kind or In .greement with 
tho phy.lcllt h I I !Ul. ..!lO !!Jl 

An'WIHI Int.r.ctlon Anlw.rt Inter.ctlon t • phy. C It 
Named tor c.. Not In .gr •• ment 1 g 2 g 26 N.med foreo. 
Forc./c,u" -l wIth thl phy,lclu - - - Force/c,ul' -l -{Not In .greem.nt t 7 1 8 1 5 with thl phy.lclec - - -

Externa' Exurn,l 
to obJ.ct -[pre ... ur. .J!. JL -.0. to object -[preuur. 0 0 0 

Other caula. 0 0 0 Other 08UIOI - - -

Otho,. _ - - Otho,. -'l --P -.Q 

Uncl ... lnod .1.. 2- --.£ Unclo .. mod -.l --1 -1 

-[

Fore' Ictlng on oth., object 2 l J -[Force Ictlng on oth.r object 0 1 0 
ANw.r, 1.(& OUI 0 0 0 An.w.rl 'tre out - - -

Foroo/Cou.o rlnlohod Forco/CoulI rlnlohad 0 0 0 

GROUP: B GROUP' B 

SITUATION: 6 SITUATION: 8 

N 51 '15 'Ig -{N '15 '10 52 
- - - Nil 

Non-nlmld {NII-{Nlml '1'11 nothing 8 2 0 on-nlmld { Nama laY' nothIng 7 0 2 
ForcI/C.o.. ForCI/Cau.e 

Replication or thl IVlnt 0 0 0 Replication or the Ivent 0 0 

i

ore'/O.U •• nr.rnd 0 g 1 ioro./cau .. r.r,rrld 0 0 0 
Into,nol to po .. oondltlon 0 11 3 Intornol to pOlt oondltlon 0 -;; 3 
to bj t -[MotlonIBP.od ... to objooto -[MotIOn/SPOOd ... 

o Ie t FunctIon or IUt. FunctIon or .t.t. 
Energy -1 .Jl. -.Jl Enorgy 0 0 0 

Proporty or tho objeot 0 2 1 P,operty or tho objoot 'I 2 2 

Kind or ~ -{In ogroomont with '15 '17 '12 Kind or -{In ogroomont with 3 1 '10 26 
Ani...",... -Clntlrlctlon thl phYllcl.t - - - Antw'r1I -llntlrectlon the phYllcllt 

Nam.d rorc.. Nam.d rorca. 
Forci/ceusl Not In tgr •• mlnt .1.9 n ...2.9 Forcl/cause Not In agreement 33 1 9 1 9 

with the phYIJel.t with thl phYllcllt - - -
External External 
to obJoct -[Pro .. ",o -.J) -'l --P to objoct -[pre .. uro 0 0 0 

th., CIU'" Othlr Clutel 
Othoro J .J! J Othoro 0 0 0 

Uncl ... lrlod -E .Jl. -1' Uncll .. lnod 3 0 1 

-[

For co octlng on othor objoct 0 1 3 -[Foroo octlng on othor objoct 1 0 0 
Anlw"t I.ft out An,w"t I.re out 

Forcl/Couto rlnlohld 0 0 0 Forci/Clull flnlohod 0 0 0 



GROUP: C GROUP: C 

SITUATION: SITUATION: 3 

-{N 
ll. .E..!! n 

-{N .!Ui 5..f!. 'llL 
Nil Nil 

Non-nomod { Nomo IOYo nothing -.L -1! ....Q. on-namod { Nom. oayo nothing ~ -L ..i.. 
Force/Clu .. 2 0 0 

Forct/Caul. 
Replication or th. aVlnt - - - Replication or the IVlnt -D -.0. ...lL 

1""'~'- ,,',,'" ~ ~ 0 - i· .. ·'··" -, ... '" ..LO ...!l. .L 
Inurnal to pI.' condition Motlon/Speed .. , ~ 2- .J!. Internll to Plit oondltlon 

~ -L .E.-to ObJICli Funotlon ot It.te --c. 
1 

10 ob),clI --c.MOllon/Sp.ed ... 

Energy 2 Function or IUtl - Energy -.1 -1 JL 
Property of the objeot JL .-!! .J!. Property or the Object -1 -.!! J. 

Kind of ~ --[In ogr .. m.nt with B3 72 ~ Kind at --[In ogreement with 6g 57 '17 
Inter.ctlon thl phy.'ciit 

Ant ...... ,.. 
Interaction the phy.lcll' 

An,...."r. Named toroll Not In Igreemllnt 17 II .L Named 

-{'''''' ~ ....... m ... " ..... - -{ ", ....... "" .. Foret/elu" 
with tho phyolclot E ~ 12 

E)(t,rn,' 1- J -L Extern.' 
to ob)oct -{pr .. our. to ob)oct -{pr ... u," 1 1 0 

Other CIUle. 0 0 0 Other OIU.'" 
Other. Other. 0 1 

Uncleultl,d 
g II 0 Unclo .. lll.d - - - -.1 -!l. ...§.. 

-[Forco octlng on othor ob)oct II 1 2 - - -[Foroe lotlng on oth.r obJlot -' J -1.. 
Anlwe,., 'ere aut 0 -1 0 An.w.r. ,." out 

Foro./Clull (Inllhad Force/C'vlI rlnlthad 0 0 0 
I 

tAl 
a 
OJ 
I 

GROUP: 
C GROUP: C 

SITUATION: 2 SITUATION: 'I 

-{N 
II M 5g 

-[N 
31 117 2B 

Nil Nil 
Non-nomod { Nomo ooyo nothing B 6 7 Non-nomod { Nom. oayl nothing 5 6 2 
Force/C.UII Force/Caua. 

Replication or the evant. 0 0 0 Replication or t.he event 0 0 0 

1"··'··· .. ,· .. ·, 7 B B 

i""~'-' ,,, ... ,, 3 6 0 

Internal to pllt condition 6 7 II 
Internll to pllt condition 0 3 0 

to ob)oclI --c.MotIOnlSpe.d .. , to ob)ecII -{Motlon/Spoed ... - -Function or It.t. 
1 0 0 

Function o( .t.t. 
0 0 0 

Energy - Energy 

Property or thl) object 1 Property o( the obJeot 0 0 0 

Kind or --[In ogroem.nt with II :u. AI Kind 01 --[In agr .. m.nt with 113 '!.L 21 
Anlwer. 

Int,nctlon the phYllcl.t Anlwlr. 
Interectlon the physlcllt 

Named ~ (oree. Not In agreement !i B 2'1 
Named toroet Not In Icreement 5 15 5 

Forc./c,ulI -{ "" ....... '" .. Forc./ceun -{ "" ... ~"", .. 
Externa' E)(ternal 

to ob).ct -{pra .. ur. -L -' .J to ob)oct -{proOlure -.! -1.. --l 
Other CIUIO' Othtr CIUlel 

Ochert -.!! -.Jl .-!! OChe,. 0 0 0 

Uncleultled B ~ -.l!. Unclaaaltied 1 3 2 

-{Fore. octlng on othor ob)oct 1 1 1 -{Forco octlng on othor ob)oct 1 
ANlwar. lett out An.wer. 'ett out 

0 0 
Force/ClU" tlnlthed 0 0 0 Foro./ClulI Ilnllhod 0 



GROUP, C GROUP, C 

SITUATION, 5 SITUATION, 7 

. -[N 
116 IJL .all 

-[N IU.. .ll..Z ZJl. 
Nil Nil 

Non-namod { Nlm. "YI no.hlng ..1. 6 ~ Non-n,,,,"d { Nlme "Y' no.hlng JL -1 3 
Force/Clu •• 0 -L J 

Force/Clu .. 
Replication Dr the IVlnt Replication o( the Ivent ~ 0 0 

III B 6 - --E"'.O'.' ...... , -E."ro ... -,,,,,' g B B 
Internll to PII' condition MotlonlSpeed ... B g B Intarna' to Pllt condition 

to obJlcU Funotlon or .tet. -c. - - - .oobjoc.. -c.MO.IOn/SPOOd ••• J!... -.li -!I.. 
Energy 0 0 0 Function or .tlta 

En,rgy 0 0 0 

Property or the obJlot -.!l. JL -Il. Property o( the object .JL -1 .-l 
Kind 0' ~ -[In .groomon. with g '!L 52 Kind 0' -[In Igroomont with If.i. ~ ~ Interlctlon the phYllclt, 

Anaw.,.. 
InteractIon the phYllcl't 

Antwar, Named rorc.. Not In .grelmlnt 5 lB 7 Named 

-{'''''' ~ ....... m •• ' ••••• - -{ ."" W' ••••• ,,, 
Forc'/caull 

with the phy.lcllt 1.Q. ~ -1. 
External Extern.1 
to objoct -[pr ... ur. '0 objlot -{pr ... u," -L 1 

Other Clute' Other ClUln 
Other, ~ ..!L -.!l. Othe,., ~ 0 0 

Uncl .... lrl,d Il 3 3 Uncl ... illed - - - i J J 
-[Forc •• ctlng on othor objoct -.L L .-l -[Force .ctlng on othor objoct -1 -.1 J 

Aniwa,. "ft out 0 0 0 Anlwlr. I,tt out 
Foro./Clut. rlnllhld Forc./Clull IInlihld -.!l. -.ll 0 

I 
CJJ 
0 
'-I 
I 

GROUP, C GROUP: C 

SITUATION, 6 SITUATION, B 

-[N 
.ill ~ jJ 

-eN 
~ lJO 55 

Nil Nil 

Non-namod { Nom. IOYI no.hlng ~ -!I.. -1J Non-namod { Name "YI nothing -1 0 ...Q 
Foree/e.u .. Force/Cavae 

ReplicatIon of the evant -1! .JL -.1 Repllculon or the Ivent -.ll 0 0 i."ro.- ,,'.ff.' -.!l ~ 6 

i·'~·"" "',,,,' 0 2 0 

Internel to pllt conditIon 
0 6 1 

Interna' to Pllt condition 0 2 Il 
to objoc.. -[MotiOn/speed .. , to objec.. -[MotIOn/SPOOd ... 

FunctIon o( IUt. 
0 0 0 

FunctIon of Itat. 
0 0 0 Energy Energy 

Property of the object -.!! -1 -1J Property o( the obJeot -1 J 3 

KInd or -[In Igr .. mont with 5B 51l 116 Kind 0' -[In ogr.omont with 37 III 3B 

A ........ art 
Interlotlon che phYllcllt Anlw.,.. 

Interaction the phYllcl.t 

Nam.d ~ fore.. Not In agreement 
Named (orce. Not In agreemont 

Force/clu" -.!l -'!. -l Forcllcavae 23 Il 7 
-{ .,," W""""", -{ ."" ..•. ".". 

Excernal External 

_10 objoct -[pro .. uro -l .-l -.1 to objoct -[pr ... ur. 2 
Other caunl Other e,u,ol 

Other. -.!l -.!l. 0 Other. 0 0 0 -
Uncleaalflad 2 2 5 Uncl ... III.d 3 Il 1 

-[Forci •• tlng on othor objlct 2 1 2 -[Forel .ctlng on othor objlc' 0 0 0 

An ...... a" 11ft out Ani ..... ." I.tt out - -
Fore./Coull IInlihld 0 0 0 Forol/Clu .. linlihod 0 0 0 



GROUP: D GROUP: D 

SITUATION: SITUATION: 3 

N 21 1'1 _5 N 11 10 10 

{
NII-{ 6 7 1 {NII-[ - - -

Non-nlmed N.ml say. nothing Non-nlmed Nlme lay. nothing 1 2 1 2 9 
Forcl/C.u..· 0 0 Force/ClU.1 - - -

R.plle.tlon of thl Iv.nt _ _ Replication of the IVlnt 0 0 0 

i
orCI/C.U .. nr.rred .J!. JlJ _2 iorel/C.UBI r.ferred LD-. -.B. 4 

Int.rn.1 to p .. t condition I d 0 5 0 Intern.1 to palt condition -

-{

MO' onlSpee... _ _ _ -{MO'IOnlSP"d 5 3 1 
to obJoeu Function or .t.te 0 0 0 to object. Function Qr .t.t. ... 

Energy _ _ Energy 0 0 0 
021 

Property of th, obj.ot Property or the object -L -.! _1 

Kind or ~ -[In 'greemen' wl,h 1 rr 1.!U U 8 Kind or -[In ogroemen, wl'h 1 78 1 63 96 
10Ur.ctlon the phYllcl1t Inter.ctlon chll phyalcllt - - -

Ani""'" Named -{,oree. Not In agreement 7 5.J.Q Anlw.ra N.m.d -{,orce. 
Force/clu" with thl phYllcl.t - - Forc./clull ~ft~'~h~g;~;~~~~:L J -!3 

Externol 0 0 0 Ext"nol 
to obJlct -{preMur. to obJlct -{preuur. 0 1 1 

Other CIUI.I 0 0 0 Other O'UIOI - - -

O'hero O,hero 0 0 0 

Uneleooilled 2 2 _1 Unelooomed -;- -;; -8 
9 2 2 - -

-[
Fore' Ictlng on other obJlct -[Fore I Ictlng on other obJeat 1 1 0 

An.wer. I,tt out 0 0 0 An.w.,. I,tt out 
Forct/Clu" finished Forcl/Coull "nlthad 0 0 0 

I 
W 
o 
CD 
I 

GROUP: D GROUP: D 

OITUATION: 2 SITUATION: 4 

N UI... 21 .1-6 -[N LQ. 2 1 8 
Nil Nil 

Non .. nam.d { -[Nomo ooyo no'hlng 1 2 8 1 0 Non-nomod { Nama lilY' nothing 2 5 0 
ForCI/Clu" - - - Forcl/Cau .. 

Repllcltlon or thl eVlnt JL 0 0 Repllcltlon or the IVlnt 0 0 0 

i
orC./e,u,. ,-'errad 1 1 1 iore'/ClUIII r,ferrad 6 4 0 

Internl' to Pllt condition 2 3 Interna' to Pllt condition 0 0 0 
bJ -{MO'IOn/SP .. d ... ,00bJee,e -{MO'IOn/SP .. d ... 

to 0 eet. Function or IUtl Function o( atat. 
Energy 1 2 1 Energy 0 0 

Proper'y or 'he obJeet 1 -1 2 Property or ,he object 0 0 

Kind 01 ~ -{In ogrooment wl,h 1 fl..!L 1.!U L!l..9 Kind or -{In agreamen, wl,h 1 05 92 114 
h Interaction the phy.lcllt An.w.,.. ~Int.rectlon the phyalcllt -

nawe,.. Nomad rare.. Named force I 
Forcl/clutl ~ Not In agreement 25 6 38 Forct/clute Not In agreement 5 20 

with the phytlcllt - with the phyalcl't 
Externol 0 External 0 0 0 
to obJlct -{pre .. ur. 0 0 to Object -{preuure 

Othlr CIUIOI Other cause. 
O'her. JL J _0 O,hm 0 0 0 

UnclelOllled ..i. -.!! J UnelalOllled 3 21 

-[

Fore. ectlng on other obJ.ct 3 1 3 -[Foro. acting on oth.r obJ.ct 1 
An.wtr. I.h out An.wlrt lite out 

Force/C.u •• rlnloh.d 0 0 0 For •• /CaUi. rlnlohod 0 0 0 



GROUP' D GROUP, D 

SITUATION, 5 SITUATION, 7 

-{N 
!L ~ -11 

-{N 
2JL lZ. 2..3 

Nil Nil 
Non-nlmed { Nlml lOyl nothing 7 B B on-nlm.d { Nome oayl nothing B 6 10 -
Forc,/Clu" ..D. J _0 

Forc./Clu .. 
Repllcltlon or th •• v.nt Rapllc.tlon Dr thl Ivant JL .J! _0 -{"""'.' "',,,,' 1..!l....J _3 -E"""'.' ,,'_., ..L ...l _2 
Int.rnll to Plit condition MotlonlSpaed ... ..!i ~ _2 Interna' to p .. t condition 

1- 3 2 
to obJlct. Funotlon of .t.ta -[ to objletl -[MotlOnlSPlOd ... 

.Q. ..J! _0 Function or .tlt. 
Energy Energy 0 0 

Property or thl obJeot ..L ....l _I Property or thl obJlct 1 2 I 

Kind of ~ -c Igrooment with 
II!!.. Q3 !..Q,o Kind or -{In Igre.m.nt with l'l..!Ll!!.Q !1.? Interlctlon th, phYllcllt 

An • ...,.,.. 
Interlctlon the phy.lcllt 

AN",,'" Named rorc.. Not In Igr •• mant 2.a ..20 N.m.d -r""" ,,' " ....... , ""., .. - ~ "" .. "' .... , .. " 
La. Forc,/clu" li. -.!! -1.6 

with the phy.'cl.t 
Externa' .Q. ..J! _0 E)Ctlrnll 
to obJoct -(pr ... uro to obJoct -(pr ... ur. ..D. ...Jl _0 

Other CIU'OI Oth.r CIUlel 
Other. .Q. ...Jl _0 Other. .Q. ..J! _0 

Uncl.lllr1ad 
B 6 _5 Uncl ... trled !.1. 1 II 

-[Forc. Ictlng on othor objoct ..Q.. ..J! _0 -[Forco Ictlng on othor object I 
An'wlrt "rt out JL -1! J 

An.w'rI lere out 
Force/Clu .. rlnllhld Forc,/CIUII rlnllhed 0 0 0 

I 
W 
0 
CD 
I 

GROUP' D GROUP, D 

SITUATION, 6 SITUATION, B 

-{N 
IL ~ 1..!! -{N 

26 16 17 
Nil Nil 

2 
Non-nomod { Nomo .. yo nothing .L L ..J Non-named { Nom •• ay. nothing 6 5 
Forct/Clu .. Forc./Clu" - -

Repllcltlon or the Ivent .!!.... 0 -1l Repllcltlon or the IVlnt 0 0 0 

i'''''''''' "',,,,' .lL UL ....a i·"~··· ,,",," 0 0 0 
Internal to p .. t conditIon 

.L ~ ....l 
Inurnll to pllt oondltlon 

0 I 0 
to objocto -[MotlonlSPUd ... to objecto -[MotlonlSPlOd ." 

Function or .tlta Function or .tlt. 
0 

~ Energy .!!.... .J!.. -1l Energy 0 0 - - -
Property or the object .!!.... ..!.. ..J Property 0' the obJlot B I q 

Kind ot -{In Igroom.nt with Iq 1 112 133 Kind or -[In Igreement with 
122 72 11 q 

Anlwe,.. 
Inurlctlon thl phy.'ciit 

AnlWI" 
Interaction the phy.'crit 

Nomod ~ roroll Not In agra.mlnt !L J.!I 
Nemtd 'orcII, Not In agr.emant 15 27 II 

Forc./clu .. ~ "" ....... ,.,,, I.L Forc./c,ulI -r ", .... "',.,"" 
Externll External 

to .bjoct -{ProllurO .lL -D.. ..Jl t. objoct -(ProllUro 0 0 0 
Oth.r caul" Oth" clu.e. 

0 0 0 Other. .!L .J!.. -1l ache,. 

Unol ... ltled .!L .L -.1 Uncleaalrled q B 2 -
-[Forci Ictlng on othor objlct .lL -D.. .11 -[Fore I Ictlng on othor obJoct 7 0 1 

An.wert left out An.wI" r.re out 
Force/C,u .. "nllh.d .!L .J!.. ~ Forca/Ceult "nJlhad 0 0 0 



CROUP, E CROUP, E 

SITUATION, I SITUATION, 3 

-{N 
II :tL .2.2 

-{N :uL .a.!I U. 
Nil Nil 

Non-named { Namo IOYo nothing ..! JL ..l Non-n.med { Nom ••• yo nothing Jl ...Q .JL 
Forc./C.u •• ..! JL .J!. 

ForcI/C,u .. 
Replication of the event RapHe.tlon or the event JL ...Q ...L 

-{"~O'_' """," .Jl. JL -2 -{""" .. " """," 
...a.. ~ .1. to put condition Internal to palt cOfldltlon 

Internal Motion/Speed ... 0 If .J!. ..l ...L to obJettt Funotlon or .t.te .-[ 
to ob)oct. .-[MotIOn/SP •• d ... ...a.. 

Energy .J!. JL .Jl. 
Function of Itata 

Energy Jl .-Jl .Jl.. 
Property or thl object 0 JL .Jl. Property or the Object - ..n.. -1J ....n. 

Kind of ~ -c ogrllmont with .J!. L ~ Kind or -{In ogroomont with .JL ..2 2. l"t.r.etlon the phYllclu 
An.wert 

Inter.ctlon the phYllcllt 

Ana""'" Named forcn Not In .gr.ement L!l.. L .Jl. 
N.med -{'''''' -"' , ......... Co. •• "... -{ ."" 'M "', ...... 
Foroe/c,ulI 

with tho phyolcltt .Jl. .u .J!. 
Externa' 

JL 0 .J!. 
Externa' 

to ob)lct -(pretturo - to ob)lct -(pro .. ure .JL -1 -2.. 
Other elu.el 

...L 0 0 
Other ClUte. 

Other. - - Other. -L -D .Jl. 
Uncl .... lrI.d 

5 6 5 Unclonlrlld - - ~ ~ ..l. 
-[Forc •• otlng on othor ob).ct JL .!L .J!. -[Forcl .otlng on othor ob)lot .J!. j .J!. 

Ant"".r. lete out JL .!L ...L An.wIf. "rt out 
Foro./Clu .. rinlth.d Forc./Clu .. r'nJlhld 0 0 0 

I 
CJ.l 

0 
I 

C~OUP' E OROUP, E 

SITUATION, 2 SITUATION, If 

-{N 
.all all.. .9..2 -{N 

11 37 J.!l 
Nil Nil 

Non-nomad { Nomo o.yo nothing ...Q .JL j on-nom.d { N.m. toyo nothing ~ ..! -1 
Force/Ceu •• Force/Cause 

Rttpllcltlon or the IVlnt ...Q ....!!. .-il Replication or the event 0 0 0 -{ ... " .... """., ~ ..£.. ..2 -{''''''.' ,,,,,,,, 0 2 1 
Inurnal to p .. t condition 

If 2 -1 
Interne' to p •• t oondltlon 

0 0 
to ob).c," .-[Motlon/SPoed ... to obJoctt .-[Motlon/SPOOd ... 

Function or .Ut. Function or .tete 
Enaroy 0 0 0 Energy 0 0 0 - -

Property or the Object 0 0 0 Property of the object 0 0 0 

1<lnd or -{In .gr.omont with 6 2.. -2 Kind 0' -{In Igreemont with 5 II 5 

An.we" 
Interaction thl phy.lcllt 

An.we" 
Interoctlon the physlcl.t 

Nomad ~ roro.. Not In .gr.ament 
Named rorc., Not In agr.ement 

Force/cau .. -{ ., .... ~ ." ... ,,, ~ ..1.. j Force/cauae 
-{ ., .... M~" .. '" ....1 ..J.. ~ 

Externa' External 

to ob).ct -(Prottur. ..J! JL .-il to ob)let -(pr ... u," 0 0 
Other cau'" Other clua •• 

Othe,. ..1 0 -1 Othe" 0 0 0 -
Uncll .. ltled If If If Uncl ... lrled 2 2 3 

-{Forc •• ctlng on other ob)oct ...Q .JL j -{Fore. oetlng on other ob).ct ..Jl 0 -Y 
Anlwtr' tift out Anlwl"I"t out 

Force/Clu,. tlnhah.d 0 0 0 Forel/Cout. 'Inillhod 0 0 0 



GROUP: E GROUP: E 

SITUATION: 5 SITUATION: 7 

N ~ ..lP .aD. N a6 40 a7 
. NII-{ 0 0 {NII-{ 

Non.named { Neme .. y. nothing 2 Non-named N.me laY, nothing 1 1 1 
ForCI/Clu.. 0 0 0 ForCI/CIU.. - - -

Replication or thl eVlnt _ - - Replication of the Ivent -D --0. -D-

i

orOI/C'U .. referred -1- ~ ..l ioree/C.US8 r.ferred 5 3 3 
I to pllt condition '!I 1 0 I I to Pllt condition - -

Inttrn. -{MotlonISP •• d '0' ~ _ _ l~t:~n:Ctl Motion/Spud H. J 2 0 
to Objlctl Funotlon or IUtl 0 0 0 J Funotlon of Itltl -{ - -

Energy Energy -.Jl -.2 JL 
Property 0' tho obJoot 0 0 0 Property 0' the Object _0 0 0 

Kind or ~ -{In Igr .. rne"t with 5 '4 6 Kind or -{In Igreement with 11 q q 
lnt.ractlon thl phy.lcllt Anawlr'l Inter.ctlon the phYllcl1t 

Anlw.,. Named -{,ore.. Not In Igr •• mlnt JL ..:l. -i ~:~:~c.u.. -{,ore.. Not In Igr •• mlnt '4 11 it 
Forcl/c.u.. with the phy.lcllt with th, phy.lcltt 

Externa' 0 1 Externa' 
to obJlct -[pr •• ur. JL _ - to obJ.ct -[pr ... ur. 0 0 0 

Other CIUlaa 0 0 0 Other eluael 
O.he" Othe" _0 0 0 

Unclo .. lliod .1... J ~ Unelo .. lrled a 4 4 
000 

-[

Fore I acting on othlr obJlct -[Force Ictlng on othlr obJlct 0 0 0 
Aniwa,. I,ft out 0 0 0 Ana"'lr. I.ft out 

Foroo/Cou .. 'Inlohod - Forc./C.u .. rlnlohld 0 0 0 
I 

W 

GROUP: E GROUP: E 

SITUATION: 6 SITUATION: B 

-{N 
a4 ~ ll! -{N 

a7 aa a6 
Nil Nil 

Non-named { Nom ... yo nothing J JL -.!! an-nomed { Nom ... yo nothing 2 1 0 
Forci/Clull Forel/Clu •• -

Replleltlon or the eVlnt 0 0 -.!! Replication or the event 0 0 0 i""ro .. " .. ,."" 0 a a i~·ro.- .. "" .. 0 0 0 
Internal to p .. t condition 

0 a 0 
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ANAL YSIS OF THE PROBLEMA TIC RESULTS 

[j) Unclassified cases and answers left out 

o.n Unclassified cases 

Percentage Percentage of Situations 

of 

Unc I assified Answers 
Group Group Group Group Group Group Group 

A B E C G 0 F 

0% (or nearly 0%) 85% 95% 0% 70% Lt5% 70% 55% 

5% 10% 5% 85% 30% Lt5% 25% 30% 

10% 5% - 15% - 15% 5% 15% 

>10% - - - - - - -

TABLE Alii - 1: Percentage of students' answers included in the Unclassified 

category in all situations and for each group 

Table Alii - 1. showing the percentage of students' answers included 

in the Unclassified category in all situations and for each group. indicates 

that the percentage of such answers is rather small for any group in almost 

all situations. For no group. is the percentage of unclassified answers higher 

than 10% and. for the majority of the situations. this percentage is nearly 

zero. It was students who had ceased their studies in physics for some years 

(groups E and G) who. a little more frequently. gave such answers. Thus. in 

general. the names given to forces appear t9 contain useful information about 

the forces chosen. in the light of the network developed. 
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0.2.1) Forces acting on other objects 

Percentage of Forces Percentage of Situations 

Acting on 

Other Objects Group Group Group Group Group Group Group 
A B E C G 0 F 

0% (or nearly 0%) 95% 85% 100% 90% 80% . 80% 80% 

5% 5% 15% - 10% 15% 15% 5% 

10% - - - - 5% 5% 15% 

>10% - - - - - - -

(a) 

III 
a.. SITUATIONS WHERE THE CASES 
:J 
0 

OCCURRED .... 
e> 

A 1 3
.

, 

B ~ '~3 ~2.1 l " 6.1 

E 

C i. 1.1 1 
6.3 

~ 

G tl.l ~3.' It 4.1 6.1 

1 ~ 

D i.1.! 1 \,,6., l' ~6.3 ~ --
F i..1.1 t~ 4.1 /- 5.1 ~ 

( b ) 

TABLE Alii - 2: (a) Percentage of students' choices of Forces Acting on 

Other Objects. in all situations and for each group and 

(b) situations where those choices occurred 

Table Alii - 2(a). shows the percentage of choices of forces acting 

on objects other than the one specified in the questionnaire. It indicates. 

in line with the discussion in Chapter 5. sub-section 5.1.1. that for all groups 
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and in the majority of situations the number of such answers is rather small 

[never higher than 10%). Students with more experience in physics [groups 0 

and F) were those who considered such forces a little frequently than most. 

Table Alii - 2[b) shows that the situations where there is an action by contact. 

e.g. sit. 1-1. a man kicking a ball. sit. 6-1 and 6-3. a man throwing and catching 

a ball. are those where those cases more often occurred. 

[j.2.21 Force/Cause finished 

Percentage of Forces/ Percentage of Situations 

Causes Finished Group Group Group Group Group Group Group 
A B E C G 0 F 

0% [or nearly 0%) 85% 100% 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

5% - 10% 10% - 5% - - - -
>10% /\ ~ 20% 5% - - - - - -

>20% - - - - - - -

[a) 

VI 
0- SITUATIONS WHERE THE 
:::l 
0 CASES OCCURRED ~ 

~ 

A t 1.3. 

5.3 '.3 
- . , 

~ ,/" • 
E 

~ 
1.3 

• 
(b) 

TABLE Alii - 3: [a) Percentage of students naming a Force/Cause finished. 

in all situations and for each group and [b) situations 

where those choices occurred 
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Table Alii - 3(a]. showing the percentage of choices where the 

names suggest that the force/cause is no longer acting. indicates again in 

agreement with the discussion in Chapter 5. sub-section 5.1.1.. that such 

answers are also rare. Actually. they were only given by the youngest pupi Is 

(group A] and by Arts university students (group E] and the percentage of 

such answers is never higher than 20%. Table Alii - 3(b] suggests that situations 

where the motion had ceased. e.g. a ball at rest after being kicked by a man 

(sit. 1-3]. are the ones which had prompted these answers. 

Although the frequency of the answers described above were not 

large. they suggest ways to improve the questionnaire for any future use. 

It would be useful with respect to forces acting on other objects. to mention 

more clearly. in the questionnaire. the object on which the forces are supposed 

to act. 
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APPENDIX IV 

ANAL VSlS OF THE RESULTS FOUND IN SIT. 6-3 AND 8-1 

CONCERNING CHOICES OF AN IMPULSIVE FORCE 

This Appendix presents the analysis of the results found. by con

sidering names given to the 'impulsive force' for sit. 6-3 (catching a baJJ) 

and sit. 8-1 (jumping from a springboard). Difficulties in interpreting the 

data. with respect to choices of directions of such a force. were found in 

the analysis done in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.5. 

Given the kind of data found for these two situations (e.g. generally. 

the small number of choices of a force along the direction of the impulsive 

force) and the problematic aspects of the results. an analysis of individual 

answers. for each group and in each of the situations. was carried out. taking 

into account the suggestions made in Chapter 6. sub-section 6.2.1.5. The 

aim of the analysis was to see. whether the reduced number of choices of 

an impulsive force was mainly due to misinterpretations of the events or. 

whether these situations really attracted fewer such choices. which could 

mean that such a force is dependent on the context. However. as it will be 

shown next. this analysis did not help much the clarification of these questions 

because an appreciable number of students' answers present difficulties of 

interpretation. 

Sit. 6-3: a man catching a ball 

The analysis of individual answers given to sit. 6-3 suggested 

the following categories of replies: 

[j) a force/cause is needed to stop the motion/instant of the action. 

which includes choices of an impulsive force in agreement with 

the physicist. It also includes answers suggesting the choice of 

an impulsive force but acting in other directions than the one ex

pected. mainly. horizontally to the left. This category is the one 

which corresponds to the expected interpretation of the event: 
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(ij) a force/cause is needed but to mantain the motionlball still in 

motion [no action yet). which includes answers suggesting that 

students misinterpreted the event in that they considered the ball 

still in motion. Typical answers were those named 'force of the 

speed'. 'force of the motion'; 

(iii) no force/cause exists either related to the action or to the rna

tionlball already stopped [after the action). which includes answers 

suggesting that students misinterpreted the event in that they 

considered the ball already at rest. Typical answers were those 

in which no force was chosen at all or answers in which only gravity 

or gravity and Reaction were chosen. Furhter evidence to this 

interpretation comes also from some students' choices in which 

they wrote: 'there is no longer a force because the man already 

caught the ball'; 

(iv) unclassified. which includes answers which had no clear interpreta

tion. They correspond to either named forces included in the unclas

sified category [see network defined in Chapter 7. sub-section 7.2.3) 

or and mainly. to non-named forces chosen in such directions that 

the answers given by these students. in the other instants. did not 

help to infer what these forces could be. 

Table AIV -1 shows. for each group. the percentage of students 

included in each of the categories defined above. 

Category 
Percentage of Students 

of 

Rep lies 
GP GP GP GP GP GP GP 
A B E C G 0 F 

[ i ) [. .. ) Instant of 
15% 5% 10% 10% 40% 45% 45% 

the action 

(ii) [. .. ) Ball sti II 
27.5% 15% 10% 10% 20% 10% 5% 

in motion 
-

[i ii) [. .. ) Ba II already 
30% 20% 25% 30% 50' 20% 25% 

stopped 
70 

[ iv) Unc I assified 27.5% 60% 55% 50% 35% 25% 25% 

TABLE AIV - I: Percentage of students. of each group. included in the cat

egories of replies defined for sit. 6-3 
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In general. and despite the noticeable variations with groups in 

the percentage of students included in each category defined. the results 

suggest that: 

[a] a considerable proportion of all students misinterpreted the situation 

(usually. more than 30%): 

[b) the percentage of unclassified replies is rather high. mainly for 

groups with little or some experience in dynamics. a result wich 

is difficult to interpret. 

From the above. it seems safest to regard sit. 6-3 as ambiguous 

with regard to impulsive forces. 

Sit. 8-1: a man jumping from the springboard of a swimming pool 

The analysis of individual answers given to sit. 8-1 suggested 

the follwoing categories of replies: 

[iJ a force/cause is needed for the action of the board. which includes 

choices of a force suggesting that students were thinking of the 

action of the springboard on the man (e.g. named forces such as 

'force given by the springboard'). Students giving such answers 

are taken as having described an impulsive force and as having 

interpreted the situation as expected: 

[iil a force/cause is needed but related with the man's effort/action. 

which includes answers in which a 'force' was chosen but the name/di

rection given suggested that the force was related with the man. 

either with the man's effort or with the man's action of jumping 

or falling down. Typical answers were named forces such as 'the 

force of the man'. referring to the man's effort: and 'weight'. 'force 

of the falling'. referring to the man's action of jumping or falling 

down. These answers suggested that students' attention was not 

on the action of the springboard~ but on the man. It may be that 

these replies ignore the impulsive force. or perhaps that the situation. 

in which a less massive and less 'powerful' agent (the springboard) 

is acting on a more massive and more 'powerful' agent (the man). 

contributed to such kind of responses: 
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[iii] no force/cause is needed for the action of the board/man. which 

includes answers in which no force related with the action of the 

springboard/man was chosen. Typical replies are those in which 

no forces were chosen at all or answers in which only gravity or 

gravity and Reaction were chosen. These answers suggest that 

students misinterpreted the event. in that they considered it occur

ring before the instant of jumping; 

[jv) unclassified. including answers which were not interpretable. They 

correspond to either named forces which were included. according 

to the network defined in Chapter 7 sub-section 7.2.3. in the unclas

sified category or non-named choices. With respect to these I have 

decided that insufficient evidence was contained in the data. for 

making inferences about the meaning of these choices. 

Table AIV - 2 shows. for each group. the percentage of students 

included in each of the categories defined above (group G was not asked about 

this situation). 

Category 
Percentage of Students 

of 

Repl ies 
GP GP GP GP GP GP 
A B E C 0 F 

[i) [ ... ) Action of 7.5% 5% 2.5% 10% 15% 40% 
the board 

[ii) (. .. ) Man's effort/ 
37.5% 27.5% 15% 15% 12.5% -faction 

[iii ) ( ... ) No action of 10% 7.5% 10% 15% 27.5% 35% 
the board/man 

[ iv) Unc I assified 45% 50% 72.5% 50% 45% 25% 

TABLE AIV - 2: Percentage of students. of each group. included in the cat

egories of replies defined for sit. 8-1 

The most noticeable feature of the results is the large percentage 

of Unclassified answers which makes it rather difficult to interpret the results. 

Even so. they seem to suggest that: 
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(a) only a minority of students of all groups considered an impulsive 

force in sit. 8-1. except group F. where 40% of students did so; 

[b) an appreciable percentage of the youngest groups (A and BJ considered. 

instead. a force/cause related with the man's effort/action. this 

percentage seeming to decrease with teaching. at least. for Physics 

trainee teachers. 

In conclusion. but not forgetting the difficulties found in the analysis 

of the results found in the two situations studied above. one may say that 

the event of sit. 6-3 seemed to have presented ambiguities of interpretation. 

while sit. 8-1 seemed to be a case where impulsive forces are less often chosen. 

at least by the the youngest students. 
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